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Development API Reference

About the Development API
The Development API is the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)-based application 
program interface (API) to SpectroSERVER. You can also refer to it as the SpectroSERVER Object 
Request Broker (SSORB) interface or SSORB, because it depends on an object request broker (ORB). 
This guide explains the purpose of the Development API, what it consists of, and what you can do 
with it.

Note: See the for notifications of release-specific changes to the Software Release Notice 
Development API interface.

Contents
About the Development API
Architecture
The CORBA Standard

The CORBA Mechanism
Why CA Spectrum Uses CORBA
CORBA Sources

Data Structure Classes
Error Reporting
C++ Development on Windows

Architecture
The Development API advertises through the CORBA Naming Service. Advertising through the CORBA 
naming service facilitates compatibility with other ORBs such as Orbacus and Java that support the 
standard Naming Service.

Client applications contact the Naming Service to retrieve the list of available services. You can view 
the list by using the  tool or the  tool for the Naming Service list. Once the client osfind nsutil
application contacts an advertiser and gets the location of the required service, the client application 
can contact that service directly. Calls for data retrieval are possible after security checks are cleared.

Native threads handle incoming data requests at the VisiBroker CORBA layer. The requests then 
queue for SpectroSERVER processing.
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The SpectroSERVER takes the first request off the queue and retrieves the required data. The data is 
attached to the outgoing queue to return to the client application. In the case of asynchronous data 
or callbacks, the SpectroSERVER maintains an active list of changes and notifies the client application 
about them. On multi-CPU systems where client applications implement callbacks, this workload is 
redistributed among native threads, freeing up processing cycles.

The Development API has the following architecture:

In this architecture, the Location Server, SpectroSERVER, and Archive Manager (not pictured) each 
have a CORBA interface for data retrieval. The Location Server provides the list of SpectroSERVERs 
available in the distributed SpectroSERVER domain. SpectroSERVER handles the interfaces to the 
model domain, alarm domain and type catalog. The Archive Manager handles the event domain.

When the SpectroSERVER, Location Server, or Archive Manager starts up, it advertises its services to 
the Naming Service.

The CORBA Standard
CORBA is a standard developed by the Object Management Group (OMG) consortium. The CORBA 
standard is a middleware, a framework that specifies how distributed applications can communicate 
using an ORB.

The following illustration shows client-server communication through an ORB:
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The ORB facilitates communication between software components coded in different languages for 
different operating systems with different hardware architectures. It enables disparate objects on the 
network to recognize each other and invoke each other's methods.

The ORB is not a product; it is an implementation of OMG's CORBA standard. The CORBA standard 
defines the Interface Definition Language (IDL) used to describe the following:

Interfaces to CORBA objects

Programming language mappings

Transport protocols

High level services like naming and security

The CORBA Mechanism
The CORBA component that facilitates communication between remote applications is the IDL that 
defines an API. The SPECTRUM Development API consists of an IDL file for each object type. This set 
of IDL files is usually referred to as the CA Spectrum IDL.

Note: The term IDL can also describe an interface.

CORBA defines a language mapping for every programming language. The language mapping 
describes how an IDL converts into the language-specific API. An IDL compiler implements this 
mapping by compiling an IDL file into a set of stubs and skeletons.  are the methods and objects Stubs
that an application can use;  are empty methods and objects that you fill in to implement a skeletons
server. The IDL generates stubs and skeletons while a vendor provides the ORB.
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A programmer who creates a CORBA service object defines the interface in a CORBA-standard 
language, namely the IDL. If the IDL is run through the appropriate compilers, it produces both server 
and client code in standard programming languages. The server code is the skeleton because it 
represents a basic object as an abstract class from which the programmer derives a class to 
implement a service. The client code consists of a set of object reference stubs, which need no 
further coding.

For example, for a C++ mapping, the stubs include the header files used to compile the application 
and the object library linked to the application.

The application and server should link to the ORB library as shown in the following diagram:

To develop a server, you need to write the IDL and the implementation inside the skeletons. To 
develop an application, you need to call the stubs.

A program participating in the CORBA framework relies on its local ORB to overcome the 
communication barriers of language and process location. The program sends requests and gets 
responses to and from a data pipeline composed of all the ORBs in the system. This network of ORBs 
is often referred to as the ORB.

Each CORBA service resides on some computer and is implemented as an object coded in a 
programming language. To make itself available to clients, the object advertises its services through 
the ORB. A naming service (a standard CORBA service) picks up the advertisements and records the 
service name and object reference. If a client wants to use the service, it specifies the service name 
and contacts the naming service through the ORB. It receives the object reference and uses it to 
access the object's services.

The object reference and its corresponding server object are instances of different classes with the 
same interface. An object reference, obtained by the client from the naming service, executes on the 
client. The server object resides on the server. If a client invokes an object reference method, the 
method uses the ORB to call the corresponding method on the server. This server method fulfills the 
service request and returns the required data. For the client, the local object reference simulates the 
server object, but actually, the reference only does remote method invocations to the server.
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Why CA Spectrum Uses CORBA
The Development API uses CORBA to focus on Java application development.

Use of Java in web-based applications is increasing. The SPECTRUM Development API focuses more 
on Java though it provides the same set of core services to both C++ and Java developers.

CORBA, an open standard, is best suited for Java application development. CORBA helps CA Spectrum 
customers write CORBA applications that integrate CA Spectrum with other CORBA services.

CORBA Sources
OMG publishes CORBA standard guides that cover the architecture and the language-specific 
mappings of CORBA. These standards are available at .http://www.omg.org

You can also get CORBA information from Borland Software Corporation, the vendor of VisiBroker 
ORB that CA Spectrum uses. The documentation is available at .http://www.borland.com

Data Structure Classes
Data structure classes are of two types: parameter and helper.

Parameter Class
Transfers data. Your client programs instantiate these classes and pass them to interface 
methods. The methods also return instances of these classes to your programs. Examples include 
CsCModelPropList, CsCMTypePropList, and CsCAttrValList.

Helper Class
Builds and unwraps complex parameter class objects.

You can find the Java docs for these classes by clicking the link com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util in the 
file < >/SDK/docs/SSORB/index.html. Examples include CsCorbaValueHelper and $SPECROOT
CsCAttrFilterHelper.

Error Reporting
CORBA reports errors through exceptions. Error reporting through exceptions is an all-or-nothing 
approach because no other result is possible. This approach is not helpful for partial failures, when 
only a few items of a request fail. Also, it is not optimal to raise an exception for every failure. The 
CORBA approach is to use exceptions for complete failures and report partial failures with error 
codes in result lists. Because it is not optimal to search an entire list to see if any item failed, result 
lists also provide an overall error code to indicate partial failures.

http://www.omg.org
http://www.borland.com
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C++ Development on Windows
The following table lists the library and dynamic link libraries necessary for C++ development on 
Windows. The corresponding directory location is < >.$SPECROOT/lib

Library Files SDK

libGlobl (dll), libssorb (dll), ibssorbutil (dll) SPECTRUM

orb_r_70 (dll), cosnm_r_70 (dll), vport_r_70 (dll), vdlog_r_70 (dll) Borland VisiBroker

The following table shows the corresponding header file locations:

Library Header File Location

libGlobl.dll < >\SDK\include\GLOBL$SPECROOT

libssorb.dll < >\SDK\include\SSORB\idl$SPECROOT

libssorbutil.dll < >\SDK\include\SSORB\util$SPECROOT

cosnm_r_70.dll, orb_r_70.dll, vbsec.dll, 
vdlog_r_70.dll, vport_r_70.dll

Provided by Borland VisiBroker SDK (Not included in 
SPECTRUM CORBA toolkit.)

Prerequisites for programming with the 
Development API

Contents
Environment Verification

Verify that you have the following in place before you start programming with the Development API:

Development requirements.

CA Spectrum version -- You need CA Spectrum r9.  or above, with SpectroSERVER and Archive x
Manager (ArchMgr) running.

CA Spectrum access -- If your CA Spectrum server and client computer are different, the .hostrc 
file in the CA Spectrum directory on your CA Spectrum server should allow the programs on your 
client to interact with the SpectroSERVER. To facilitate this, open the .hostrc file with a text 
editor, remove the individual host name if it exists, and add either a plus (+) sign or the name of 
your client computer, and close the file. You need not shut down and restart any CA Spectrum 
processes; they automatically re-read the configuration file within a minute.

User model -- Verify that CA Spectrum has a user model with a name that matches the user name 
you use on your client computer to run the example programs.
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Devices -- Many of the exercises require you to create models or read model attributes. It is 
helpful to have a few SNMP devices (switches, routers, and so on) running on your network so 
that you can model them. You can model your own client computer if it is running a supported 
SNMP agent.

Work directory -- Create a work directory for the example exercises in the following section. You 
need to set the CLASSPATH variable pointing to the CORBA JAR files, which are located in <

>/lib.$SPECROOT

Note: For CLASSPATH examples, see .Java Development Specifics

If your development environment meets all these criteria, you can compile a program by executing 
javac < >.java and run a program by executing java < >.ProgramName ProgramName

Environment Verification
You can perform a test of your development environment once you have verified the following:

SpectroSERVER and ArchMgr are running on your CA Spectrum server.

JDK and CA Spectrum SDK are present on your client computer.

CA Spectrum SDK contains the necessary example programs, jar files, and javadoc files.

The test involves verifying the client-server communication and whether you can compile and run the 
example programs from the cmdline directory.

To verify that the example programs can communicate with your SpectroSERVER, enter the following:

cd SDK/examples/SSORB/DevelopmentAPI

javac GetDomainID.java

java GetDomainID <domainName>

Replace < > with the Domain Naming System (DNS) or network name of your domainName
SpectroSERVER host system. The GetDomainID example should display the landscape handle of your 
SpectroSERVER.

Version Requirements
Contents

Java Development Specifics

C++ Development on Windows

C++ Development on Linux

C++ Development on Solaris
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C++ Development on Solaris

Standard Naming Service and VisiBroker ORB

The CA Spectrum IDL

Interface Classes

Additional IDLs

Data Structure Classes

Global Classes

The following table lists the version requirements for the various software tools used with the 
Development API:

Development Tools Version

Borland VisiBroker SDK 8.5sp1

Windows Windows Server 2008
Windows Server 2012

Visual C++ 2008

Java SDK 1.7.0

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5, 6

GNU C++ 4.1 or 4.4

Java SDK 1.7.0

Solaris 10, 11

Sun C++ 12.x

Java SDK 1.7.0

Java Development Specifics
The following JAR files are necessary for Java development with CA Spectrum SDK, where is the xx 
version of CA Spectrum that you are running. For example, if you are running CA Spectrum r9.3, global

.jar would be global93.jar.xx

global .jarxx

ssorb .jarxx

ssorbutil .jarxx

util .jarxx

utilapp .jarxx

utilnet .jarxx
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utilsrv .jarxx

vbhelper .jarxx

vbjorb.jar

bsec.jar

lm.jar

cryptojFIPS.jar

sanct6.jar (Linux only)

sanctuary.jar (Linux only)

The corresponding directory location is < /lib, and the JAR file location should be set by $SPECROOT>
the CLASSPATH environment variable.

Example: Setting the CLASSPATH environment variable

The following are examples of setting the CLASSPATH variable for different platforms. Replace the 
following variables accordingly:

< >$SPECROOT
Specify the complete path to your CA Spectrum installation directory.

xx
Specify the version of CA Spectrum that you are running. For example, if you are running CA 
Spectrum r9.3, global .jar would be global93.jar.xx

You can set the CLASSPATH on Windows as follows:

CLASSPATH=<$SPECROOT>\lib\globalxx.jar;<$SPECROOT>\lib\ssorbxx.jar;<$SPECROOT>\lib\ssorbutilxx.jar;

<$SPECROOT>\lib\vbhelperxx.jar;<$SPECROOT>\lib\vbjorb.jar;<$SPECROOT>\lib\vbsec.jar;<$SPECROOT>\lib\utilxx.jar;

<$SPECROOT>\lib\utilnetxx.jar;<$SPECROOT>\lib\utilsrvxx.jar;<$SPECROOT>\lib\lm.jar;<$SPECROOT>\lib\cryptojFIPS.jar;

<$SPECROOT>\lib\utilappxx.jar;.;

You can set the CLASSPATH on Solaris as follows:

CLASSPATH=<$SPECROOT>/lib/globalxx.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/ssorbxx.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/ssorbutilxx.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib

/vbhelperxx.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/vbjorb.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/vbsec.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/utilxx.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib

/utilnetxx.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/utilsrvxx.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/lm.jar:<$SPECROOT>\lib\cryptojFIPS.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib

/utilappxx.jar:.:

You can set the CLASSPATH on Linux as follows:

CLASSPATH=<$SPECROOT>/lib/globalxx.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/ssorbxx.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/ssorbutilxx.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib

/vbhelperxx.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/vbjorb.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/vbsec.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/utilxx.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib
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/utilnetxx.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/utilsrvxx.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/lm.jar:<$SPECROOT>\lib\cryptojFIPS.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib

/sanct6.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/sanctuary.jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/utilappxx.jar:.:

C++ Development on Windows
The following table lists the library and dynamic link libraries necessary for C++ development on 
Windows. The corresponding directory location is < >.$SPECROOT/lib

Library Files SDK

libGlobl.lib
libssorb.lib
ibssorbutil.lib

CA Spectrum

orbcore_r.lib
cosnm_r_80.lib
vport_r_80.lib
vdlog_r_80.lib

Borland VisiBroker

The following table shows the corresponding header file locations:

Library Header File Location

libGlobl.dll < >\SDK\include\GLOBL$SPECROOT

libssorb.dll < >\SDK\include\SSORB\idl$SPECROOT

libssorbutil.dll < >\SDK\include\SSORB\util$SPECROOT

orbcore_r_80.dll
cosnm_r_80.dll
vport_r_80.dll
vdlog_r_80.dll

Provided by Borland VisiBroker SDK (Not included in CA Spectrum CORBA toolkit.)

C++ Development on Linux
The following table lists the shared objects and libraries necessary for C++ development on Linux. The 
corresponding directory location is < >.$SPECROOT/lib

Library File SDK

libGlobl (so, so.1)
libssorb (so, so.1)
libssorbutil (so, so.1)
libPort (so, so.1)
libVPapi (so, so.1)

CA Spectrum

liborbcore_r.so
libcosnm_r.so
libvport_r.so
libvdlog_r.so

Borland VisiBroker
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The following table shows the corresponding header file locations:

Shared Object/Library 
File

Header File Location

libGlobl.so < >/SDK/include/GLOBL$SPECROOT

libssorb.so < >/SDK/include/SSORB/idl$SPECROOT

libssorbutil.so < >/SDK/include/SSORB/util$SPECROOT

libPort.so < >/SDK/include/PORT$SPECROOT

libVPapi.so < >/SDK/include/VPAPI$SPECROOT

liborbcore_r (so, so.8.0)
libcosnm_r (so, so.8.0)
libvport_r (so, so.8.0)
libvdlog_r (so, so.8.0)

Provided by Borland VisiBroker SDK (Not included in CA Spectrum CORBA 
toolkit.)

C++ Development on Solaris
The following table lists the shared objects and libraries necessary for C++ development on Solaris. 
The corresponding directory location is < >.$SPECROOT/lib

Library SDK

libGlobl (so, so.1)
libssorb (so, so.1)
libssorbutil (so, so.1)
libPort (so, so.1)
libVPapi (so, so.1)

CA Spectrum

liborbcore_r.so
libcosnm_r.so
libvport_r.so
libvdlog_r.so

Borland VisiBroker

The following table shows the corresponding header file locations:

Library Header File Location

libGlobl.so < >/SDK/include/GLOBL$SPECROOT

libssorb.so < >/SDK/include/SSORB/idl$SPECROOT

libssorbutil.so < >/SDK/include/SSORB/util$SPECROOT

libPort.so < >/SDK/include/PORT$SPECROOT

libVPapi.so < >/SDK/include/VPAPI$SPECROOT

liborbcore_r (so, so.
8.0)
libcosnm_r (so, so.8.0)
libvport_r (so, so.8.0)
libvdlog_r (so, so.8.0)

Provided by Borland VisiBroker SDK (Not included in CA Spectrum CORBA 
toolkit.)
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Standard Naming Service and VisiBroker ORB
Client applications use the Standard Naming Service, resulting in ORB independence. With ORB 
independence, the only requirement is that the ORB implement the Standard Naming Service.

ORB Examples

The CA Spectrum Developer Kit includes CORBA client applications built with ORBs from other 
vendors that use the standard naming service.

The following table lists the ORBs and directory locations for different development platforms:

ORB Platform and Development Directory Location

Mico Linux, C++ < >/SDK/examples/SSORB/nameserv/cc/mico$SPECROOT

Orbacus Solaris, C++ < >/SDK/examples/SSORB/nameserv/cc/Orbacus$SPECROOT

Java Windows, Solaris, Java < >/SDK/examples/SSORB/nameserv/java/sun$SPECROOT

The CA Spectrum IDL
The IDL files are the essential part of the SPECTRUM Development API (which also includes the helper 
classes, examples, and documentation). The IDL files define the interfaces to various CA Spectrum 
services (model domain, event domain, and so on) and are available in the following directory:

<$SPECROOT>/SDK/examples/SSORB/idl

Important! The CA Spectrum IDL is proprietary; even two CORBA-compliant platforms cannot 
collaborate unless they use the same IDL.

The CA Spectrum IDL is based on SSAPI and IHAPI to keep it close to the concepts familiar to CA 
Spectrum legacy application developers. The CA Spectrum IDL data model is similar to that of earlier 
toolkits and all of the following continue to exist:

Models with attributes

Model types

Associations between models

Relations

Alarms

Events

Statistics
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The Development API data model is as follows:

 
SPEC--api data model_SCR

The Development API Classes

The SPECTRUM Development API includes interface and data structure classes. Interface classes 
implement the CA Spectrum services and data structure classes include parameter, helper, and global 
classes.

Interface Classes
SpectroSERVER and ArchMgr contain the following classes. You need object references to access 
these classes.

CsCModelDomain
Defines the model domain. Each instance of this class contains models and associations of a 
model domain. Each SpectroSERVER implements a model domain.
This is a persistent CORBA service and the supporting IDL file is cscmodeldomain.idl.

CsCTypeCatalog
Provides access to a type catalog, which contains model types and relations. All the 
SpectroSERVERs of a release at a site should have the same type catalog, but differences may 
occur. Each type catalog has its own instance of this service, with each SpectroSERVER 
implementing a type catalog.
This is a transient CORBA service and the supporting IDL file is csctypecatalog.idl.
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CsCModelType
Provides access to a model type and its attributes. A model type is a template for creating and 
classifying models. Each model type has its own instance of this service.
This is a transient CORBA service and the supporting IDL file is cscmodeltype.idl.

CsCRelation
Provides access to a relation and its rules. A relation is a template for creating and classifying 
associations. Each relation has its own instance of this service.
This is a transient CORBA service and the supporting IDL file is cscrelation.idl.

CsCAlarmDomain
Provides access to an alarm domain. An alarm domain contains alarms for models of a model 
domain. Each alarm domain has its own instance of this service, with each SpectroSERVER 
implementing one alarm domain.
This is a persistent CORBA service and the supporting IDL file is cscalarmdomain.idl.

CsCEventDomain
Provides access to an event domain. An event domain contains events for the models of a model 
domain. Each event domain has its own instance of this service with each ArchMgr implementing 
one event domain.
This is a persistent CORBA service and the supporting IDL file is csceventdomain.idl.

You can find the Java Docs for these classes by opening the file >/SDK/docs/SSORB<$SPECROOT
/index.html and clicking com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl in the Packages list. The IDL files for these 
classes are available in < >/SDK/examples/SSORB/idl.$SPECROOT

Additional IDLs
The < >/SDK/examples/SSORB/idl includes the following IDL files but the services they $SPECROOT
support are not considered CORBA services:

cscattribute.idl
Defines attribute types and attribute values that other IDLs reuse.

cscdeveloper.idl
Defines the structures that management module developers use in the type catalog.

cscerror.idl
Defines the error codes that other IDLs reuse.

cscexception.idl
Defines the CA Spectrum exception that other IDLs reuse because most methods raise this 
exception.

Data Structure Classes
Data structure classes are of two types: parameter and helper.
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Parameter Class
Transfers data. Your client programs instantiate these classes and pass them to interface 
methods. The methods also return instances of these classes to your programs. Examples include 
CsCModelPropList, CsCMTypePropList, and CsCAttrValList.

Helper Class
Builds and unwraps complex parameter class objects.

You can find the Java docs for these classes by clicking the link com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util in the 
file < >/SDK/docs/SSORB/index.html. Examples include CsCorbaValueHelper and $SPECROOT
CsCAttrFilterHelper.

Global Classes
Global classes contain standard security and login objects that CA Spectrum uses. You can find the 
Java docs for these classes in < >/SDK/examples/SSORB/idl.$SPECROOT

Java Development Specifics
The following JAR files are necessary for Java development with CA Spectrum SDK, where is the xx 
version of CA Spectrum that you are running. For example, if you are running CA Spectrum r9.3, global

.jar would be global93.jar.xx

global .jarxx

ssorb .jarxx

ssorbutil .jarxx

util .jarxx

utilapp .jarxx

utilnet .jarxx

utilsrv .jarxx

vbhelper .jarxx

vbjorb.jar

bsec.jar

lm.jar

cryptojFIPS.jar

sanct6.jar (Linux only)
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sanctuary.jar (Linux only)

The corresponding directory location is < /lib, and the JAR file location should be set by $SPECROOT>
the CLASSPATH environment variable.

Example: Setting the CLASSPATH environment variable

The following are examples of setting the CLASSPATH variable for different platforms. Replace the 
following variables accordingly:

< >$SPECROOT

Specify the complete path to your CA Spectrum installation directory.

xx

Specify the version of CA Spectrum that you are running. For example, if you are running CA 
Spectrum r9.3, global .jar would be global93.jar.xx

You can set the CLASSPATH on Windows as follows:

CLASSPATH=< >\lib\global .jar;< >\lib\ssorb .jar;< >\lib\ssorbutil$SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT
.jar;< >\lib\vbhelper .jar;< >\lib\vbjorb.jar;< >\lib\vbsec.jar;<xx $SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT $SPECROOT

>\lib\util .jar;< >\lib\utilnet .jar;< >\lib\utilsrv .jar;<$SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT
>\lib\lm.jar;< >\lib\cryptojFIPS.jar;< T>\lib\utilapp .jar;.;$SPECROOT $SPECROO xx

You can set the CLASSPATH on Solaris as follows:

CLASSPATH=< >/lib/global .jar:< >/lib/ssorb .jar:< >/lib/ssorbutil$SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT
.jar:< >/lib/vbhelper .jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/vbjorb.jar:< >/lib/vbsec.jar:<xx $SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT

>/lib/util .jar:< >/lib/utilnet .jar:< >/lib/utilsrv .jar:<$SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT
>/lib/lm.jar:< >\lib\cryptojFIPS.jar:< T>/lib/utilapp .jar:.:$SPECROOT $SPECROO xx

You can set the CLASSPATH on Linux as follows:

CLASSPATH=< >/lib/global .jar:< >/lib/ssorb .jar:< >/lib/ssorbutil$SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT
.jar:< >/lib/vbhelper .jar:<$SPECROOT>/lib/vbjorb.jar:< >/lib/vbsec.jar:<xx $SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT

>/lib/util .jar:< >/lib/utilnet .jar:< >/lib/utilsrv .jar:<$SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT xx $SPECROOT
>/lib/lm.jar:< >\lib\cryptojFIPS.jar:< >/lib/sanct6.jar:< >/lib$SPECROOT $SPECROOT $SPECROOT
/sanctuary.jar:< >/lib/utilapp .jar:.:$SPECROOT xx

C++ Development on Windows

C++ Development on Windows
The following table lists the library and dynamic link libraries necessary for C++ development on 
Windows. The corresponding directory location is < >.$SPECROOT/lib
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Library Files SDK

libGlobl.lib
libssorb.lib
ibssorbutil.lib

CA Spectrum

orbcore_r.lib
cosnm_r_80.lib
vport_r_80.lib
vdlog_r_80.lib

Borland VisiBroker

The following table shows the corresponding header file locations:

Library Header File Location

libGlobl.dll < >\SDK\include\GLOBL$SPECROOT

libssorb.dll < >\SDK\include\SSORB\idl$SPECROOT

libssorbutil.dll < >\SDK\include\SSORB\util$SPECROOT

orbcore_r_80.dll
cosnm_r_80.dll
vport_r_80.dll
vdlog_r_80.dll

Provided by Borland VisiBroker SDK (Not included in CA Spectrum CORBA toolkit.)

C++ Development on Linux
The following table lists the shared objects and libraries necessary for C++ development on Linux. The 
corresponding directory location is < >.$SPECROOT/lib

Library File SDK

libGlobl (so, so.1)
libssorb (so, so.1)
libssorbutil (so, so.1)
libPort (so, so.1)
libVPapi (so, so.1)

CA Spectrum

liborbcore_r.so
libcosnm_r.so
libvport_r.so
libvdlog_r.so

Borland VisiBroker

The following table shows the corresponding header file locations:

http://liborbcore_r.so
http://libcosnm_r.so
http://libvport_r.so
http://libvdlog_r.so
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Shared Object/Library 
File

Header File Location

libGlobl.so < >/SDK/include/GLOBL$SPECROOT

libssorb.so < >/SDK/include/SSORB/idl$SPECROOT

libssorbutil.so < >/SDK/include/SSORB/util$SPECROOT

libPort.so < >/SDK/include/PORT$SPECROOT

libVPapi.so < >/SDK/include/VPAPI$SPECROOT

liborbcore_r (so, so.8.0)
libcosnm_r (so, so.8.0)
libvport_r (so, so.8.0)
libvdlog_r (so, so.8.0)

Provided by Borland VisiBroker SDK (Not included in CA Spectrum CORBA 
toolkit.)

C++ Development on Solaris
The following table lists the shared objects and libraries necessary for C++ development on Solaris. 
The corresponding directory location is < >.$SPECROOT/lib

Library SDK

libGlobl (so, so.1)
libssorb (so, so.1)
libssorbutil (so, so.1)
libPort (so, so.1)
libVPapi (so, so.1)

CA Spectrum

liborbcore_r.so
libcosnm_r.so
libvport_r.so
libvdlog_r.so

Borland VisiBroker

The following table shows the corresponding header file locations:

Library Header File Location

libGlobl.so < >/SDK/include/GLOBL$SPECROOT

libssorb.so < >/SDK/include/SSORB/idl$SPECROOT

libssorbutil.so < >/SDK/include/SSORB/util$SPECROOT

libPort.so < >/SDK/include/PORT$SPECROOT

libVPapi.so < >/SDK/include/VPAPI$SPECROOT

Provided by Borland VisiBroker SDK (Not included in CA Spectrum CORBA 
toolkit.)

http://libGlobl.so
http://libssorb.so
http://libssorbutil.so
http://libPort.so
http://libVPapi.so
http://liborbcore_r.so
http://libcosnm_r.so
http://libvport_r.so
http://libvdlog_r.so
http://libGlobl.so
http://libssorb.so
http://libssorbutil.so
http://libPort.so
http://libVPapi.so
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Library Header File Location

liborbcore_r (so, so.
8.0)
libcosnm_r (so, so.8.0)
libvport_r (so, so.8.0)
libvdlog_r (so, so.8.0)

Standard Naming Service and VisiBroker ORB
Client applications use the Standard Naming Service, resulting in ORB independence. With ORB 
independence, the only requirement is that the ORB implement the Standard Naming Service.

ORB Examples
The CA Spectrum Developer Kit includes CORBA client applications built with ORBs from other 
vendors that use the standard naming service.

The following table lists the ORBs and directory locations for different development platforms:

ORB Platform and Development Directory Location

Mico Linux, C++ < >/SDK/examples/SSORB/nameserv/cc/mico$SPECROOT

Orbacus Solaris, C++ < >/SDK/examples/SSORB/nameserv/cc/Orbacus$SPECROOT

Java Windows, Solaris, Java < >/SDK/examples/SSORB/nameserv/java/sun$SPECROOT

The Spectrum IDL
The IDL files are the essential part of the SPECTRUM Development API (which also includes the helper 
classes, examples, and documentation). The IDL files define the interfaces to various CA Spectrum 
services (model domain, event domain, and so on) and are available in the following directory:

<$SPECROOT>/SDK/examples/SSORB/idl

Important! The CA Spectrum IDL is proprietary; even two CORBA-compliant platforms cannot 
collaborate unless they use the same IDL.

The CA Spectrum IDL is based on SSAPI and IHAPI to keep it close to the concepts familiar to CA 
Spectrum legacy application developers. The CA Spectrum IDL data model is similar to that of earlier 
toolkits and all of the following continue to exist:

Models with attributes
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Model types

Associations between models

Relations

Alarms

Events

Statistics

The Development API data model is as follows:

 
SPEC--api data model_SCR

Development API Classes
The SPECTRUM Development API includes interface and data structure classes. Interface classes 
implement the CA Spectrum services and data structure classes include parameter, helper, and global 
classes.

Interface Classes
SpectroSERVER and ArchMgr contain the following classes. You need object references to access 
these classes.

CsCModelDomain
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CsCModelDomain
Defines the model domain. Each instance of this class contains models and associations of a 
model domain. Each SpectroSERVER implements a model domain.
This is a persistent CORBA service and the supporting IDL file is cscmodeldomain.idl.

CsCTypeCatalog
Provides access to a type catalog, which contains model types and relations. All the 
SpectroSERVERs of a release at a site should have the same type catalog, but differences may 
occur. Each type catalog has its own instance of this service, with each SpectroSERVER 
implementing a type catalog.
This is a transient CORBA service and the supporting IDL file is csctypecatalog.idl.

CsCModelType
Provides access to a model type and its attributes. A model type is a template for creating and 
classifying models. Each model type has its own instance of this service.
This is a transient CORBA service and the supporting IDL file is cscmodeltype.idl.

CsCRelation
Provides access to a relation and its rules. A relation is a template for creating and classifying 
associations. Each relation has its own instance of this service.
This is a transient CORBA service and the supporting IDL file is cscrelation.idl.

CsCAlarmDomain
Provides access to an alarm domain. An alarm domain contains alarms for models of a model 
domain. Each alarm domain has its own instance of this service, with each SpectroSERVER 
implementing one alarm domain.
This is a persistent CORBA service and the supporting IDL file is cscalarmdomain.idl.

CsCEventDomain
Provides access to an event domain. An event domain contains events for the models of a model 
domain. Each event domain has its own instance of this service with each ArchMgr implementing 
one event domain.
This is a persistent CORBA service and the supporting IDL file is csceventdomain.idl.

You can find the Java Docs for these classes by opening the file >/SDK/docs/SSORB<$SPECROOT
/index.html and clicking com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl in the Packages list. The IDL files for these 
classes are available in < >/SDK/examples/SSORB/idl.$SPECROOT

Additional IDLs
The < >/SDK/examples/SSORB/idl includes the following IDL files but the services they $SPECROOT
support are not considered CORBA services:

cscattribute.idl
Defines attribute types and attribute values that other IDLs reuse.

cscdeveloper.idl
Defines the structures that management module developers use in the type catalog.

cscerror.idl
Defines the error codes that other IDLs reuse.

cscexception.idl
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cscexception.idl
Defines the CA Spectrum exception that other IDLs reuse because most methods raise this 
exception.

Data Structure Classes
Data structure classes are of two types: parameter and helper.

Parameter Class
Transfers data. Your client programs instantiate these classes and pass them to interface 
methods. The methods also return instances of these classes to your programs. Examples include 
CsCModelPropList, CsCMTypePropList, and CsCAttrValList.

Helper Class
Builds and unwraps complex parameter class objects.

You can find the Java docs for these classes by clicking the link com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util in the 
file < >/SDK/docs/SSORB/index.html. Examples include CsCorbaValueHelper and $SPECROOT
CsCAttrFilterHelper.

Global Classes
Global classes contain standard security and login objects that CA Spectrum uses. You can find the 
Java docs for these classes in < >/SDK/examples/SSORB/idl.$SPECROOT

CA Spectrum Services
Contents

Security
Error Reporting
Documentation and Examples

Additional VisiBroker Arguments

The following sections explain how application developers can use CA Spectrum services.

Security
Security is a major concern because the development API accepts Java applet calls over the web. To 
continue to provide the same level of security as earlier CA Spectrum versions, the API includes user 
passwords. The API also includes helper classes to set the login and maintain a secure connection.
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Error Reporting
CORBA reports errors through exceptions. Error reporting through exceptions is an all-or-nothing 
approach because no other result is possible. This approach is not helpful for partial failures, when 
only a few items of a request fail. Also, it is not optimal to raise an exception for every failure. The 
CORBA approach is to use exceptions for complete failures and report partial failures with error 
codes in result lists. Because it is not optimal to search an entire list to see if any item failed, result 
lists also provide an overall error code to indicate partial failures.

Documentation and Examples
The SPECTRUM Development API provides a well-commented IDL as the primary source for 
application developers. You can also use the IDL to create Java doc web pages through Java-
generated stubs.

The toolkit also includes working examples and test programs for which Java versions are available in 
< >/SDK/examples/SSORB/DevelopmentAPI.$SPECROOT

Additional VisiBroker Arguments
The  includes additional VisiBroker arguments that the SPECTRUM VisiBroker Programmer's Reference
Development API provides.

Note: For more information, access the following web address: http://info.borland.com
/techpubs.

The CA Spectrum Developer Kit
Contents

Access CA Spectrum Java Documentation
Java Permissions
Model Domain ID
Service Binding

Binding Implementation
Binding Implementation with User Specification
How To Disable Automatic Reconnect

Security Levels
Type Catalog Interface

Retrieve the Developer ID Example
Model Domain Interface

User Security

Model IDs and Model Handles
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Model IDs and Model Handles
Device Modeling

Model Types
Retrieve Model Type Object Reference Example
Model Type Hierarchy
Model Type Properties

How To Read Model Type Properties
Read Model Type Properties Example

Model Type Attributes
Non-Modifiable Properties

How To Read Attribute Properties
Modifiable Properties

How To Read Model Type Attribute Properties
Retrieve Attribute Properties Example

Model Creation
Model Association
Create and Associate Models Example
Retrieve a Model Through Association Example
Rules and Relations

Relation Handles
Retrieve Relation Information Example
Significance of Rules and Metarules
Retrieve Rule Information Example

Filters
Complex Attribute Filter
Search Criteria XML

Access CA Spectrum Java Documentation
The Development API Java documentation is an important part of the SPECTRUM Development API.

To access the Development API Java documentation

Open < >/SDK/docs/SSORB/index.html in your browser and click com.aprisma.$SPECROOT
spectrum.core.idl under Packages.
The Interface Summary and Class Summary appear.

Click a link under the summaries.
The interface or class description appears.

Scroll past the description.
The field, constructor, and method summaries appear. Method descriptions appear under 
Method Summary.

Click a method link.
The Method Detail section appears.
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Note: The code samples are available in < >/SDK/examples/SSORB/DevelopmentAPI.$SPECROOT

Java Permissions
You need to set permissions as follows:

The java.util.PropertyPermission: Set both read and write permissions.

The java.lang.RuntimePermission: Use setContextClassLoader.

You need to set additional permissions depending on the application you develop. For example, to 
read a properties file or write to a log file, you need to set the file permission.

Model Domain ID
Each SpectroSERVER in a CA Spectrum environment has a model domain with a unique ID and name 
as follows:

The unique ID is the entity named  in CA Spectrum terminology.landscape handle

The unique name is the DNS or network name of the SpectroSERVER host system.

The GetDomainID program uses a model domain name to get and display the model domain ID. In 
doing so, GetDomainID also performs the following functions:

Bind to a CA Spectrum CORBA service

(Optional) Set security

All programs that you write should perform these functions.

Service Binding
CORBA provides a helper object to simplify the binding process for CA Spectrum. The CORBAHelper 
class encapsulates a CORBA ORB and provides helper methods for locating and advertising CORBA 
objects. The purpose of this class is to hide ORB vendor-specific methods of advertising CORBA 
objects. CORBAHelper is an abstract class; you can obtain a vendor-specific implementation through 
one of the static methods.

Note: You need to import the CORBAHelper class from the com.aprisma.util.corba package.

The CORBAHelper class defines the following properties:

LOGIN_USERNAME (user.name)
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LOGIN_USERNAME (user.name)
Defines the user name.

Note: user.name is set in the System Properties at startup, but you can override it in Supplied 
Properties.

LOGIN_APPNAME (CORBAHelper.AppName)
Defines the application name.

LOGIN_SUBAPPNAME (CORBAHelper.SubAppName)
Defines the sub-application name.

LOGIN_APPVERSION (CORBAHelper.AppVersion)
Defines the version of the application.

LOGIN_PASSWORD (CORBAHelper.password)
Defines the user password.

Note: For all the previous properties, for SSORB communication, the corresponding 
CsApplicationInfo field is set.

LOGIN_CONNECTIONTYPE (CORBAHelper.ConnectionType)
Defines the connection type as enumerated in CsApplicationInfo.

NAMING_SERVICE_PORT
Set this property only if your Naming Service is configured to run on a port other than 14006 (the 
SPECTRUM default).

An application can set these properties through  or a Properties object supplied to System.setProperty
the init method. The defined values are in parentheses.

Binding Implementation
The following example shows binding implementation. Because a user is not specified, the helper 
defaults to the user running the program. It also shows the majority of code enclosed in a try catch 
statement. The methods getObjectImplementation and getModelDomainID throw exceptions if you 
refer to the Java Docs.

Note: Code samples in the later sections of this guide leave out the  and  statements for try catch
brevity, but you must include them in your programs.

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.* ;

import java.io.*

public class ExampleBind
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{

    public static void main(String[] args)

    {

        try

        {

            //****************************************************

            // Initialize.

            //****************************************************

            String domainName = new String("mySpectroServer");

            // Construct helper

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl () ;

            if (helper.init(null, null))

            {

                CsCModelDomain md = (CsCModelDomain)

                helper.getObjectImplementation (

                    CsCModelDomain.class, domainName ) ;

                //************************************************

                //Get the Model Domain ID

                //************************************************

                int ID = md.getModelDomainID();

                System.out.println("0x" + Integer.toHexString(ID) );

            }

        }

        catch(Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println(e);

        }

    }

}

Binding Implementation with User Specification
The following example shows how to implement binding with user specification.

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.* ;

import java.io.*;

public class ExampleBind

{

    public static void main(String[] args)

    {

        try

        {

            //****************************************************

            // Initialize.

            //****************************************************

            String domainName = new String("mySpectroServer");

            // Construct helper

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl () ;

            Properties props = new Properties () ;

            props.setProperty ( "user.name", "JonDoe" ) ;

            if (helper.init(null, props))
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            {

                CsCModelDomain md = (CsCModelDomain)

                helper.getObjectImplementation (

                    CsCModelDomain.class, domainName ) ;

                //************************************************

                //Get the Model Domain ID

                //************************************************

                int ID = md.getModelDomainID();

                System.out.println( "0x" + Integer.toHexString(ID) );

            }

        }

        catch(Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println(e);

        }

    }

}

How To Disable Automatic Reconnect
If connection to a service is lost, reconnecting starts automatically until the connection is regained. 
Because reconnecting is unnecessary at times, you can turn off the function by passing FALSE as the 
third parameter to the getObjectImplementation method, as follows:

String domainName = new String("mySpectroServer");

// Construct helper

CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl () ;

Properties props = new Properties () ;

props.setProperty ( "user.name", "JonDoe" ) ;

if (helper.init(null, props))

{

      CsCModelDomain md = (CsCModelDomain)

        helper.getObjectImplementation (

           CsCModelDomain.class, domainName, FALSE ) ;

}

Note: You can also disable automatic reconnect by setting java -Dvbroker.orb.
cacheDSQuery=false ClientApp.

Security Levels
Each CA Spectrum CORBA service requires a different level of security. For example, a financial 
database object might require an encrypted user name and password. A CA Spectrum model domain 
requires an unencrypted user name. Security is preset for the user and the host in which the Java 
application is implemented, but you can change the settings.

If this ORB needs to be set to a user and host other than the default values, the Properties class can 
be set and passed to  as shown in the example Binding Implementation with User Specification.init
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Type Catalog Interface
The type catalog interface, CsCTypeCatalog, contains information about the Developer IDs, Model 
Types, Relations, Rules, and Attribute properties. The CsCModelDomain can create models only 
against the model types that exist in this type catalog. This non-persistent interface does not allow 
the creation or destruction of new model types, relations, rules, or attributes. But it allows reading of 
properties for developer information, model types, relations, rules, and attributes and the 
modification of default values of attributes.

Retrieve the Developer ID Example
You can retrieve the developer ID and prefix from the interface. The getDevProperties method call 
returns a CsCDevProperties data structure.

Note: The  explains the concept of Developer ID and how to use it Model Type Editor User Guide
with Model Type Editor.

Example: Retrieve a developer ID

The following example shows how to retrieve a developer ID:

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.* ;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCDeveloper.*;

import java.io.*;

public class GetTypeCatalogInfo

{

    public static void main(String[] args)

    {

        try

        {

            //****************************************************

            // Initialize.

            //****************************************************

            String domainName = new String("mySpectroServer");

            // Construct helper

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl () ;

            if (helper.init(null, null))

            {

                CsCModelDomain md = (CsCModelDomain)

                helper.getObjectImplementation (

                    CsCModelDomain.class, domainName ) ;

                //************************************************

                //Get the Retrieve the other Domains

                //************************************************

                CsCTypeCatalog tc = md.getTypeCatalog();

                CsCDevProperties devprop =  

                              tc.getDevProperties(0x210000);

                System.out.println("Name:" + devprop.name );
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                System.out.println("Prefix:" + devprop.prefix );

            }

        }

        catch(Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println(e);

        }

    }

}

This example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

CsCTypeCatalog

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCDeveloper

Classes

CsCDevProperties

Model Domain Interface
The CsCModelDomain class provides several methods for creating CA Spectrum models. These 
methods are inherited from CsCModelDomainOperations but need to be called from the 
CsCModelDomain class interface.

User Security
Most client applications you develop using the SPECTRUM Development API use the services of one 
or more of the following classes:

CsCTypeCatalog
Provides access to the Modeling Catalog.

CsCModelDomain
Provides access to the models, associations and attributes.

CsCEventDomain
Provides access to events.

CsCAlarmDomain
Provides access to alarms.
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CsCModelDomain, CsCEventDomain, and CsCAlarmDomain are persistent interfaces, that is, 
interfaces that persist across a SpectroSERVER restart. Once the application binds to the ORB and 
retrieves the interface reference, the reference is valid across SpectroSERVER and ArchMgr restarts.

Obtain interface domain references to these services by first binding to the model domain and 
invoking the appropriate CsCModelDomain method as follows:

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.* ;

import java.io.*

public class ExampleBind

{

    public static void main(String[] args)

    {

        try

        {

            //****************************************************

            // Initialize.

            //****************************************************

            String domainName = new String("mySpectroServer");

            // Construct helper

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl () ;

            if (helper.init(null, null))

            {

                CsCModelDomain md = (CsCModelDomain)

                    helper.getObjectImplementation (

                        CsCModelDomain.class, domainName ) ;

                //************************************************

                //Get the Retrieve the other Domains

                //************************************************

                CsCTypeCatalog tc = md.getTypeCatalog();                

                CsCEventDomain ed = (CsCEventDomain)

                    helper.getObjectImplementation(

                        CsCEventDomain.class, domainName );

                CsCAlarmDomain ad = md.getAlarmDomain();

            }

        }

        catch(Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println(e);

        }

    }

}

Model IDs and Model Handles
Model IDs are different from model handles. A model handle is a 32-bit number in which the high 
order 12 bits make up the landscape and the rest of the 20 bits make up the model ID.

Method calls frequently require model handles. You can make up the handles by joining the 
landscape and the model ID together.
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Device Modeling
Creating a model is different from modeling a device. Creating involves telling CA Spectrum to create 
a model that usually represents a simple, unaddressable entity like a container or user. When you 
model a device, you describe the device (by IP address) to CA Spectrum, let the server examine the 
device, and create a set of interrelated models that represent the components and complexities. The 
previous section explained how to create a network model. The following section explains how to 
model a device and place it in a network container model.

You can model a device by invoking a single method as follows:

CsCModelProperties mp = md. createModelByIP( 

ip, // IP address of device. 

community, // CsCValue containing the SNMP community string. 

5000, // time to wait for ping reply. 

3, // retry count 

161 // agent SNMP Port

The args[i] variables represent command line arguments passed to a dummy program that contains 
all the code snippets. The parameters in lines 2 through 6 are as follows:

ip
Defines the IP address of the target device. You can use a helper class to convert an IP address 
from string format (for example, 192.168.1.81) to int[] form as follows:

CsCorbaValueHelper helper = new CsCorbaValueHelper();

CsCValue ipValue = valueHelper.parseInternetAddressValue(argv[0]);

byte[] ip = ipValue.internetAddress();

Note: The IP address can either be IPv4 or IPv6.

community
Defines a CsCValue containing the SNMP community string that CA Spectrum uses to satisfy 
security requirements when it contacts the device.

5000
Defines the time (in milliseconds) that CA Spectrum waits between each attempt to contact the 
device.

3
Defines the number of times CA Spectrum attempts to ping the device before giving up.

161
Defines the SNMP Agent Port.

This example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces
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CsCModelDomain

CsCTypeCatalog

CsCRelation

CsCModelType

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelPackage

Classes

CsCModelProperties

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util

Classes

CsCorbaValueHelper

Model Types
CA Spectrum model types are related to models in the same way that classes are related to objects in 
object-oriented programming. Model types are the templates, while models are instances. The 
following sections show how to explore a model type, that is, retrieve its object reference, its 
position in the type hierarchy, its attributes, and properties.

Retrieve Model Type Object Reference Example
The following example shows how to retrieve the object reference for a given model type ID:

Integer mtypeID = Integer.decode(args[0]);

CsCTypeCatalog tc = md.getTypeCatalog();

CsCModelType mt = tc.getModelType(mtypeID.intValue());

The first line gets an mtype ID from the command line. The second line gets an object reference to 
the type catalog. The third line gets an object reference to the particular model type.

Use the following code to retrieve the object reference for a given model type name:

String mtypeName = args[0];

CsCTypeCatalog tc = md.getTypeCatalog();

CsCMTypePropList mtpl = tc.getMTypePropListByName(mtypeName);
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1.  

2.  

The first line gets a model type name from the command line. The second line gets an object 
reference to the type catalog. The third line gets a list of all model types that have the specified 
name. In most cases, the list contains only one member.

Model Type Hierarchy
Once you have a CsCModelType object reference (mt in the following example), you can use the 
following methods to determine the model type's base and derived relatives.

CsCMTypePropList bmtpl = mt.getBaseMTypePropList();

CsCMTypePropList dmtpl = mt.getDerivedMTypePropList();

Model Type Properties
A model type has the following Boolean properties:

instantiable
Indicates that you can create instances from this model type.

underivable
Indicates that model types can not be derived from this model type.

noDestroy
Indicates that you cannot destroy models of this type.

unique
Indicates that at most one model of this model type can exist.

required
Indicates that at least one model of this type is required.

How To Read Model Type Properties

Use the following process to read a model type's properties:

Obtain a CsCMTypeProperties object to represent a model type. (CsCTypeCatalog and 
CsCModelType classes have methods to return such an object.)

Access the CsCMTypeProperties member variable flags (of type CsCMTypeFlags) that contains 
a Boolean variable for each property.

Example: Read a model type's properties:

Integer mtypeID = Integer.decode(args[0]);

CsCTypeCatalog tc = md.getTypeCatalog();

CsCMTypeProperties mtp = tc.getMTypeProperties

(mtypeID.intValue());

CsCMTypeFlags flags = mtp.flags;

The first line gets a model type ID from the command line. The second line gets an object reference 
to the type catalog. The third and fourth lines get a model type properties object. The fifth line 
extracts a model type flags object.
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Read Model Type Properties Example

The following example shows how to retrieve model type information:

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.* ;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelTypePackage.*;

import java.io.*;

public class GetTypeCatalogInfo

{

    public static void main(String[] args)

    {

        Integer mtid = Integer.decode( args[0] );

        try

        {

            //****************************************************

            // Initialize.

            //****************************************************

            String domainName = new String("mySpectroServer");

            // Construct helper

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl () ;

            if (helper.init(null, null))

            {

                CsCModelDomain md = (CsCModelDomain)

                helper.getObjectImplementation (

                    CsCModelDomain.class, domainName ) ;

                //************************************************

                //Get the Retrieve the other Domains

                //************************************************

                CsCTypeCatalog tc = md.getTypeCatalog();

                CsCModelType mt = tc.getModelType( mtid.intValue() );

                CsCMTypeProperties mtprop = mt.getMTypeProperties();

                CsCMTypeFlags mtflags = mtprop.flags;

                System.out.println("Name:" + mtprop.name );

                System.out.println("Underivable:" 

                                   + mtflags.underivable );

            }

        }

        catch(Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println(e);

        }

    }

}

The previous example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain
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CsCTypeCatalog

CsCModelType

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelTypePackage

Classes

CsCMTypeProperties

CsCMTypeFlags

Model Type Attributes
CA Spectrum model types have attributes associated with them. Attributes describe the model 
capabilities and reflect internal storage of some data type and external MIB object information. Both 
basic and derived model types have attributes.

The following illustration shows a base model type and its derived model type:

 
SPEC--derived model types

Model type attributes have their own metadata, attribute modifiable properties and attribute non-
modifiable properties.

Non-Modifiable Properties

Model type attribute properties remain the same across base and derived model types. That is, the 
properties cannot be modified for derived model types.

The following illustration shows an example of non-modifiable properties in a base model type and 
its derived model type:
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1.  

2.  

 
SPEC--non-modifiable properties

The non-modifiable properties include the following:

external
Indicates that the attribute is external to CA Spectrum and must be obtained through a protocol 
such as SNMP.

readable
Indicates that the attribute is readable through an application.

writable
Indicates that the attribute is writable through an application.

shared
Indicates that the attribute has only one shared value for all models of a model type.

list
Indicates that the attribute is a list. The list attributes usually form a column of an attribute table.

guaranteed
Indicates that the attribute is guaranteed not to be removed by the management module 
developer.

global
Reserved for internal use.

preserveLegacyValue
Indicates that the attribute value in the database is not overwritten by imported database catalog 
(.e or .xml) files. If you customize model types for your system requirements and set this flag, the 
changed model type attribute values are preserved if model types are updated by subsequent 
release versions.

How To Read Attribute Properties

You can read attribute properties as follows:

Obtain a CsCAttrProperties object representing a single attribute.

Access the Flags member variable (of type CsCAttrFlags) of the CsCAttrProperties class, which 
contains one Boolean variable for each of these eight characteristics.
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Example: Read Attribute Properties

Integer attrID = Integer.decode(args[0]);

CsCTypeCatalog tc = md.getTypeCatalog();

CsCAttrProperties ap =

tc.getAttrProperties(attrID.intValue());

CsCAttrFlags flags = ap.flags;

The first line gets an attrID from the command line; the second line gets an object reference to the 
type catalog; the third and fourth lines get an attribute properties object; the fifth line extracts an 
attribute flags object.

Modifiable Properties

An attribute can have modifiable properties that can be modified at the derived type level. You can 
also refer to these properties as extended flags.

The following illustration shows an example of modifiable properties in a base model type and its 
derived model type:

 
SPEC--modifiable properties

The modifiable properties include the following:

polled
Indicates that the attribute value is read periodically. The polling interval sets the frequency.

logged
Indicates that the attribute value is read periodically and saved in the CA Spectrum statistics log. 
The logging interval sets the frequency.

memory
Indicates that, for frequently-read attributes, the attribute value is stored in memory.

database
Indicates that the attribute value is stored in the database. This is used for attributes that must be 
preserved between SpectroSERVER restarts.

oidPrefix
Indicates the first part of the object identifier (OID) in the MIB of an agent that supports a 
network entity. It is the branch of the MIB tree where a table attribute begins.
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1.  

2.  

oidReference
Indicates an attribute ID whose value is an OID suffix. This object identifier supplements the OID 
prefix so as to fully identify the object in the MIB tree. The rows of a table attribute are 
represented using this value as the suffix. A zero value indicates that the OID reference is not 
specified for this model type attribute.

pollingGroup
Indicates the polling group identifier. Attributes of a polling group are polled and logged together. 
Each model type can have up to 256 polling groups. Each polling group is identified by a number 
from 0 to 255.

pollingInterval
Indicates the time, in seconds, after which an attribute value is updated to the latest value.

Model type attribute properties differ from attribute properties as follows:

Model type attribute properties are not limited to Boolean values.

Second, they apply to an attribute for a particular model type.

How To Read Model Type Attribute Properties

You can read model type attribute properties as follows:

First obtain a CsCModelType object reference representing a single model type.

Obtain a CsCMTypeAttrProperties object and access several data members of the object, 
which comprise the model type attribute properties.

Example: Read Model Type Attribute Properties

Integer mtypeID = Integer.decode(args[0]);

Integer attrID = Integer.decode(args[1]);

CsCModelType mt = tc.getModelType(mtypeID.intValue());

CsCMTypeAttrProperties mtap = mt.getMTypeAttrProperties(attrID.intValue());

CsCMTypeAttrFlags flags = mtap.flags;

int[] oidPrefix = mtap.oidPrefix;

int oidReference = mtap.oidReference;

int pollingInterval = mtap.pollingInterval;

int loggingInterval = mtap.loggingInterval;

int pollingGroup = mtap.pollingGroup;

The first and second lines get the model type ID and attribute ID from the command line. The third 
line gets the type catalog object reference. The fifth line gets the model type attribute properties 
object. The remaining lines access all the fields that comprise the attribute properties.

Retrieve Attribute Properties Example

The following example shows how to retrieve attribute properties:

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;
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import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class GetAttributeInfo 

{

    public static void main( String[] args ) 

    {

        CsCorbaValueHelper help = new CsCorbaValueHelper();

        Integer attrid = Integer.decode( args[0] );    

        Integer mtid = Integer.decode( args[1] );    

        CsCModelDomain md = null;    

        try 

        {

            String domainName = new String( "mySpectroServer" );

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

            helper.init( null, null );

            md = (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation( 

                                 CsCModelDomain.class, domainName );

            CsCTypeCatalog tc = md.getTypeCatalog();

            CsCModelType mt = tc.getModelType( mtid.intValue() );

            CsCMTypeAttrProperties mtap = mt.getMTypeAttrProperties( 

                  attrid.intValue() );

            CsCMTypeAttrFlags mtaf = mtap.flags;

            System.out.println( "Memory: " + mtaf.memory );

            System.out.println( "Logged: " + mtaf.logged );

            CsCAttrProperties ap = mtap.commonProperties;

            System.out.println( "Name: " + ap.name );

            System.out.println( "Group ID: " + ap.attrGroupID );

            System.out.println( "Type: " + ap.type.toString() );

            System.out.println( "OID: " + 

                  CsCorbaObjectIDHelper.toString( mtap.oidPrefix ) );

            CsCAttrFlags af = ap.flags;

            System.out.println( "Global: " + af.global );

            System.out.println( "Shared: " + af.shared );

            System.out.println( "External: " + af.external );

            System.out.println( "Readable: " + af.readable );

            System.out.println( "Writable: " + af.writable );

        }

        catch (Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println( e );

        }

    }

}

This example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain
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CsCTypeCatalog

CsCModelType

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute

Classes

CsCMTypeAttrProperties

CsCMTypeAttrFlags

CsCAttrProperties

CsCAttrFlags

CsCValueType_e

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util

Classes

CsCorbaObjectIDHelper

Model Creation
Some methods perform a single task while other methods perform multiple tasks. For example, 
createModelByID only creates a model. It does not name the model or set attribute values or 
associate it with another model. However, createModelByIP discovers a network device at the 
specified IP address and creates a set of models to represent the device. Both creation and 
association methods require model type IDs and relation IDs as building blocks for the model domain.

The following illustration shows models and associations as instantiations of model types and 
relations.
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SPEC--models and associations

To create a container model and collect the model into the Universe view, use the following 
CsCModelDomain methods: createModelByID and createAssociationByIDs. The first method creates a 
model of the specified model type and initializes one of the new model's attribute values. Because 
you want to create a container model, you need to specify a network model type (0x1002e). The 
second method creates an association between two models. For our purpose, we will specify Collects 
as the relation (0x10002), the Universe model as the left-hand model and the container as the right-
hand model.

The following illustration shows the Collects relation:

 
SPEC--models and associations_collect

Note: The new container does not appear in the OneClick topology until the client program 
invokes the second method.

The following example shows how to invoke CsCModelDomain's Create Model method:

Integer mtypeID = Integer.decode(args[0]);

CsCModelProperties mp = md.createModelByID( 

mtypeID.intValue());

The first and second lines get the model type ID as a primitive data type int. The second line creates 
the model, specifying the model type ID and returning a CsCModelProperties data class. The 
createModelByID method does not return the CORBA object, CsCModelType, with the 
CsCModelProperties. These fields contain null references.
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Model Association
The following example shows how to invoke CsCModelDomain's associate model method:

int universeID = ...  

int myContainerID = ...

int relationID = 0x10002;

md.createAssociationByIDs(relationID,universeID,myContainerID);

Lines 1-3 specify the model IDs and relation ID as primitive data types. Line 4 invokes the 
createAssociationByIDs. This method creates an association between two models in the model 
domain using a relation. It is important to have container and device models associated in a   collects
association, or else, the model belongs to LostAndFound.

Create and Associate Models Example
The following example shows how to create and associate models:

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.* ;

public class CreateModelAndAssocByIP

{

    public static void main(String[] args)

    {   

        CsCorbaValueHelper valhelper = new CsCorbaValueHelper();

        byte[] ipAddress = null;

        try 

        {

            CsCValue ipValue = valhelper.parseInternetAddress( argv[0] )

            ipAddress = ipValue.internetAddress();

        }

        catch( java.lang.NumberFormatException e)

        { System.out.println(e); }   

        Integer relID = Integer.decode(args[1]);

        Integer modeltypeID = Integer.decode(args[2]);

        Integer universeID = Integer.decode(args[3]);

        try

        {

            String domainName = new String("mySpectroSERVER");

            // Bind 

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl () ;

            helper.init(null, null);

            CsCModelDomain md = 

                   (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation (
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                                  CsCModelDomain.class, 

                                  domainName ) ;

           // Create the Network Models 

           CsCModelProperties mpNetwork = 

                md.createModelByID(modeltypeID.intValue());

           System.out.println( mpNetwork.modelID );

           // Create the association: Universe "Collects" Network

           md.createAssociationByIDs( relID.intValue(), 

                                      universeID.intValue(), 

                                      mpNetwork.modelDomainID + 

                                      mpNetwork.modelID);

           // Calling this method will return a CsCModelProperties with 

           // only the handle value set in the data object

           CsCValue commStrVal = new CsCValue() ;

           commStrVal.textString( EncodeUtils.convertToBytes( "public" )) ;

                      CsCModelProperties mpDevice = md.createModelByIP( ipAddress,

                                                             commStrVal,

                                                             300, 2, 161,

                                                             avl);

          // Create the association: Network "Collects" Device

           md.createAssociationByIDs( relID.intValue(),  

                  mpNetwork.modelDomainID + mpNetwork.modelID, 

                  mpNetwork.modelDomainID + mpDevice.modelID ); 

        }

        catch(Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println(e);

        }

    }

}

Retrieve a Model Through Association Example
You need to retrieve models through associations for the following reasons:

To know the port models that exist for a device

To know the models that exist in a particular container model

To know how devices are connected to each other.

You can get this information by calling getAssocModelIDList or getAssocModelIDListOfMType. You 
can make both calls against the model domain.

Example: Retrieve all models collected by the LAN container model

The following example shows how to retrieve all models collected by the LAN container model:

int myLANContainer = ... 

int relationID = 0x10002; //Collects relation

int[] list = md.getAssocModelIDList(relationID,  

myLANContainer,
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CsCSide_e.CSC_LEFT_SIDE);

Note: If you want to narrow down the result set to a particular model type, use 
getAssocModelIDListOfMType.

The parameters are as follows:

myLANContainer
Defines the model handle of the container.

relation
Collects the relation ID.

list
Defines the int [] of model IDs.

CsCSide_e.CSC_LEFT_SIDE
Defines the side on which the myLANContainer model handle resides.

This example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCRelationPackage

Classes

CsCSide_e

The following example shows how to retrieve a model through associations:

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCRelationPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.* ;

public class GetModelAssocInfo

{

    public static void main(String[] args)

    {        

        Integer relID = Integer.decode(args[0]);

        Integer modelID = Integer.decode(args[1]);

        try
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        {

            String domainName = new String("mySpectroSERVER");

            // Bind 

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl () ;

            helper.init(null, null);

            CsCModelDomain md = 

                   (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation (

                                  CsCModelDomain.class, 

                                  domainName ) ;                     

            int[] modelIDList = md.getAssocModelIDList(

                   relID.intValue(), modelID.intValue(), 

                   CsCSide_e.CSC_LEFT_SIDE);

        }

        catch(Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println(e);

        }

    }

}

Rules and Relations
You can define rules and relations for CA Spectrum models.

A describes the interaction between two models and is expressed as a verb or verb phrase, relation 
for example, Contains, Manages, Is_Adjacent_to, and so on.

A is a statement that applies a relation to two model types. The rule lets models of the two types rule 
to be associated through the relation. For example, if there is a relation named Contains, a rule can 
be Model Type A Contains Model Type B. The left side of the rule statement is referred to as the 
subject of the rule (Model Type A) and the right side as the object (Model Type B). The role of a 
model type depends on the side it appears on.

Many relations in the CA Spectrum knowledge base have one or more metarules that specify which 
model types can participate in that relation. Model types derived from another model type that is 
specified in a metarule inherit the eligibility to participate in that relation. For example, one of the 
metarules for the Contains relation is LAN Contains Device. If a model type named myLAN is derived 
from the model type LAN, SpectroSERVER automatically follows the rule myLAN Contains Device.

CA Spectrum supports the following relation types:

One-to-Many: For example, One LAN Collects Many Devices. Only one LAN can be the parent 
owner of a device in the topology.

Many-to-Many: For example, Many Ports Connects_To Many Devices.

The cardinality may differ from relation to relation.

Note: For a detailed discussion on relations, rules, and metarules, see the .Concepts Guide
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Relation Handles
Every relation in the CA Spectrum database has a handle. The following table shows examples of 
relations and handles:

Relation Handle

Collects 0x10002

HASPARTS 0x10004

Manages 0x1001f

Retrieve Relation Information Example
The following example shows how to retrieve relation information:

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.* ;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.* ;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.* ;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.* ;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCRelationPackage.* ;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.* ;

public class GetRelationInfo

{

    public static void main(String[] args)

    {

        CsCModelDomain md = null;

        CsCTypeCatalog tc = null;

        CsCRelProperties relprop = null;

        try 

        {

            String domainName = new String("mySpectroServer");

            // Construct helper

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl () ;

            helper.init(null,null);

            md = (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation ( 

                        CsCModelDomain.class, domainName);

            tc = md.getTypeCatalog();

            CsCRelPropList rpl = tc.getAllRelPropList();

            for( int i=0; i < rpl.list.length; i ++)

            {

                relprop = rpl.list[i];

                if(relprop.error == CsCError_e.SUCCESS){

                    System.out.println ("Name        : " + 

                                         relprop.name);

                    System.out.println ("Cardinality : " + 

                            relprop.cardinality.toString());

                }

            }

        }

        catch (Throwable e) {
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            System.out.println(e);

        }

    }

}

The previous example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

CsCTypeCatalog

CsCRelation

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCRelationPackage

Classes

CsCRelProperties

Significance of Rules and Metarules
Rules and metarules prevent illogical associations that may cause SpectroSERVER to malfunction. A 
rule specifies two model types that can participate in a particular relation. The rule also specifies the 
relative role of each model type by its position (that is, left or right) in the statement. Usually, the 
model type on the left is the parent in parent-child relationships. A metarule defines that derived 
model types also take part in that rule.

The following table shows the left and right sides of a relation:

Left Side Relation Right Side

Universe Collects LAN

Port Connects to Device

GnSNMPDev Manages Manages Apps

For programs that create model associations, check the existing rules to determine the model types 
that can be associated through a relation.

The getRelMTypePropList method call in the topic Method to Retrieve Rule Information passes the 
model type and the side (that is, left or right). The  parameter is with respect to the model type.side

The following illustration shows a rule and its left and right sides:
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SPEC--relations btw models

If the developer is looking for all models of type Y that are on the right side in the rule, model type X 
is passed. Model type X is on the left.

Retrieve Rule Information Example
The following example shows how to retrieve rule information:

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelType.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelTypePackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCRelationPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class GetRuleInfo 

{

    public static void main( String[] args ) 

    {

        Integer relid = Integer.decode( args[0] );    

        Integer mtid = Integer.decode( args[1] );    

        CsCModelDomain md = null;

        try 

        {

            String domainName = new String("mySpectroServer");

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

            helper.init( null, null );

            md = (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation( 

                CsCModelDomain.class, domainName );

            CsCTypeCatalog tc = md.getTypeCatalog();

            CsCModelType mt = tc.getModelType( mtid.intValue() );

            CsCRelation rel = tc.getRelation( relid.intValue() );

            CsCMTypePropList mtpl = rel.getRelMTypePropList( 

                mt, CsCSide_e.CSC_LEFT_SIDE );

            System.out.println( "Read: " + mtpl.error.toString() );
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            for ( int i=0; i<mtpl.list.length; i++ ) {

                CsCMTypeProperties mtp = mtpl.list[i];

                System.out.println( "ModelTypeName " 

                    + new Integer(i).toString() + ": " + mtp.name );

            }

 

        } catch ( Throwable e ) {

            System.out.println( e );

        }

    }

}

This example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

CsCTypeCatalog

CsCRelation

CsCModelType

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelTypePackage

Classes

CsCMTypePropList

CsCMTypeProperties

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCRelationPackage

Classes

CsCSide_e

Filters
The CsCModelDomain interface provides several techniques to specify the information to be 
returned in a list. Server-side filtering gives the following benefits:

Reducing network traffic.

Removing extraneous data and providing only the necessary information to the client application.
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Removing extraneous data and providing only the necessary information to the client application.

You should ask CA Spectrum to filter information before sending it to your client application. Using 
the right attribute as the basis of your filter improves the search performance.

The following illustration shows two sets, A and B. A represents all models, and B represents the 
subset of models with attribute b. Assume that most customers use attribute a as a filter. The search 
will work but because attribute A exists for all models; it compares all the models of the database. If 
attribute B was used, only two models are compared. That is, the comparison time is halved because 
only half the models are compared.

The following illustration shows the client communicating with the SpectroSERVER using filters:

 
SPEC--filter search

A CA Spectrum attribute filter (CsCValue[]) lets you define database search instructions. For example, 
to obtain a list of all models whose model types derive from the model type Device, you can use a 
filter as follows:

CsCorbaFilterAttrNode node =

CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper.createModelTypeIDNode(

0x10001, // Attribute ID of Model Type Handle 

CsCOperator_e.CSC_IS_DERIVED_FROM,

0x1004b ); // Model Type Handle for Device

CsCValue[] filter = node.getFilter();

The class CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper is central to this example. You can use methods of this class to 
build different types of filters, including the createModelTypeIDNode method used in the example. 
This method takes the following parameters: attribute ID, operator, and model type ID. Once you 
create the node (lines 1-5), you call the node's getFilter method to create the filter (line 6), which is 
an array of the following CsCValue objects:

CSC_OPERATOR = IS_DERIVED_FROM

CSC_ATTR_VALUE = 0x10001

CSC_MODEL_TYPE_ID = 0x1004b

An attribute filter contains an operator followed by an attribute ID and a value.

Interfaces that accept attribute filters as parameters require an array of CsCValue objects. 
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Interfaces that accept attribute filters as parameters require an array of CsCValue objects. 
Constructing this array is complex because of the order. CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper provides an 
alternate way of creating attribute filters for CORBA interfaces. This class provides an easy way of 
creating elementary pieces of the filter and assembling them together. After assembling the filter, 
you can use the getFilter method to get the final array.

For example, if you want a simple filter for all models with the Model_Name attribute MyName, you 
can write a filter as follows:

CsCorbaFilterNode nameNode =

CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper.createTextStringNode ( 

0x1006e,

CsCOperator_e.CSC_EQUALS,

"MyName" ) ;

CsCValue [] filter = nameNode.getFilter () ;

Here, the method createTextStringNode is called because the attribute of type TextString is 
compared. The attribute type dictates the call made to the CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper. CsCOperator 
houses all the logical and text operators that are used. Because you can use other operators such as 
CSC_EQUALS_IGNORE_CASE and CSC_HAS_SUBSTRING for Text String attributes, you should consider 
the available operators before comparing the attribute types.

Complex Attribute Filter
To get all models with model types derived from the Device model type, except models of type 
Indirect RMON, you can write a filter as follows:

CsCorbaFilterAttrNode node1 =

CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper.createModelTypeIDNode(

0x10001, // Attribute ID of Model Type Handle

CsCOperator_e.CSC_IS_DERIVED_FROM,

0x1004b ); // Model Type Handle for Device

CsCorbaFilterAttrNode node2 =

CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper.createModelTypeIDNode(

0x10001, // Attribute ID of Model Type Handle

CsCOperator_e.CSC_DOES_NOT_EQUAL,

0x59001b); // model type ID IndirectRMON

CsCorbaFilterBinaryNode bnode =

CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper.createBinaryNode(

node1,CsCOperator_e.CSC_AND,node2);

CsCValue[] filter = bnode.getFilter();

This example creates three nodes as follows:

Node1 represents all models with model types derived from Device.

Node2 specifies that model type should not be Indirect RMON.

The third node, bnode (binary node) is the logical AND of node1 and node2.

The filter array in the example contains the following information:

CSC_OPERATOR = AND
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CSC_OPERATOR = IS_DERIVED_FROM

CSC_ATTR_VALUE = 0x10001

CSC_MODEL_TYPE_ID = 0x1004b

CSC_OPERATOR = DOES_NOT_EQUAL

CSC_ATTR_VALUE = 0x10001

CSC_MODEL_TYPE_ID = 0x59001b

The logical AND appears in the first CsCValue object followed by two triplets representing node1 and 
node2, respectively.

If you want to augment this filter with another restriction namely, all models of the list must have a 
Model Class attribute value of 2, you can write this filter as follows:

CsCorbaFilterAttrNode node1 =

CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper.createModelTypeIDNode(

SSORBHelper.attrIDMType,

CsCOperator_e.CSC_IS_DERIVED_FROM,

SSORBHelper.mtypeIDDevice);

CsCorbaFilterAttrNode node2 =

CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper.createModelTypeIDNode(

0x10001, // Attribute ID of Model Type Handle

CsCOperator_e.CSC_DOES_NOT_EQUAL,

0x59001b); // model type ID IndirectRMON

CsCorbaFilterBinaryNode bnode =

CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper.createBinaryNode(

node1,CsCOperator_e.CSC_AND,node2);

CsCValue modelClass = new CsCValue();

modelClass.intValue(2);

node2 = CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper.createAttrValNode(

0x11ee8,

CsCOperator_e.CSC_EQUALS, 2);

bnode = CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper.createBinaryNode(

bnode,CsCOperator_e.CSC_AND,node2);

CsCValue[] filter = bnode.getFilter();

Note: The attribute specifies whether the model is a bridge, switch, router, brouter, and so on, 
and a value of 2 specifies switch.

Lines 1-15 are identical to the previous example. The binary node bnode contains information from 
node1 and node2 and the logical AND operator. Lines 17-23 create a new node specifying Model 
Class equals 2, reusing the available node2. Lines 25-26 combine bnode and node2 and store the 
result in bnode again, overwriting the previous information. Line 28 extracts the CsCValue[] array 
from bnode. The content of the array is as follows:

CSC_OPERATOR AND

CSC_OPERATOR AND

CSC_OPERATOR IS_DERIVED_FROM

CSC_ATTR_VALUE 0x10001

CSC_MODEL_TYPE_ID 0x1004b

CSC_OPERATOR DOES_NOT_EQUAL

CSC_ATTR_VALUE 0x10001
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1.  

CSC_MODEL_TYPE_ID 0x59001b

CSC_OPERATOR EQUALS

CSC_ATTR_VALUE 0x11ee8

CSC_INTEGER 2

Lines 3-5 represent one node, and lines 6-8 represent the second. Line 2 represents the logical AND 
between the two nodes. That is, line 2 makes lines 3-8 into a single node. Lines 9-12 represent the 
third node. Line 1 represents the logical AND between this node and the single node of lines 3-8.

The previous example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

CsCModelPropList

CsCModeProperties

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util

Interfaces

CsCorbaFilterAttrNode

CsCorbaFilterBinaryNode

Classes

CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper

Search Criteria XML
Use getModelIDListByXmlSearchCriteria() to invoke a search in CA Spectrum. Any valid search criteria 
xml in CA Spectrum can be passed to getModelIDListByXmlSearchCriteria().

Note: getModelIDListByXmlSearchCriteria() provides more capabilities than the legacy 
getModelIDListByAttrFilter(), which only supports a subset of the possible searches.

Use the following procedure to create search criteria xml that can be used with 
getModelIDListByXmlSearchCriteria().

Follow these steps:

Use the OneClick Locater tab to create and save the new search. Custom searches are saved 
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1.  

2.  

1.  

2.  

Use the OneClick Locater tab to create and save the new search. Custom searches are saved 
as xml files in the < >/custom/console/config directory.SPECROOT$

Note: For more information about creating searches using the Locater tab, see the 
.Administrator Guide

Use the content of the new search as the xml input to getModelIDListByXmlSearchCriteria(). 
Make the following minor code modifications:

Turn the search criteria into a string or char * data type that is appropriate to the language 
that you are coding in.

Escape any quotes in the code with a backslash (\).

Search Criteria XML
Use getModelIDListByXmlSearchCriteria() to invoke a search in CA Spectrum. Any valid search criteria 
xml in CA Spectrum can be passed to getModelIDListByXmlSearchCriteria().

Note: getModelIDListByXmlSearchCriteria() provides more capabilities than the legacy 
getModelIDListByAttrFilter(), which only supports a subset of the possible searches.

Use the following procedure to create search criteria xml that can be used with 
getModelIDListByXmlSearchCriteria().

Follow these steps:

Use the OneClick Locater tab to create and save the new search. Custom searches are saved 
as xml files in the < >/custom/console/config directory.SPECROOT$

Note: For more information about creating searches using the Locater tab, see the 
.Administrator Guide

Use the content of the new search as the xml input to getModelIDListByXmlSearchCriteria(). 
Make the following minor code modifications:

Turn the search criteria into a string or char * data type that is appropriate to the language 
that you are coding in.

Escape any quotes in the code with a backslash (\).
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Retrieve Models Using Search Criteria Example
Contents

Attribute Values

The following is a simple search that uses getModelIDListByXmlSearchCriteria:

// %SOURCEHEADER%

import java.net.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCRelationPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.* ;

public class GetDevices

{

    public static void main(String[] args)

    {        

        String usage = "Usage:\n    GetDevices modelClassId [domain name]";

        Integer modelclass;

        String domainName = null;

        try

        {

            if ( args.length < 1 ||

                 args[0].equals( "?" ) ||

                 args[0].equalsIgnoreCase( "-help" ) )

            {

                System.out.println( usage );

                return;

            }

            else

            {

                modelclass = Integer.decode( args[0] );

                if ( args.length < 2 )

                {

                    InetAddress address = InetAddress.getLocalHost();

                    String domainNameStr = address.getHostName();

                    String[] names = domainNameStr.split( "\\." );

                    domainName = names[0].toLowerCase();

                }

                else

                {

                    domainName = args[1];

                }

            }

            // Bind 

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl () ;

            helper.init(null, null);

            CsCModelDomain md = 

                   (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation (

                                  CsCModelDomain.class, 
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                                  domainName ) ;

            int domainID = md.getModelDomainID();

            String xmlSearchCriteria = "<search-criteria>\n" +

                                       "  <filtered-models>\n" + 

                                       "    <equals>\n" + 

                                       "      <attribute id=\"0x11ee8\">\n" +

                                       "        <value>" + 

                                       modelclass.intValue() + "</value>\n" +

                                       "      </attribute>\n" +

                                       "    </equals>\n" +

                                       "  </filtered-models>\n" +

                                       "</search-criteria>\n" ;

            CsCValue val = new CsCValue() ;

            val.textString( EncodeUtils.convertToBytes( xmlSearchCriteria )) ;

            int[] modelIDs =

                   md.getModelIDListByXmlSearchCriteria ( val ) ;

            int[] modelIDs = 

                    md.getModelIDListByXmlSearchCriteria( xmlSearchCriteria ) ;

            for( int i = 0; i<modelIDs.length; i++ )

            {

                System.out.println( "Model ID: " + modelIDs[i] +

                                    ", mh = 0x" + Integer.toHexString( 

domainID + modelIDs[i]) );

            }

        }

        catch(Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println(e);

        }

    }

}

Attribute Values

CA Spectrum models are instances of model types. Models and objects contain values of attributes 
defined in model types.

To read or write a model attribute value, you need to specify a model ID and an attribute ID. After 
getting a model ID, you need to determine the attributes available for that model.

You can get a model ID as explained in the topics about creating and associating models, retrieving 
models though associations, and retrieving models though filter searches. You can get the available 
attributes from one of the following: OneClick Attribute Editor, Model Type Editor, Command Line 
Interface, the API method to retrieve attribute information. After determining the attributes that can 
be read, you should know the flags set on them.

Read an Internal Attribute Value Example
Contents

Error Codes and CsCValue
How the Void Constructor Works

Read Modes
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Read Modes
Rules for External Reading
Read External Attributes Example
Reading Values from an Attribute Table
Read Table Attributes Example
Writing an Attribute Value and Table Values

Write Attributes Example
Build a CsC Attribute Value Table Example
Write Table Attributes Example

The following example shows how to read and display an attribute value for a given model ID:

Integer attrID = Integer.decode(args[0]);

int[] attrIDList = new int[1]; 

attrIDList[0] = attrID.intValue();

int[]modelIDList = md.getModelIDListByXmlSearchCriteria( xmlSearchCriteria ) ; 

CsCAttrReadMode_e[] readMode = 

   {CsCAttrReadMode_e.CSC_MOST_AVAILABLE};

CsCAttrValListOfModels avlom = md.readAttrValListOfModelsByIDs( 

                                     modelIDList, 

                                     attrIDList, 

                                     readMode ); 

if( avlom.error == CsCError_e.SUCCESS ) 

 {

    for( int i = 0; i < avlom.list.length; i ++ ) 

    { 

       CsCModelAttrValList mavl = avlom.list[i]; 

       CsCAttrValList avl = mavl.attrValList;

       if( avl.error == CsCError_e.SUCCESS ) 

       {

         for( int j = 0; j < avl.length; j ++ ) 

         { 

           CsCAttrValue aval = avl.list[j]; 

           CsCError_e err = aval.error; 

           if( err == CsCError_e.SUCCESS ) 

           { 

             CsCValue val = aval.value; 

             String name = val.textString(); 

             System.out.println("Model Name: " + name ); 

           } 

        } 

    }

} 

Lines 1-3 set up an array of attribute IDs. Line 5 retrieves an int array of model IDs from a filter search 
as explained previously. Line 6 sets up an array of CsCAttrReadMode_e for each attribute requested. 
Lines 9-12 make a call to the model domain interfaces to read one attribute in MOST_AVAILABLE for 
an attribute for the list of model IDs found by the search. The method call 
readAttrValListOfModelsByIDs reads attributes on models and returns the value 
CsCAttrValListofModels.

The first check is for the overall error code. A check should always look for SUCCESS and not FAILURE 
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The first check is for the overall error code. A check should always look for SUCCESS and not FAILURE 
because there are many variations of FAILURE. Line 15 constructs a FOR loop to iterate through the 
array of CsCModelAttrValList classes. Line 19 again checks for SUCCESS before iterating through the 
CsCAttrValList on line 21. The error code is checked for each CsCAttrValue, and finally the attribute is 
extracted as a string by calling the method textString on the CsCValue.

Error Codes and CsCValue
You should check for error codes when reading attributes internally or externally. Data classes that 
pass data contain information about more than one model. If 1 out of 100 models has an error, it 
permits 99 models to return successfully. Design the code so you can know if only some of the 
models are successful.

Many classes use CsCValue as a member variable and as an argument in several member methods. A 
CsCValue object is like an enum because it can hold a variety of objects including the following:

actionID

agentID

alarmID

attributeID

attrGroupID

attrValID

boolValue

counterValue

dateTime

actionID

developerID

enumValue

eventID

eventIDList

gaugeValue

hiddenValue

intValue

ipAddress

model
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1.  

2.  

3.  

modelID

modelDomain

modelDomainID

eventIDList

modelType

modelTypeID

nullValue

objectID

octetString

operatorValue

realValue

relation

relationID

taggedOctetString

textString

timeTicks

How the Void Constructor Works

To use the class CsCValue, you need to instantiate it through the void constructor.

You can use the void constructor as follows:

Create an object with no type or value using the void constructor as follows:

CsCValue v = new CsCValue();

Set the object to a particular value type (for example, textString) and value using the 
appropriate set method as follows:

v.textString("Container III");

Use the appropriate get method as follows to extract the value from the object:

String name = v.textString();

Set and  are overloaded methods. If you want to determine the type of a particular get
CsCValue object, enter the following:
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3.  

4.  

CsCValueType_e type = v.discriminator();

To display the type and value of a CsCValue object, use the CsCorbaValueHelper class as 
follows:

CsCorbaValueHelper vh = new CsCorbaValueHelper();

System.out.println(

v.discriminator().toString()

+ " "

+ vh.toStringValue(v));

The CsCorbaValueHelper class has a number of methods to deal with CsCValue objects. To learn more 
about this helper class, click the link com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util on the Java doc page <

>/SDK/docs/SSORB/index.html.$SPECROOT

Read Modes
CsCAttrReadMode_e provides the following read modes:

CSC_MOST_AVAILABLE
Reads internally if the memory or db flags are set. If the flags are not set, go external if the 
attribute has the external flag set.

CSC_MOST_CURRENT
Reads externally if the external flag is set; otherwise reads internally.

CSC_TRY_MOST_CURRENT
Reads externally if the external flag is set, else reads internally. If the external read fails, go 
internal if memory or database flag is set.

CSC_SYNC_CURRENT
Not used because try latest facilitates the same functionality. If the latest value differs from the 
memory or database value, it updates the internal values to the latest.

If you are reading an internal attribute, use CSC_MOST_AVAILABLE, and if you are reading externally, 
read with CSC_MOST_CURRENT. You need to make a decision only if the attribute is external but has 
memory or database. The direction of read is dictated by whether you need the latest value or the 
current value is acceptable.

Rules for External Reading
Rules for external reading are as follows:

Verify that the attribute Dev_Contact_Status is set to 1, that is, Established.

Verify that the attribute isManaged is set to TRUE.

If these attributes do not have the correct values, your programs may hang because you try to read 
while the contact was lost. This situation causes the read operation to wait for timeouts and retries. 
Another reason for the wait can be that the device or port is under maintenance.
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Read External Attributes Example
The following example shows how to read external attributes:

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.* ;

public class ReadExternalAttribute

{

    static CsCModelDomain md = null;

    public static void main(String[] args)

    {        

        Integer extAttrID = Integer.decode(args[1]);

        Integer modelID = Integer.decode(args[0]);

        int[] modelIDList = new int[1];

        int[] extAttrIDList = new int[1];

        modelIDList[0] = modelID.intValue();

        extAttrIDList[0] = extAttrID.intValue();

        try

        {

            String domainName = new String("mySpectroSERVER");

            // Bind 

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl () ;

            helper.init(null, null);

            md = (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation (

                                  CsCModelDomain.class, 

                                  domainName ) ;

            if( okToReadExternal( modelIDList ))

            {

                CsCAttrReadMode_e [] readMode = 

                     { CsCAttrReadMode_e.CSC_MOST_CURRENT};

                CsCAttrValListOfModels avlom = 

                     md.readAttrValListOfModelsByIDs( 

                                             modelIDList,

                                             extAttrIDList, 

                                             readMode );

                if( avlom.error == CsCError_e.SUCCESS )

                {

                    for( int i = 0; i < avlom.list.length; i ++ )

                    {

                        CsCModelAttrValList mavl = avlom.list[i];

                        CsCAttrValList avl = mavl.attrValList;

                        if( avl.error == CsCError_e.SUCCESS )

                        {           

                            CsCAttrValue aval = avl.list[0];

                            CsCError_e err = aval.error;

                            if( err == CsCError_e.SUCCESS )

                            {

                                CsCValue val = aval.value;
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                                System.out.println("Text String: " + 

                                    val.textString() );

                            }

                        }

                    }

                }

                else

                {

                    System.out.println("Read was not overall 

                       successful");

                }

            }

        }

        catch(Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println(e);

        }

    }

    public static boolean okToReadExternal(int[] modelIDList)

    {

        boolean ok = false;

        // Dev_Contact_Status 0x110ed

        // isManaged 0x1295d

        int[] okToReadExternAttrs = { 0x110ed, 0x1295d };

        CsCAttrReadMode_e[] readMode = { 

            CsCAttrReadMode_e.CSC_MOST_AVAILABLE,

            CsCAttrReadMode_e.CSC_MOST_AVAILABLE};

        try

        {

            CsCAttrValListOfModels avlom = 

                 md.readAttrValListOfModelsByIDs(

                     modelIDList,

                     okToReadExternAttrs,

                     readMode);

            if (avlom.error == CsCError_e.SUCCESS)

            {

                if (avlom.list[0].attrValList.list[0].value.intValue() 

                     == 1 &&

                    avlom.list[0].attrValList.list[1].value.boolValue() 

                     == true)

                {

                    ok = true;

                }

            }        

        }

        catch (Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println(e);

        }

        return ok;

    }

}

This example requires the following objects and methods:
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This example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute

Classes

CsCAttrReadMode_e

CsCValueType_e

CsCValue

Reading Values from an Attribute Table
Reading values from an attribute table is similar to reading a value from a single attribute. The 
techniques of selecting the right read mode and how to read externally are still valid. But if the tables 
are large, these techniques can have effects other than increased processing time, such as device 
performance degradation and increased network traffic.

The API table-read ability is robust and lets you specify ranges (by defining high and low instances) 
and cap limits on the number of entries that can be retrieved. This improves performance if you are 
reading only a little data from a table, as shown in the following example:

int [] attr = {attrhandle.intValue()};

CsCOIDSpec low = new CsCOIDSpec();

CsCOIDSpec high = new CsCOIDSpec();

int [] lowValue = { 0 };

int [] highValue = { 100 };

low.objectID( lowValue );

high.objectID( highValue );

int length = 23;

CsCModel model = md.getModel( ());

CsCAttrValTable tablevalues = md.readAttrValTable( 

modelhandle.intValue(),attr,low, high, length,

CsCAttrReadMode_e.CSC_MOST_CURRENT );

for( int j = 0; j < tablevalues.table.length; j++ )

{

System.out.println(

tablevalues.table[j][0].value.toString());

}
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The first parameter is an array of attributes that is read. The array should specify attributes that 
belong to the table, because the instance array bounds may not be the same between different 
tables.

The second and third parameters specify the low and high ends of the instance range. The range is 
specified using CsCOIDSpec data parameters for the following reasons:

Instances can comprise more than one value.

Usually tables are instanced by a series of values.

The fourth parameter specifies the maximum number of table entries to collect. If the range exceeds 
the maximum limit, then only the maximum is specified. If the maximum is not met, it returns only 
the entries found in the table. The fifth parameter follows the single read convention.

In the following example, attribute IDs make up the columns and instances make up the rows. 
CsCValues make up the body of the array. Error data structures exist for the columns, rows, and 
values.

Note: Low, high, and limit parameters have wild card ability.

CsCModelDomain md = (CsCModelDomain)  

helper.getObjectImplementation     

    ( CsCModelDomain.class, domainName );

CsCOIDSpec low = new CsCOIDSpec();

CsCOIDSpec high = new CsCOIDSpec();

int length = 0; 

low.noLimit(true);

high.noLimit(true); 

int [] attr = {attrid.intValue()};

CsCAttrValTable tablevalues = md.readAttrValTable( 

    modelid.intValue(),attr, low, high, length, 

    CsCAttrReadMode_e.CSC_MOST_CURRENT);

The noLimit method is called on the CsCOIDSpec objects. That sets up the object for wild card 
capability. For the limit parameter, the wild card capability is set up by setting the limit to zero.

This example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute
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Classes

CsCAttrReadMode_e

CsCValueType_e

CsCValue

CsCOIDSpec

CsCAttrValTable

CsCValueError

CsCAttrErrorList

CsCError_e

Read Table Attributes Example
The following example shows how to read table attributes:

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class ReadTableAttr {

    public static void main( String[] args ) {

 

        CsCorbaValueHelper help = new CsCorbaValueHelper();

        Integer attrid = Integer.decode( args[0] );    

        Integer mid = Integer.decode( args[1] );    

        CsCModelDomain md = null;

        try 

        {

            String domainName = new String("mySpectroSERVER");

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

            helper.init( null, null );

            md = (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation( 

                 CsCModelDomain.class, domainName );

 

            int [] attr = { attrid.intValue() };

            int [] lowValue = { 0 };

            int [] highValue = { 100 };

            CsCOIDSpec low = new CsCOIDSpec();

            CsCOIDSpec high = new CsCOIDSpec();

            int length = 10;

            low.objectID( lowValue );

            high.objectID( highValue );

            CsCAttrValTable tableValues = md.readAttrValTable( 

                mid.intValue(), attr, low, high, length, 
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1.  

                CsCAttrReadMode_e.CSC_MOST_CURRENT );

            CsCAttrErrorList ael = tableValues.columnIndexList;        

            for ( int i=0; i < ael.list.length; i++ ) 

            {

                System.out.println( "AEL len: " + ael.list.length );

                CsCOIDError[] vea = tableValues.rowIndexList;

                System.out.println( "VEA len: " + vea.length );

                for ( int j=0; j < vea.length; j++ ) 

                {

                    CsCValue attrval = tableValues.table[j][i].value;

                    System.out.println( i + ":" + j + " " + 

                       attrval.textString() );

                }

            }

        }

        catch (Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println( e );

        }

    }

}

Writing an Attribute Value and Table Values
The principles of reading an attribute also apply to writing attributes, except for the read modes. If an 
attribute is both external and memory or database, you need to write to both. Verify the attribute 
Dev_Contact_Status and isManaged before writing externally. Verify if the SNMP community string of 
the model has write privileges or writing externally fails.

The following example shows how to write a model's attribute value:

CsCValue val = new CsCValue();

val.textString(args[2] );

CsCAttrValue attrVal = new CsCAttrValue( attrID.intValue(),

                    val, CsCError_e.SUCCESS );

CsCAttrValue[] attrValArray = new CsCAttrValue[1];

attrValArray[0] = attrVal;

CsCAttrValList writeValList = new CsCAttrValList( attrValArray,

                    CsCError_e.SUCCESS );

CsCAttrErrorListOfModels aelom = md.writeAttrValListOfModelsByIDs( 

                    modelIDList, 

                    writeValList );

To write an attribute, you need to create a CsCAttrValList containing the attributes and values. Line 1 
begins the construction of CsCAttrValList by creating a CsCValue. Line 2 assigns a test string value to 
CsCValue. Lines 3-5 create a CsCAttrValue passing the attribute ID, the CsCValue, and the error code 
SUCCESS. Line 6 is an array of one for CsCAttrValue, and line 7 assigns the CsCAttrValue to the array. 
Lines 8 and 9 construct the CsCAttrValList with the array and an error code of SUCCESS.

You can also construct CsCAttrValList as follows:

Read the value returned in a CsCAttrValList.

Set a value to CsCValue and pass it to the method writeAttrValListOfModelsByIDs.
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1.  Set a value to CsCValue and pass it to the method writeAttrValListOfModelsByIDs.

The previous example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelPackage

Classes

CsCAttrErrorListOfModels

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute

Classes

CsCAttrReadMode_e

CsCValueType_e

CsCValue

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util

Classes

CsCorbaValueHelper

Write Attributes Example

The following example shows how to write attributes:

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.* ;

public class WriteModelInfo

{

    public static void main(String[] args)

    {        

        Integer attrID = Integer.decode(args[1]);

        Integer modelID = Integer.decode(args[0]);

        int[] modelIDList = new int[1];
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        int[] attrIDList = new int[1];

        modelIDList[0] = modelID.intValue();

        try

        {

            String domainName = new String("mySpectroSERVER");

            // Bind 

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl () ;

            helper.init(null, null);

            CsCModelDomain md = 

                   (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation (

                                  CsCModelDomain.class, 

                                  domainName ) ;

            // Create CsCValue

            CsCValue val = new CsCValue();

            val.textString(args[2] );

            // Create Attr value

            CsCAttrValue attrVal = new CsCAttrValue( attrID.intValue(),

                                                  val,

                                                  CsCError_e.SUCCESS );

            // Construct a CsCAttrValue array

            CsCAttrValue[] attrValArray = new CsCAttrValue[1];

            attrValArray[0] = attrVal;

            CsCAttrValList writeValList = 

                 new CsCAttrValList( attrValArray,

                                     CsCError_e.SUCCESS );

            CsCAttrErrorListOfModels aelom = 

                md.writeAttrValListOfModelsByIDs( modelIDList, 

                                                  writeValList );

            if( aelom.error == CsCError_e.SUCCESS )

            {

                System.out.println("Read was overall successful");

            }

            else

            {

                System.out.println("Read was not overall successful");

            }

        }

        catch(Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println(e);

        }

    }

}

The previous example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

Classes
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CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute

Classes

CsCAttrReadMode_e

CsCValueType_e

CsCValue

CsCOIDSpec

CsCAttrValTable

CsCValueError

CsCAttrErrorList

CsCError_e

Build a CsC Attribute Value Table Example

Building a CsCAttrValTable for writing table attributes is similar to building a single value.

Example: Build a CsC attribute value table

The following example shows how to build a CsC attribute value table:

int size = 5;

CsCValueError[][] table = new CsCValueError[size][1];

CsCOIDError[] rowindexlist = new CsCOIDError[size];

CsCValue value;

for(int i = 0; i < size; ++i )

{

    int[] oidsuffix = new int[1]; 

    oidsuffix[0] = i;

    rowindexlist[i] = new CsCOIDError( oidsuffix,CsCError_e.SUCCESS);

    value = new CsCValue();

    value.textString("Hello");

    table[i][0] = new CsCValueError( value, CsCError_e.SUCCESS );

}

CsCAttrError[] attrlist = new CsCAttrError[1];

attrlist[0] = new CsCAttrError( attrid.intValue(), 

                CsCError_e.SUCCESS);

CsCAttrErrorList columnindexlist = new CsCAttrErrorList( attrlist, 

                CsCError_e.SUCCESS);

CsCAttrValTable attrvaltable = new CsCAttrValTable( table, 

                rowindexlist, columnindexlist, CsCError_e.SUCCESS);
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Line 1 sets the table size. Only one table attribute is set. Line 2 constructs a two-dimensional array of 
CsCValueError that forms the body of the CsCAttrValTable. Line 3 constructs a CsCOIDError array of 
size 5 for the five entries that are updated in the table. Line 5 sets up a For loop to iterate through 
the creation of the individual CsCValues. Lines 7, 8, and 9 set the rowindexlist array with the OID 
suffix and error code SUCCESS. Lines 10, 11, and 12 construct a CsCValue, assign the text string value 
of Hello, and assign it to the table array as a CsCValueError.

Lines 14-18 set up the attribute ID to write to. First, a CsCAttrError array of size one is constructed. 
Next, the first element is assigned a CsCAttrError with attribute and error code SUCCESS. Lines 19 and 
20 read the constructed values to construct the CsCAttrValTable.

Write Table Attributes Example

The following example shows how to write table attributes:

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class WriteTableAttr 

{

    public static void main( String[] args ) 

    {

        Integer attrid = Integer.decode( args[0] );    

        Integer mid = Integer.decode( args[1] );    

        CsCModelDomain md = null;

        try 

        {

            String domainName = new String( "mySpectroSERVER" );

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

            helper.init( null, null );

            md = (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation( 

                CsCModelDomain.class, domainName );

            int size = 3;

            CsCValueError[][] table = new CsCValueError[size][1];

            CsCOIDError[] rowindexlist = new CsCOIDError[size];

            CsCValue value;

            for ( int i=0; i < size; i++ ) 

            {

                int [] oidsuffix = new int[1];

                value = new CsCValue();  

                value.textString( "Hello" );

                table[i][0] = new CsCValueError( value,

                                        CsCError_e.SUCCESS );

                oidsuffix[0] = i + 1;

                rowindexlist[i] = new CsCOIDError( oidsuffix, 

                                        CsCError_e.SUCCESS );

            }

            CsCAttrError[] attrlist = new CsCAttrError[1];
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            attrlist[0] = new CsCAttrError( attrid.intValue(), 

                                       CsCError_e.SUCCESS );

            CsCAttrErrorList columnindexlist = new CsCAttrErrorList( 

                  attrlist, CsCError_e.SUCCESS );

            CsCAttrValTable attrvaltable = new CsCAttrValTable( table, 

                  rowindexlist, columnindexlist, CsCError_e.SUCCESS );

            CsCAttrErrorTable aet = md.writeAttrValTable( 

                  mid.intValue(), attrvaltable );   

        } catch ( Throwable e  ) 

        {

            System.out.println( e );

        }

    }

}

If you want to clear all entries of an internal attribute list, you cannot write an empty CsCAttrValTable 
because the writeAttrValTable method adds supplemental entries. Existing entries are updated and 
new entries added.

One of the methods to clear a list is as follows:

int[] attr = { 0xffff0021 };

md.clearListAttrs(mid.intValue(),attr);

Event Management in CA Spectrum
Contents

Create Events Example
Event Retrieval
Retrieve Events by Type Example

In addition to CA Spectrum, network managers often rely on third-party products to manage special 
functions. For example, a third-party product monitors firewalls and another watches the network 
traffic. These products gather information, filter data, and send events to CA Spectrum, which 
correlates, stores, and displays the events, and promotes them to alarms.

The following example shows how to use the API interface to create and manage events:

Integer modelID = Integer.decode( args[0] );

Integer eventCode = Integer.decode( args[1] );

int severity = 3;            

CsCValue svalue = new CsCValue();            

svalue.gaugeValue(severity);            

CsCAttrValue sav = new CsCAttrValue(

    CsCorbaEventHelper.SEVERITY, 

    svalue, 

    CsCError_e.SUCCESS);            

CsCAttrValue[] ava = new CsCAttrValue[]{sav};            

CsCAttrValList avl = new CsCAttrValList( ava, 

    CsCError_e.SUCCESS); 
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byte[] eventid = md.createEvent( modelID.intValue(), 

    eventCode.intValue(), avl );

System.out.println("Event ID:" + 

    CsCorbaEventHelper.toString( eventide ));

In the preceding example, an event is generated for a model through the CsCModelDomain interface. 
Lines 1 and 2 decode the model ID and event code. Lines 4-12 create a CsCValue of value 3 to assign 
as the severity of the event being created. On lines 13-14, the CsCorbaEventHelper is called to print 
the event ID to text string format. The toString method on the next line displays the event ID, which 
uniquely identifies the event among all the event domains in the installation. An example of an event 
ID is 3a63543c-0026-1000-00d9-0080108d4051.

This class contains all attributes from which you can retrieve the following values:

Creation_Date

Creator

EventID

Event_Type

Model_Handle

Model_Name

Model_Type

Model_Type_Name

Severity and Type_Attributes

The class also contains helper methods for converting data such as the event ID into text format. 
CsCEventDomain provides access to events of a model domain. An event is a record of a situation in a 
monitored entity such as a router or an application. You can create a history of the entire network by 
storing a series of events from multiple entities. You can use the history to track down a problem in a 
monitored entity or a problem caused by the interaction of multiple monitored entities.

A client or CA Spectrum creates events but CA Spectrum receives them. Most events are distributed 
to clients and stored in a database. Events that CA Spectrum uses internally are not available to 
clients. CsCEventDomain provides a client interface to retrieve events from the database and receive 
events.

Every event contains a type and an identifier. Each new situation that occurs in a network creates a 
new event type. Two examples are  and  event types. An event identifier link up link down
(CsCEventID) uniquely identifies events independent of the model domain in which it is created. By 
default, only this basic information is passed to a client.

Each event contains additional information stored in an attribute value error list. An attribute ID 
identifies the additional information which is sent to a client upon request.

The following section lists the event attributes and their descriptions:

Event ID
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Event ID
Uniquely identifies an event independent of the model domain in which the event is created.

CsCEventIDType: 
 0x11fbcAttribute ID:

Event Type
Indicates the nature of the situation for which an event is created. Event types are 32-bit 
identifiers. The top 16 bits identify the developer, and the bottom 16 bits are allocated by the 
management module developer to distinguish each event type the developer creates. Event types 
are defined as part of management modules and are always contained in each event.

 IntegerType:
0x11fb8Attribute ID: 

Creator
The name of the user that created the event. CA Spectrum creates this attribute when creating an 
event.

 Text StringType:
 0x11fb9Attribute ID:

Creation Date/Time
The date and time of recording the event.

 CsCDateTimeType:
0x11f4eAttribute ID: 

Severity
Defines the event severity. A higher severity event needs more attention by the network 
administrator or represents a bigger failure. Allowed values are 0 through 100, with 100 being the 
highest severity. Event severity is assigned by a management module and can be changed by 
users. Every event has a severity associated with it.

 IntegerType:
 0x11fb5Attribute ID:

Model ID
The model ID for which the event was created.

 Model IDType:
 0x11f53Attribute ID:

Model Name
The name of the model.

 Text StringType:
 0x1006eAttribute ID:

Model Type
The type of the model for which the event was created.

CsCMTypeType: 
0x10001Attribute ID: 

Model Type Name
Type: Text String

 0x10000Attribute ID:
The name of the model type.
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Type Attributes
Type: Boolean

 0x11fbaAttribute ID:
Events may have event-specific attributes. You can use event-specific attributes to construct 
event messages from event format files. You can use this attribute to specify that the client wants 
CA Spectrum to send all event-specific attributes with each event.

Model ID
The ID of the model for which the event is created.

IntegerType: 
 0x129aaAttribute ID:

Domain ID
The ID of the domain for which the event is created.

IntegerType: 
 0x129acAttribute ID:

Create Events Example
The following example shows how to create events:

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class CreateEvent 

{

    public static void main( String[] args ) 

    {

        Integer modelID = Integer.decode( args[0] );    

        Integer eventCode = Integer.decode( args[1] );    

        CsCModelDomain md = null;

        try 

        {

            String domainName = new String( "mySpectroSERVER" );

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

            helper.init( null, null );

            md = (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation( 

                 CsCModelDomain.class, domainName );

            int severity = 7;

            CsCValue svalue = new CsCValue();

            svalue.gaugeValue( severity );

            CsCAttrValue sav = new CsCAttrValue( 

                 CsCorbaEventHelper.SEVERITY, 

                 svalue, CsCError_e.SUCCESS );

            CsCAttrValue[] ava = new CsCAttrValue[]{sav};

            CsCAttrValList avl = new CsCAttrValList( ava, 
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                 CsCError_e.SUCCESS );

            byte[] eventid = md.createEvent( modelID.intValue(), 

                 eventCode.intValue(), avl );                

        } catch ( Throwable e ) {

            System.out.println( e );

        } 

    }

}

The previous example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

CsCEventDomain

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCEventDomainPackage

Classes

CsCEvent

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util

Classes

CsCorbaEventHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute

Classes

CsCAttrValList

CsCAttrValue

CsCValue

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError

Classes

CsCError_e
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Event Retrieval
You can retrieve events by defining search filters. First, retrieve the CsCEventDomain interface and 
then construct a filter type to define the event result set returned. Filters can specify a time range, 
particular model, event types, or a combination of criteria.

Calling the method getEventListByAttrFilter returns events to a client. The first parameter is the filter. 
The second parameter specifies the attributes to be returned for every event found by the filter. If a 
response to a request cannot be returned as one result set, CsCError::LIMIT_REACHED is returned as 
the error. You should call getNextEventListByAttrFilter to get the remaining events. The search limit is 
10,000 records. You should pass the requestID to getNextEventListByAttrFilter to request the next 
group of events associated with this request. This requestID is invalid five minutes after it is returned 
or when all events have been returned to the client.

Retrieve Events by Type Example
The following example shows how to retrieve events by type:

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCEventDomainPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class RetrieveEvent 

{

    public static void main( String[] args ) 

    {

        Integer modelID = Integer.decode( args[0] );    

        Integer eventCode = Integer.decode( args[1] );    

        CsCModelDomain md = null;

        try 

        {

            String domainName = new String( "mySpectroSERVER" );

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

            helper.init( null, null );

            md = (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation( 

                CsCModelDomain.class, domainName );

            CsCEventDomain ed = (CsCEventDomain)

                helper.getObjectImplementation(

                    CsCEventDomain.class, domainName );

            CsCorbaFilterAttrNode node = 

                CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper.createGaugeValueNode(

                    CsCorbaEventHelper.EVENT_TYPE, 

                    CsCOperator_e.CSC_EQUALS, eventCode.intValue());

            CsCValue[] filter = node.getFilter();

            int[] attrIDs = new int[4];
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            attrIDs[0] = CsCorbaEventHelper.CREATOR;

            attrIDs[1] = CsCorbaEventHelper.MODEL_NAME;

            attrIDs[2] = CsCorbaEventHelper.MODEL_TYPE_NAME;

            attrIDs[3] = CsCorbaEventHelper.TYPE_ATTRIBUTES;

            org.omg.CORBA.IntHolder requestID = 

                new org.omg.CORBA.IntHolder();

            CsCEventList el = ed.getEventListByAttrFilter(filter, 

                attrIDs, requestID); 

            System.out.println("Overall:" + el.error.toString());

            if (el.error == CsCError_e.SUCCESS || 

                el.error == CsCError_e.LIMIT_REACHED )

            {

                printEventInfo( el );

                if (el.error == CsCError_e.LIMIT_REACHED)

                {

                    el = ed.getNextEventListByAttrFilter(

                        requestID.value);

                    printEventInfo(el);

                }

            }   

        } catch ( Throwable e ) {

            System.out.println( e );

        } 

    }

    public static void printEventInfo( CsCEventList el ) 

    {

        for (int i = 0; i < el.list.length; i++)

        {

            CsCEvent event = el.list[i];

            CsCAttrValList avl = event.attrValList;

            System.out.println("EventCode:" + event.type);

            for (int j = 0; j < avl.list.length; j++)

            {

                CsCAttrValue av = avl.list[j];

                System.out.println("AttrID:" + av.attributeID);

                CsCValue val = av.value;

                System.out.println("AttrVal:" + val.toString());

            }

        }

    }

}

The previous example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

CsCEventDomain

Classes
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CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCEventDomainPackage

Classes

CsCEvent

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util

Classes

CsCorbaEventHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute

Classes

CsCAttrValList

CsCAttrValue

CsCValue

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError

Classes

CsCError_e

Alarms in Development API
The SPECTRUM Development API creates alarms through the event creation process. When an event 
is created, it is mapped to an entry in the EventDisp files found in a subdirectory of /SS$SPECROOT
/CsVendor.

For example, the EventDisp file for the mtype 0x1c8000a resides in the /SS/CsVendor$SPECROOT
/Ctron_SSAH directory and resembles the following file:

0x00010306 E 30

0x00010307 E 30

0x00010308 E 50 A 1,0x010308

0x00010309 E C 0x010308

0x0001030a E 50 A 1,0x01030a

0x0001030b E 50 A 1,0x01030b

0x021b070a E 50

0x021b070b E 50 A 1,0x021b070b

0x021b070c E 50

0x021b070d E 50

0x000d01a0 E 50 A 1,0x0d01a0

0x000d01a1 E 50 A 1,0x0d01a1
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0x000d01a2 E 50 A 1,0x0d01a2

0x000d01a3 E 50 A 1,0x0d01a3

0x000d0351 E 50 A 1,0x0d0351

0x000d0001 E 50 A 1,0x0d0001

0x000d0002 E 50 A 1,0x0d0002

0x00830000 E 30

0x00830001 E 30

0x00830002 E 30

0x003c0002 E 50 A 1,0x003c0002

0x000d2afb E 30

The numbers in the left column are event codes. Code E tells CA Spectrum to log the event; Code C 
tells CA Spectrum to clear the event; Code A tells CA Spectrum to generate an alarm; 1 specifies the 
severity of the alarm. The numbers in the right column indicate the probable cause to display with 
the alarm.

CsCAlarmDomain provides access to alarms of a model domain. Alarms indicate a situation, in a 
monitored entity such as a router or application, that requires the attention of product operators. 
The alarm priority suggests an order in which to address the situations.

The CA Spectrum alarm system delivers only the most important alarms to clients. You can do this 
task in two ways such as, deliver only what a client requests, or prioritize the alarm delivery. Only the 
basic information like the alarm ID, cause, priority, and severity is shipped with alarms by default. If 
desired, clients must specify additional characteristics, which are defined by attribute IDs that are 
sent with each alarm.

To prioritize alarm delivery, clients specify prioritized alarm filters. The filters define which alarms are 
shipped to the client. Prioritizing the filters lets CA Spectrum generate only high-priority alarms. For 
example, prioritization is useful in situations where some alarms are delayed due to a high volume of 
alarm updates. The priority that is assigned to an alarm depends on the priority alarm filters of all the 
clients that receive the alarm.

The client should use the interface in a way that minimizes the amount of data that is sent to the 
client, while clarifying the priority of client alarm requests.

Alarm Attributes
CA Spectrum offers two categories of attributes, Alarm and Model. Alarm attributes exist only within 
the context of an alarm. Model attributes are stored with models. Clients can select the attributes to 
include with alarms. For example, you can configure alarms to include the model name and 
troubleshooter name. Model name is a model attribute and troubleshooter name is an alarm 
attribute. Letting clients select model attributes for each alarm minimizes the need for clients to 
query CA Spectrum for additional data when a new alarm is received.

Verify the following alarm attributes and their descriptions:

Acknowledged
(Read/Write) Indicates the state of the alarm acknowledgment, that is, whether the user has seen 
the alarm.

BooleanType: 
0x11f4dAttribute ID: 

Alarm ID
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Alarm ID
(Read Only) Uniquely identifies the alarm independent of the model domain where the alarm was 
created. This attribute is automatically sent with every alarm.

 CsCAlarmIDType:
 0x11f9cAttribute ID:

Alarm Status
(Read/Write) Conveys information about the alarm. Status always indicates whether repair is 
complete.

 stringType:
 0x11f4fAttribute ID:

Alarm Cause
(Read Only) Identifies the alarm cause and the nature of the situation for which an alarm is 
created. This attribute is automatically sent with every alarm so applications need not explicitly 
request for it.

CsCCauseIDType: 
 0x11f50Attribute ID:

Alarm Source
(Read Only) An enumerated value that indicates the alarm source. Currently, the following values 
are supported.

0
Specifies that the alarm is current.

1
Specifies that the alarm is residual; it exists from a previous run of the SpectroSERVER.

Type: enum
0x11fc4Attribute ID: 

Cleared by Name
(Read Only) Specifies the user name that cleared the alarm through the API. This attribute is not 
present when an alarm is created but is added prior to removal.

 stringType:
 0x11f51Attribute ID:

Creation Date
(Read Only) The time and date of the alarm creation.

CsCDateTimeType: 
 0x11f4eAttribute ID:

Event ID List
(Read/Write) Specifies the list of events that are associated with the alarm. Include the events 
that caused the alarm to be generated.

 CsCEventIDListType:
0x11f52Attribute ID: 

Model ID
(Read Only) Identifies the model with the situation reported by the alarm.

Model IDType: 
 0x11f53Attribute ID:
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Occurrences
(Read Only) Contains the number of occurrences of the alarm. The count is updated when the 
situation that asserted the alarm recurs through a trap, event, or IH. This attribute is initialized to 
1 as the initial alarm is the first occurrence.

unsigned long (gauge)Type: 
 0x11fc5Attribute ID:

Last Occurrence Date
(Read Only) Indicates the time and date when the alarm last occurred.

 CsCDateTimeType:
 0x1321aAttribute ID:

Primary Alarm
(Read Only) Indicates whether the alarm is a primary alarm. Primary alarms are the highest 
priority for a model. A model can have more than one primary alarm at a time.

BooleanType: 
 0x11f54Attribute ID:

Resolved
(Read Only) Indicates whether the alarm is resolved internally by CA Spectrum.

 BooleanType:
 0x11f55Attribute ID:

Severity
(Read Only) Indicates the alarm severity. This attribute is automatically sent with every alarm so 
applications need not explicitly request for it.

 CsCAlarmSeverityType:
 0x11f56Attribute ID:

Troubleshooter
(Read/Write) Specifies the name of the troubleshooter that is assigned to repair the alarm.

 stringType:
 0x11f57Attribute ID:

Note: When this attribute is written, the troubleshooter model attribute is updated 
accordingly, if the name corresponds to a valid troubleshooter model for the user.

Troubleshooter Model
(Read/Write) Identifies the model of the troubleshooter that is assigned to repair the alarm.

 CsCModelType:
 0x11fc6Attribute ID:

Note: When this attribute is written, the troubleshooter name attribute is updated 
accordingly. However, if the model is not valid or is not associated with a user, the write fails 
and returns the error ATTR_BAD_VALUE.

Trouble Ticket ID
(Read/Write) Contains the ID of the trouble ticket that is associated with the alarm.

 stringType:
 0x12022Attribute ID:
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 0x12022Attribute ID:

User Clearable
(Read Only) Indicates whether a client can clear the alarm. This attribute is provided to let client 
applications indicate to users that the alarm is not clearable. A client cannot control whether an 
alarm can be cleared.

BooleanType: 
 0x11f9bAttribute ID:

Model ID
(Read Only) Identifies the ID of the model with the situation reported by the alarm.

 integerType:
0x129aaAttribute ID: 

Model Type ID
(Read Only) Specifies the ID of the model type.

 integerType:
0x129abAttribute ID: 

Retrieving an alarm is similar to retrieving an event. Retrieve events by defining search filters for 
alarms. First, retrieve the CsCAlarmDomain interface and then construct a filter to define the alarm 
result set. Filters can specify a time range, a particular model, alarm type, or a combination of 
criteria. You can use all attributes that are listed here for the filter. The CsCorbaAlarmHelper class 
defines all alarm attributes. In addition, the helper class can convert alarm ID from byte array to text 
string and text string to byte array. Alarm IDs are unique like event IDs and have long formats.

Retrieve Alarms by Model ID Example
The following example shows how to retrieve alarms by model ID:

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAlarmDomainPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class RetrieveAlarms 

{

    public static void main( String[] args ) 

    {

        Integer modelID = Integer.decode( args[0] );    

        CsCModelDomain md = null;

        try 

        {

            String domainName = new String( "train124" );

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

            helper.init( null, null );

            md = (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation( 

                CsCModelDomain.class, domainName );

            CsCorbaFilterAttrNode node =

                CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper.createModelIDNode(
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                        CsCorbaAlarmHelper.MODEL_HANDLE, 

                        CsCOperator_e.CSC_EQUALS, modelID.intValue() );

            CsCValue[] filter = node.getFilter();

            int[] attrIDs = new int[2];

            attrIDs[0] = CsCorbaAlarmHelper.CREATION_DATE;

            attrIDs[1] = CsCorbaAlarmHelper.MODEL_HANDLE;

 

            CsCAlarmDomain ad = md.getAlarmDomain();

            CsCAlarmList al = ad.getAlarmListByAttrFilter( filter, 

                attrIDs );

            System.out.println( "Status:" + al.error.toString() );

            for ( int i=0; i < al.list.length; i++ ) {

                CsCAlarm alarm = al.list[i];

                System.out.println( "Priority:" + alarm.priority );

                System.out.println( "Severity:" + alarm.severity );

 

                CsCAttrValList avl = alarm.attrValList;

                System.out.println( "CreationDate: " + 

                    avl.list[0].value.toString() );

                System.out.println( "ModelHandle: " + 

                    avl.list[1].value.toString() );

            }

        } catch ( Throwable e ) {

            System.out.println( e );

        }

    }

}

This example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

CsCAlarmDomain

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAlarmDomainPackage

Classes

CsCAlarm

CsCAlarmList

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util

Interfaces
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CsCorbaFilterAttrNode

Classes

CsCorbaAlarmHelper

CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute

Classes

CsCAttrValList

CsCAttrValue

CsCValue

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError

Classes

CsCError_e

Updating and Clearing Alarms
You can update alarm attributes as you update model attributes. The following example shows how 
to update the trouble ticket ID through a trouble ticketing system. You can also use other attributes 
such as Trouble_Shooter and Resolved for automation of alarms.

byte[][] alarms = new byte[][]{alarm.alarmID};

CsCValue val = new CsCValue();

val.textString("123123");

CsCAttrValue attrVal = new 

    CsCAttrValue(CsCorbaAlarmHelper.TROUBLE_TICKET_ID, val, 

    CsCError_e.SUCCESS);

CsCAttrValue[] attrValArray = new CsCAttrValue[1];

attrValArray[0] = attrVal;

CsCAttrValList writeValList = new CsCAttrValList(attrValArray, 

    CsCError_e.SUCCESS);                                              

try

{

    ad.writeAttrValListOfAlarms(alarms, writeValList);

}

catch (Throwable e)

{

    System.out.println(e);

}

Line 1 takes the Alarm ID byte array and assigns the value to a two-dimensional array if there are 
multiple alarms to be updated at once. Lines 3-10 construct a CsCAttrValList for setting 
TROUBLE_TICKET_ID. Line 14 makes the call to write the attribute value.
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You can clear alarms automatically through events and EventDisp files. You can also use the following 
API to clear alarms:

try

{

ad.clearAlarm(alarm.alarmID);

}

catch (Throwable e)

{

System.out.println(e);

}

Watches using the Dev API
You can register with CA Spectrum for asynchronous notification of events, such as the following:

Model creation and deletion

Attribute value changes

Event and statistic creation

Alarm updates

A client application obtains references to objects on the server and uses these stubs to make remote 
method invocations to the objects. To register for asynchronous notification, the client itself 
instantiates a watch object and passes a reference to the server instructing it to call a method in the 
object if a specified condition occurs. If the specified condition occurs, the server calls the method in 
the client's watch object and notifies the client.

If you are writing a client application that is notified when the value of a particular attribute in the CA 
Spectrum knowledge base changes, you should first design an attribute value change class, for 
example, AttrValCallback. The client program instantiates the class and passes an object reference 
(and the attribute ID to watch) to CA Spectrum. If the attribute value changes, CA Spectrum calls the 
attrValsChanged method in your AttrValCallback class.

The important factors in changing attribute values include the following:

For CA Spectrum to detect a change in the attribute, the memory flag must be set. If not set, the 
attribute change mechanism does not work because CA Spectrum does not retain the last known 
value for comparison.

For external attributes, you should set the polled flag. Without the mechanism to poll every given 
period externally, CA Spectrum never detects a change until some other program reads the 
attribute.

How To Set Up a Watch
Setting up a watch involves the following steps:
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1.  

2.  

Create a class file for the callback and extend it from the desired callback class.

Create a main class that instantiates the callback class and passes it to the respective domain.

The following table lists the available callback classes and their domains:

Monitor Extend Callback Class Domain

Attribute Value Changes CsCAttrValWatchCBPOA Model Domain

Model Creation/Destroy CsCModelWatchCBPOA Model Domain

Model Association Changes CsCAssocModelWatchCBPOA Model Domain

Event Creation CsCEventWatchCBPOA Event Domain

Alarm Creation/Change/ Clear CsCAlarmWatchCBPOA Alarm Domain

Watch Attribute Changes for a Model ID Example
The following example shows how to watch attribute changes for a given model ID:

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.* ;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.* ;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.* ;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.* ;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelPackage.* ;

public class WatchAttrValue

{

    public static void main(String[] args)

    {

        try 

        {

            String domainName =  new String("mySpectroSERVER");

            CORBAHelper hlp = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

            hlp.init(null, null);

            CsCModelDomain md = (CsCModelDomain) 

               hlp.getObjectImplementation

                   (CsCModelDomain.class, domainName);

            AttrValCallback callback = new AttrValCallback();

            //decode model ID

            int[] modelIDs = {Integer.decode(args[0]).intValue()}; 

            int[] attrs = {0x1006e}; //model name

            CsCAttrReadMode_e[] readModes = 

                {CsCAttrReadMode_e.CSC_MOST_AVAILABLE};

            CsCAttrValWatchCB cb = 

                CsCAttrValWatchCBHelper.narrow( 

                    hlp.servant_to_reference( callback ) );

            CsCAttrValListOfModels avlm = 

                md.startWatchAttrValsOfModelsByIDs(modelIDs, 

                    attrs, readModes, cb);

            System.out.println("Watching started.." +
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              " Press Enter to exit");

            System.in.read();

            md.stopWatchAttrValsOfModelsByIDs(cb, attrs, modelIDs);

        }

        catch (Throwable e) 

        {

            System.out.println(e);

        }

    }

}

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.* ;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.* ;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

public class AttrValCallback extends CsCAttrValWatchCBPOA 

{

    public void attrValsChanged ( CsCAttrValListOfModels avlom) 

    {

        System.out.println("Overall:" + avlom.error.toString());

        for (int i = 0; i < avlom.list.length; i++) 

        {

            CsCModelAttrValList mavl = avlom.list[i];

            System.out.println("Model ID:" + mavl.modelID);

            CsCAttrValList avl = mavl.attrValList;

            for (int j = 0; j < avl.list.length; j++) 

            {

                CsCAttrValue av = avl.list[j];

                CsCValue v = av.value;

                System.out.println("Attr ID:" + av.attributeID + 

                    " --> Value:" + v.textString());

            }

        }

    }

 

}

This example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

CsCAttrValWatchCBPOA

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelPackage
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Classes

CsCAttrValListOfModels

CsCModelAttrValList

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute

Classes

CsCAttrValList

CsCAttrValue

CsCValue

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError

Classes

CsCError_e

Watch Model Creation and Deletion Example
If a model is deleted, you can retrieve only the model ID. If you need more information, you should 
make a repository keyed on model ID.

The following example shows how to watch model creation and deletion:

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class WatchModel 

{

    public static void main( String[] args ) 

    {

        Integer mtypeID = Integer.decode( args[0] );

        int[] mtypeIDs = { mtypeID };

        CsCModelDomain md = null;

        try 

        {

            String domainName = new String( "mySpectroSERVER" );

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

            helper.init( null, null );

            md = (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation( 

                CsCModelDomain.class, domainName );

            ModelCallback callback = new ModelCallback();

            CsCModelWatchCB cb =
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            CsCModelWatchCBHelper.narrow(

                helper.servant_to_reference(callback));

            md.startWatchModelsByTypeIDs(mtypeIDs, cb);

            System.out.println( "Press Enter to exit" );    

            System.in.read();

            md.stopWatchModelsByTypeIDs(mtypeIDs, cb);

        }

        catch (Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println( e );

        }

    }

}

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class ModelCallback extends CsCModelWatchCBPOA 

{

    public void modelsAdded( CsCModelPropList mpl ) 

    {

        System.out.println( "Overall: " + mpl.error.toString() );       

        for ( int i=0; i < mpl.list.length; i++ ) 

        {

            CsCModelProperties mp = mpl.list[i];

            System.out.println("ModelID:" + mp.modelID);

        }

    }

    public void modelsRemoved( CsCModelPropList mpl ) 

    {

        System.out.println( "Overall: " + mpl.error.toString() );

        for ( int i=0; i < mpl.list.length; i++ ) 

        {

            CsCModelProperties mp = mpl.list[i];

            System.out.println( "ModelID:" + mp.modelID );

        } 

    }

}

This example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

CsCModelWatchCBPOA

Classes
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CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelPackage

Classes

CsCModelPropList

CsCModelProperties

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError

Classes

CsCError_e

Watch Model Association Changes Example
The following example shows how to watch model association changes:

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCRelationPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class WatchAssocModel 

{

    public static void main( String[] args ) 

    {

        Integer modelID = Integer.decode( args[0] );

        int[] modelIDs = { modelID };

        int relationID = 0x10002;

        CsCModelDomain md = null;

        try 

        {

            String domainName = new String( "mySpectroSERVER" );

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

            helper.init( null, null );

            md = (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation( 

                CsCModelDomain.class, domainName );

            AssocModelCallback callback = new AssocModelCallback();

            CsCAssocModelWatchCB cb =

            CsCAssocModelWatchCBHelper.narrow(

                helper.servant_to_reference(callback));

            md.startWatchAssocModelsOfModels(relationID,modelIDs,

                CsCSide_e.CSC_RIGHT_SIDE, cb);            

            System.out.println( "Press Enter to exit" );    

            System.in.read();

            md.stopWatchAssocModelsOfModelsByIDs(cb, modelIDs);
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        }

        catch (Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println( e );

        }

    }

}

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class AssocModelCallback extends CsCAssocModelWatchCBPOA  

{

    public void associatedModelsAdded(CsCAssocModelPropList ampl) 

    {

        System.out.println( "Overall: " + ampl.error.toString() );

        System.out.println( "Added Assoc: " + ampl.relationID);

        System.out.println( " For Model:  " + ampl.withModel.modelID);

        System.out.println( " On Side:    " + 

                                            ampl.withSide.toString());

        CsCModelPropList mpl = ampl.assocModelList;

        for ( int i=0; i < mpl.list.length; i++ ) 

        {

            CsCModelProperties mp = mpl.list[i];

            System.out.println("   ModelID:" + mp.modelID);

        }

    }

    public void associatedModelsRemoved(CsCAssocModelPropList ampl) 

    {

        System.out.println("Overall: " + ampl.error.toString());

        System.out.println("Remove Assoc: " + ampl.relationID);

        System.out.println(" For Model:   " + ampl.withModel.modelID);

        System.out.println(" On Side:     " + 

                                           ampl.withSide.toString());

        CsCModelPropList mpl = ampl.assocModelList;

        for ( int i=0; i < mpl.list.length; i++ ) 

        {

            CsCModelProperties mp = mpl.list[i];

            System.out.println( "   ModelID:" + mp.modelID );

        } 

    }

}

The previous example passes the model type ID and adds or removes the device model type through 
OneClick. The previous example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain
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CsCModelDomain

CsCModelAssocWatchCBPOA

AssocModelCallback

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelPackage

Classes

CsCModelPropList

CsCModelProperties

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCRelationPackage

Classes

CsCSide_e

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError

Classes

CsCError_e

Watch Events Created on a Model Example
The following example shows how to watch events created on a model:

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class WatchEvent 

{

    public static void main( String[] args ) 

    {

        Integer modelID = Integer.decode( args[0] );    

        CsCModelDomain md = null;

        try 

        {

            String domainName = new String( "mySpectroSERVER" );

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

            helper.init( null, null );

            md = (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation( 

                CsCModelDomain.class, domainName );

            CsCorbaFilterAttrNode node =

                CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper.createModelIDNode(
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                        CsCorbaEventHelper.MODEL_HANDLE, 

                        CsCOperator_e.CSC_EQUALS, modelID.intValue() );

            CsCValue[] filter = node.getFilter();

            int[] attrIDs = new int[5];

            attrIDs[0] = CsCorbaEventHelper.CREATOR;

            attrIDs[1] = CsCorbaEventHelper.EVENT_TYPE;

            attrIDs[2] = CsCorbaEventHelper.MODEL_NAME;

            attrIDs[3] = CsCorbaEventHelper.MODEL_TYPE_NAME;

            attrIDs[4] = CsCorbaEventHelper.TYPE_ATTRIBUTES;            

            CsCEventDomain ed = (CsCEventDomain)

                helper.getObjectImplementation(

                    CsCEventDomain.class, domainName );

            EventCallback callback = new EventCallback();

            CsCEventWatchCB cb = CsCEventWatchCBHelper.narrow(

                helper.servant_to_reference(callback));

            ed.startWatchEvents( filter, attrIDs, cb );

            System.out.println( "Press Enter to exit" );

            System.in.read();

            ed.stopWatchEvents( cb );

        }

        catch (Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println( e );

        }

    }

}

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCEventDomainPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class EventCallback extends CsCEventWatchCBPOA 

{

    public void eventsCreated( CsCEventList el ) 

    {

        System.out.println( "Overall: " + el.error.toString() );

        for ( int i=0; i < el.list.length; i++ ) {

            CsCEvent event = el.list[i];

            CsCAttrValList avl = event.attrValList;

            System.out.println( "EventCode: " + event.type );

            for ( int j=0; j < avl.list.length; j++ ) 

            {

                CsCAttrValue av = avl.list[j];

                System.out.println( "AttrID: " + av.attributeID );

                CsCValue val = av.value;

                System.out.println( "AttrVal: " + val.toString() );

            }

        }

    }

    public void eventAttrValsUpdated( CsCEventList el ) 
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    {

        System.out.println( "Overall: " + el.error.toString() );

        for ( int i=0; i < el.list.length; i++ ) 

        {

            CsCEvent event = el.list[i];

            CsCAttrValList avl = event.attrValList;

            System.out.println( "EventCode: " + event.type );

            for ( int j=0; j < avl.list.length; j++ ) 

            {

                CsCAttrValue av = avl.list[j];

                System.out.println( "AttrID: " + av.attributeID );

                CsCValue val = av.value;

                System.out.println( "AttrVal: " + val.toString() );

            }

        }

    }

}

The previous example passes a model filter and an attribute list to be returned by the callback. The 
previous example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

CsCEventWatchCBPOA

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCEventDomainPackage

Classes

CsCEvent

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util

Interface

CsCorbaFilterAttrNode

Classes

CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper

CsCorbaEventHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute

Classes
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Classes

CsCAttrValList

CsCAttrValue

CsCValue

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError

Classes

CsCError_e

Watch Alarm Creation, Clearing, and Attribute Updates 
Example

The following example shows how to watch alarm creation, attribute updates, and clearing:

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAlarmDomainPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class WatchAlarms 

{

    public static void main( String[] args ) 

    {

        Integer modelID = Integer.decode( args[0] );    

        CsCModelDomain md = null;

        try 

        {

            String domainName = new String( "mySpectroSERVER" );

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

            helper.init( null, null );

            md = (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation( 

                CsCModelDomain.class, domainName );

            CsCAlarmDomain ad = md.getAlarmDomain();

            CsCorbaFilterAttrNode node =

                CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper.createModelIDNode(

                        CsCorbaAlarmHelper.MODEL_HANDLE, 

                        CsCOperator_e.CSC_EQUALS, modelID.intValue() );

            CsCValue[] filter = node.getFilter();

            int[] attrIDs = new int[1];

            attrIDs[0] = CsCorbaAlarmHelper.CREATION_DATE;

            AlarmCallback callback = new AlarmCallback();

            CsCAlarmWatchCB cb =

                   CsCAlarmWatchCBHelper.narrow(
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                        helper.servant_to_reference(callback));

            ad.startWatchAlarms( filter, attrIDs, cb );

            System.out.println( "Press Enter to exit" );

            System.in.read();

            ad.stopWatchAlarms( cb );

        }

        catch (Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println( e );

        }

    }

}

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAlarmDomainPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class AlarmCallback extends CsCAlarmWatchCBPOA 

{

    public void alarmsUpdated( CsCAlarmUpdate au ) 

    {

        CsCAlarmList addlist = au.addList;

        CsCAttrValListOfAlarms changelist = au.changeList;

        System.out.println( "addList len:" + addlist.list.length + 

                    " changeList len:" +

                    changelist.list.length );

 

        for ( int i=0; i < addlist.list.length; i++ ) {

            CsCAlarm alarm = addlist.list[i];

            System.out.println( "Added AlarmID:" + 

                    CsCorbaAlarmHelper.toString( alarm.alarmID ) );

                        System.out.println("Value: " +  

                           alarm.attrValList.list[0].value );

                        System.out.println("Value: " + 

                           alarm.attrValList.list[1].value );

        }        

        for ( int j=0; j < changelist.list.length; j++ ) {

            System.out.println( "Changed AlarmID:" + 

                    CsCorbaAlarmHelper.toString( 

                       changelist.list[j].alarmID ) );

        }

        for (int k = 0; k < au.removeList.length; k++)

        {

            System.out.println("Removed AlarmID:" +

                    CsCorbaAlarmHelper.toString(au.removeList[k]));

        }

    }

}
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The previous example passes a model filter and an attribute list to be returned by the callback to the 
startWatch method. In the AlarmCallback class where CA Spectrum notifies this class, alarms are of 
three types: newly created, updated, and removed.

The previous example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

CsCAlarmDomain

Classes

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAlarmDomainPackage

Classes

CsCAlarm

CsCAlarmList

CsCAlarmUpdate

CsCAttrValListOfAlarms

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util

Interfaces

CsCorbaFilterAttrNode

Classes

CsCorbaAlarmHelper

CsCorbaAttrFilterHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCAttribute

Classes

CsCAttrValList

CsCAttrValue

CsCValue

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError
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Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError

Classes

CsCError_e

Miscellaneous Considerations
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Distributed Environments
Use the following checklist to verify that the required files and configuration are present when 
running a client from another workstation:

User creation in the SpectroSERVER

Appropriate .hostrc permissions

Hostname resolution from either DNS or /etc/hosts

Access control lists on any router between the client and server

Firewall-blocking ports

Note: For more information about setting up a distributed SpectroSERVER environment, see 
.Distributed SpectroSERVER Administration

Location Service Interface
To get a list of SpectroSERVERs in a distributed environment, you can use the interface 
CsCLocServMapInt. The Location Service advertises on this interface and only one call is available to 
retrieve the SpectroSERVER list. Once the CsCModelDomain interface reference is retrieved, the 
isPrimary method is called to determine if the interface is primary or secondary.

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Distributed+SpectroSERVER+Administration
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Note: Calling the isPrimary method is one way of knowing whether the SpectroSERVER is the 
primary or secondary in a fault-tolerant environment.

Binding to Multiple Domains Example
The following example shows the method for multiple domain binding:

import java.io.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCModelDomainPackage.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

public class GetDomainList

{

    public static void main(String[] args)

    {

        CsCorbaValueHelper help = new CsCorbaValueHelper();

        CsCLocServMapInt locserv;

        CORBAHelper helper = null;

        String[] domainnames = { "" };

        CsCModelDomain[] md;

        helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

        try

        {

            String domainName = new String("mySpectroSERVER");

            helper.init(null, null);

            locserv = (CsCLocServMapInt)helper.getObjectImplementation(

                CsCLocServMapInt.class, domainName);

            domainnames = locserv.getModelDomainNameList();

        }

        catch (Throwable e)

        {

            System.out.println(e);

        }

        md = new CsCModelDomain[domainnames.length];

        for (int i = 0; i < domainnames.length; i++)

        {

            try

            {

                md[i] = 

                   (CsCModelDomain)helper.getObjectImplementation(

                   CsCModelDomain.class, domainnames[i]);

                System.out.println("Name:" + domainnames[i]);

                System.out.println("Is Primary: " + md[i].isPrimary());

            }

            catch (Throwable e)

            {
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                System.out.println(e);

            }

        }

    }

}

This example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCLocServMapInt

CsCModelDomain

Classes

CsCLocServMapIntHelper

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError

Classes

CsCError_e

Status Monitoring of CORBA Interface
Server bouncing may cause non-persistent interfaces and watch reference to be lost except for 
persistent interfaces like ModelDomain, AlarmDomain and EventDomain. CORBAObjectMonitor 
provides the facility to know if a domain is lost and contact is reestablished. When the 
CORBAObjectMonitor, located in utilsrvXX.jar, is instantiated, it binds to the domain through the 
application user.

Monitoring the CORBA interface status involves the following components:

CORBAObjectMonitor to poll the domain.

CORBAObjectMonitorListener to react to a contact change that the CORBAObjectMonitor 
detected.

CORBAObjectMonitor adds the listener to the CORBAObjectMonitorListener methods to get invoked. 
CORBAObjectMonitorListener has the following methods:

connectionError

connectionEstablished

connectionLost

successfullyPolled
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

successfullyPolled

This example requires the following objects and methods:

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl

Interfaces

CsCModelDomain

Classes

CsCModelWatchCBImplBase

CsCModelDomainHelper

Package com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError

Classes

CsCError_e

Package com.aprisma.util.corba

Interfaces

CORBAObjectMonitorListener

Classes

CORBAObjectMonitor

How CORBA Interface Status Is Monitored
Monitoring the CORBA interface involves the following process:

The PersistentWatcher class implements the CORBAObjectMonitorListener.

The constructor makes a call to get the required domain (in this case, CsCModelDomain) and 
sets that reference to a variable. The CORBAObjectMonitor is created. The arguments passed 
are the service name, the service type, and the polling interval in milliseconds.

A call is made to connect on the monitor that obtains the object implementation. If the 
connection is already established, the object is returned. If not, the connection is attempted 
again if tryToConnect is set to True.

If the connection is good, add the listener and start polling.

If you invoke startPolling(), a check is made against the CORBA object to see if it still exists. If it 
exists, the successfullyPolled method is called. If not, the connection is retried.

If the connection is successful, connectionEstablished method is called. If the connection 
attempt fails, the connectionLost or connectionError is called depending on the problem.
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6.  

7.  

Note: For fault-tolerant environments, if the primary fails, the CORBAObjectMonitor 
attempts to monitor the secondary. If successful, the connectionEstablished method is 
called. If the monitor object cannot connect to the secondary, connectionLost or 
connectionError is called.

The following CORBAObjectMonitorListener methods require notification:

successfullyPolled
Indicates the listener method called when connection is successfully polled.

connectionEstablished
Indicates the listener method called when connection is successful.

connectionLost
Indicates the listener method called when connection is not successful and the problem 
lies in the CORBA framework.

connectionError
Indicates the listener method called when connection is not successful and the problem 
lies outside the CORBA framework.

The final call in the constructor sets up the model watch. For each trigger on the listener, an 
action is performed. For the connection lost and connection error, a message prints informing 
the user that connection is down. For the connection established, the model watch is 
reestablished.

Monitor CORBA Interface Status Example
The following example shows how to monitor an interface:

import java.io.*;

public class PersistentWatcherApp 

{

    public static void main( String[] args ) 

    {

        String serverName = new String( "mySpectroSERVER" );

        String userName = new String( "user" );

        Integer mtID = Integer.decode( args[0] );    

        PersistentWatcher pw = new PersistentWatcher( serverName, 

            userName, mtID.intValue() );

    }

}

import java.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCError.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.util.*;

import com.aprisma.spectrum.core.idl.CsCException.*;

import com.aprisma.util.corba.*;

/**

 *  This class implements the CORBAObjectMonitorListener but is also 
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 * responsible for connecting to the server and establishing the 

 * watching of the Model Domain.

 */

public class PersistentWatcher implements CORBAObjectMonitorListener

{

    int mt_id;

    // Objects needed throughout the program

    CsCModelDomain modelDomain = null;

    CORBAObjectMonitor monitor = null;

    /**

        Constructs the PersistentWatcher 

     */

    public PersistentWatcher( String servername, String username, 

                              int modelTypeid)

    {

        this.mt_id = modelTypeid;

        getServerModelDomain( servername, username );

 

        // Setup CORBA Monitor

        monitor = new CORBAObjectMonitor ( servername, 

                                           CsCModelDomain.class, 

                                           20000); // 20 seconds

        // Check to see if the monitor has a connection if start the

        // setup the model watch and start to monitor

        if ( monitor.connect ( true ) != null )

        {

            monitor.addListener( this );

            monitor.startPolling();

            setupModelWatch();

            System.out.println("Press Enter to exit");

            try

            {

                System.in.read();

            }

            catch ( Exception e )

            {

                System.out.println( e );

            }

        }

        else

        {

            System.out.println("Monitor could not connect." +  

                                "Not Watching");

        }

    } 

    /** 

        This method is responsible obtaining the SERVER's model domain. 

     */

    private void getServerModelDomain( String server, String username )

    { 

        try

        {

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl() ;
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            helper.init(null,null);

            modelDomain = 

              (CsCModelDomain) helper.getObjectImplementation ( 

                   CsCModelDomain.class, server);

        }

        catch ( Throwable e )

        {

            System.out.println ( "Could not find server");

            System.out.println ( e ) ;

        }                  

    }

    /**

        This method is responsible creating the model watch on 

        the model domain.

     */

     private void setupModelWatch()

     {

        try

        {

            int[] mtypeIDs = { mt_id };

            CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

            ModelCallback callback = new ModelCallback();

            CsCModelWatchCB cb =

            CsCModelWatchCBHelper.narrow(

                helper.servant_to_reference(callback));

            modelDomain.startWatchModelsByTypeIDs(mtypeIDs, cb);

        }

        catch ( Exception e )

        {

            System.out.println ( "Could not find server");

            System.out.println ( e ) ;

        }

     }

    /**

        Interface CORBAObjectMonitorListener

        This method is Invoked when the connection has been lost.

     */

     public void connectionLost ( String objectName, 

                                  Class idlInterfaceClass )

     {

         System.out.println ("Watch and Connection Lost");

     }

    /**

        Interface CORBAObjectMonitorListener

        This method is Invoked when a connection fails for some reason 

        other than object

     */

     public void connectionError ( String objectName, Class 

            idlInterfaceClass, Throwable e )

     {

          System.out.println ("Error");

     }

    /**
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        Interface CORBAObjectMonitorListener

        This method is Invoked when the connection has been 

        established.

     */

     public boolean connectionEstablished ( 

                                       org.omg.CORBA.Object object,

                                         String objectName,

                                         Class idlInterfaceClass )

     {   

         setupModelWatch();

         System.out.println ( "Re-established Watch and Connection");

         return true;

     }

    /**

        Interface CORBAObjectMonitorListener

        This method is Invoked when the object is polled successfully.

     */

     public void successfullyPolled( org.omg.CORBA.Object object,

                                         String objectName,

                                         Class idlInterfaceClass )

     {

          System.out.println ( "Successful Poll" );

     }

Fault-Tolerant Environments
Do not write or update secondary servers in a fault-tolerant environment. You can pull data from the 
servers to know the client application status. We recommend that all data be updated from primary 
to secondary through online backup.

When switching from primary to secondary, the Naming Service should receive new advertisements 
from the secondary seamlessly. To check whether you are on the primary or secondary, call the 
isPrimary method from CSCModelDomain. You can also determine a switch through the CORBA 
Object Monitor.

In a fault-tolerant environment, the best way to get a service object from SpectroSERVER is using 
following API from CORBAHelper class:

    /**

     * Obtains the implementation for the given object name.

     *

     * @param IDLClass the class of the object as defined in the IDL.

     * @param objectName the name of the object's implementation

     * @return the implementation object or an exception on failure.

     */

    public org.omg.CORBA.Object getObjectImplementation(

                           Class IDLClass, String objectName )

                                           throws Throwable

The method gets the object from the correct server (primary or secondary). Internally, it gets the 
domain hierarchy map from the Location Server first, then try to get the object from domain 
hierarchy hosts, and return the object found.
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You can also use following methods to get service object but need to specify the primary/secondary 
host name of the SpectroSERVER:

    /**

     * Obtains the implementation for the given object name.

     *

     * @param IDLClass the class of the object as defined in the IDL.

     * @param objectName the name of the object's implementation

     * @param host the host to connect to.

     * @param enableReconnect determines whether to automatically

     *                        re-connect if the current connection is broken.

     *                        The implementation may not support this

     *                        option.

     * @return the implementation object or an exception on failure.

     */

    public org.omg.CORBA.Object getObjectImplementation(

                           Class IDLClass, String objectName, String host,

                           boolean enableReconnect )

                                     throws Throwable ;

For example, to get service object from secondary, the host should be the host name of the 
secondary.

There is another method that you can specify host names of both primary and secondary, and it will 
return the object from the correct server:

    public org.omg.CORBA.Object getObjectImplementation(

                           Class IDLClass, String objectName, String[] hostList,

                           boolean enableReconnect )

                                     throws Throwable ;

Here is an example to get domain ID without worrying about if the service is from primary or 
secondary:

    try

    {

         String domainName = "myLandscape";

        // Construct helper

        CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

        if ( helper.init(null, null) )

        {

            CsCModelDomain md = (CsCModelDomain)

            helper.getObjectImplementation(

                       CsCModelDomain.class, domainName );

            int id = md.getModelDomainID();

            System.out.println( "0x" + Integer.toHexString(id) );

        }

    }

    catch(Throwable e)

    {

        e.printStackTrace();

    }
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Performance Issues
You can improve application performance by updating old method calls to the new method calls. All 
examples in this document use the new calls. Old method calls use large data objects that increase 
the interface load when they pass through IP packets. The new method calls minimize the data size 
by using the basic types and improve the speed.

The two main factors in API performance are speed and memory usage. To improve the speed, 
consider the following:

How many models are involved?

What calls are you making against the models? Are the calls identical?

If you are reading or writing data, how many attributes are involved?

Are you repeating any methods? If so, can you replace them with a single call using a list of model 
IDs?

Is it necessary to read or write all the data?

Can you group all the attribute reads and writes?

If you are searching, is the search too broad?

If you have a list of model IDs that need to have an attribute written to, pass the complete list instead 
of iterating through each ID with a separate call.

To improve the memory usage, do not group too much work together. A large model group request 
can result in a large memory increase on the SpectroSERVER side. For example, if you are reading a 
route table, do not read the entire table at one time. Break up the read requests by using the 
CsCOIDSpec class and set a range. You cannot pass more than 500 models at a time.

Note: If you continue to experience performance issues after following these recommendations, 
contact .CA Support

Client Application Debugging
Use the following code to enable detailed debugging of a client application:

Properties props = new Properties () ;

props.put("ORBwarn", "2");

CORBAHelper helper = CORBAHelper.getHelperImpl();

helper.init(null, props);

CsCModelDomain md = (CsCModelDomain)

helper.getObjectImplementation

(CsCModelDomain.class, "myWorkstation" );

https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/newhome
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Extension Integration (SEI) Developer 
Reference

About the CA Spectrum Extension Integration 
Developer Toolkit (SEI Toolkit)

The CA Spectrum Extension Integration Developer Toolkit (SEI Toolkit) lets you organize and package 
CA Spectrum extension modules for installation and integration into other CA Spectrum hosts. An 

 is any set of software that extends the capabilities of the CA Spectrum product. extension module
There are three basic types of extension modules:

Core Components
Provide standard CA Spectrum functionality. CA is the exclusive developer of core components.

Management Modules
Extend CA Spectrum to manage various network devices. Although CA provides management 
modules for a large number of common network devices, it cannot possibly provide management 
modules for all of the new network devices that appear on the market almost daily. For this 
reason, CA Spectrum value-added resellers (VARs) and device hardware manufacturers often 
develop and sell management modules that provide CA Spectrum management for network 
devices not included in CA’s standard management module suite.

External Applications
Work in conjunction with CA Spectrum to enhance its usability. Though it is possible for you to 
develop external CA Spectrum applications, it is rarely done.

This guide focuses primarily on the applications of the SEI Toolkit in the development of management 
modules. The SEI Toolkit is a Level 1 toolkit and a part of a suite of developer toolkits provided by CA 
to facilitate the development and distribution of CA Spectrum management modules. In the context 
of management module development, you can use the SEI Toolkit to do the following:

Test the packaging and installation of newly developed management modules.

Propagate management modules from one CA Spectrum host to others.

Package management modules for installation on outside CA Spectrum hosts. For example, you 
develop management modules for new network devices, and then you use the SEI toolkit to 
package these management modules for sale and distribution to your customers. The customers 
can then install the packaged management modules onto existing CA Spectrum hosts to allow CA 
Spectrum to manage the new network devices.

Note: CA does not certify or support management modules unless they are distributed using the 
SEI Toolkit.
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SEI Toolkit Goals
The primary goal of the SEI Toolkit is to provide you with the tools to distribute management 

CA Spectrum modules for integration with products. The SEI Toolkit tools and interfaces are 
standardized to ensure smooth integration of management modules from several different 

CA Spectrum developers onto a single host. By providing customers with a standard mechanism for 
CA Spectrum installing and integrating management modules, the SEI Toolkit accomplishes the 

following:

Reduces time to market: Less time is needed to develop and test management module software 
and test its compatibility with software from CA and other developers.

Facilitates integration of components: Since all CA development partners use the same tools to 
produce CA Spectrum management modules, these management modules are less likely to cause 
installation or integration compatibility problems for customers when used individually or 
together.

Reduces the investment required for developing CA Spectrum extension modules: This follows 
not only from the reduction in time-to-market and a decrease in compatibility issues, but also 
because the software and expertise used to produce an extension module can be applied to 
multiple products, across multiple platforms and multiple releases.

Increases the value of CA Spectrum extension modules to customers: Customers benefit from 
interoperable products from different developers. Whether they buy extension modules off the 
shelf or develop their own, customers know that these extension modules will work together.

In general, all of the CA Spectrum developer toolkits are designed to place minimal constraints on 
development environments. They are intended to integrate into existing environments, thereby 
providing maximum advantage in the development of CA Spectrum-compatible products.

CA Spectrum Version Control
The CA Spectrum numbering scheme for version control consists of four numeric fields:

 
SPEC--SPECTRUM Version Control

Major Release: Increments to the number in this field represent major changes in the product’s 
design, functionality, or user interface.
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Minor Release: Minor releases are scheduled product upgrades that provide new or enhanced 
features but do not represent functionality changes as significant as those involved in a major 
release.

Revision Release: This field is incremented for subsequent revisions to a release and is reset to 
zero for each new major or minor release.

Patch Release: This field -- previously used for internal tracking of individual builds under a 
particular revision and not usually visible to the customer -- assumes special importance to the 
extension developer. The value of this field must be zero for the first release of a management 
module or application. In addition, it must be incremented to some higher value (not necessarily 
sequentially) for each successive release of the same module or application.

SEI Toolkit Versioning
The versioning of the SEI Toolkit is tied to the versioning of the CA Spectrum enterprise management 
product. Consequently, management modules and applications produced using the SEI Toolkit must 
follow a similar convention to that described in the preceding section. The actual numbers used can 
and will be different, but the numbering format must use the same approach in order for the 
products to be integrated with CA Spectrum.

SEI Toolkit Architecture

About Extension Modules
The overall process of creating a new CA Spectrum extension module involves three phases:

Development/Customization: Development and testing of a new extension module is done using 
the Model Type Editor. The mmship utility can be used to create the index file necessary for the 
manufacturing process.

Manufacturing: The SEI Toolkit tools mkmm and mkcd are used to manufacture the final product 
of the development phase.

Installation: Installation and integration of the finished extension module into the CA Spectrum 
product is accomplished by the Install program, residing on the CA Spectrum host.

The tools covered in this document are mmship, mkmm and mkcd, which assemble the applicable 
files for a given module or application into a VCD.

The following diagram provides an overview of this manufacturing process and the follow-on activity 
of actually installing the VCD contents onto a host system.
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1.  

2.  

 
SPEC--SEI Toolkit Architecture

Overview of the Development Phase
The development phase involves the following general steps:

Design and develop the files that are to be shipped and installed as part of the extension 
module. CA provides a Level 1 Toolkit and a CORBA Toolkit to aid in developing new extension 
modules.

Note: For more information about management module development, see the 
 section. For more information about general CA Spectrum functionality and Certifications

integration points, see the  section and the CA Spectrum Modeling Concepts
 sectionSpectroSERVER and CA Spectrum Databases Overview .

Prepare the module for integration by creating an index file and auxiliary files that describe 
the module.
The index file includes descriptive information about the extension module and lists the files 
to be shipped and installed as part of the module. For Level 1 management modules, the 
mmship utility does much of the work of creating an index file.
Additional auxiliary files include part description files, preinstall scripts, and custom scripts, 
which may be used to customize the installation of the extension module. They also include 
icon definition files, which simplify creation of icons during installation.

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Certification
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/CA+Spectrum+Modeling+Concepts
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/SpectroSERVER+and+CA+Spectrum+Databases+Overview
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3.  

4.  

5.  

1.  

Edit the setup initialization files to insert your product name into the installation instructions.

Use the mkmm tool and the index files to create a virtual CD-ROM (VCD) or to add the 
extension module to the VCD. A single invocation of mkmm may be used to add several 
extension modules to the VCD.

Use the mkcd tool to add version identification to the VCD, making it possible to install the 
extension module software from the VCD into an existing CA Spectrum installation area.
The VCD can then be installed from a disk, downloaded over the Internet and installed, or 
written to a physical CD-ROM and installed from that medium.

Installation Phase
Integration of an extension module on a VCD into an existing CA Spectrum installation host is 
accomplished by installing the VCD on that host. This is done by executing one of the following 
installation tools placed on the VCD when it is created:

(Windows) setupnt.exe

(Solaris or Linux) installer

Both of these tools can be invoked either by a command line or using icons.

Beyond these tools, the VCD contains very little of its own installation support software. Instead, the 
installation process reuses the installation support software that already exists in the host system’s 
CA Spectrum installation area, placed there when CA Spectrum was originally installed.

Use Cases for the SEI Toolkit

Common Customizations
You can use the SEI Toolkit in the context of developing the following:

A CA Spectrum management module developed using the Level 1 Toolkit and the CORBA Toolkit. 
This is the most common scenario where VARs use the SEI Toolkit.

A customized OneClick application.

A CA Spectrum external application.

The following is the high-level process to follow:

Do one or more of the following depending on your requirements:
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1.  

2.  

3.  

Create the management module: Use the Model Type Editor to create a model type that 
represents the new device in the SpectroSERVER database. You can also use the Model 
Type Editor to create a database export file, which you can then use to import the new 
model type into other CA Spectrum databases.

Note: For information about using the Model Type Editor, see the  Model Type Editor
section.

Customize the various files in your new management module until the module represents 
and manages the new network device to your satisfaction. Two common customizations 
are creating application model types for the device to support the functionality of a MIB 
and adding support for alerts, events, and alarms.

Create the customized OneClick application: Using mmship and applicable toolkits, 
customize OneClick by creating custom views, searches, tables, and menus.

Note: For more information about customizing OneClick, see the OneClick 
 section.Customization

Create the external application: Using mmship and applicable toolkits, develop the 
shippable files for the external application.

Note: For more information about developing shippable files, see the  Certifications
section.

Once your new management module, customized OneClick application, or external 
application performs as desired, create the following auxiliary files needed for the distribution 
process:

An index file

A part description file

While you can create these files entirely by hand using a text editor, doing so using the 
mmship tool provided with the SEI Toolkit simplifies the process. If you use mmship to 
generate the files, you should use a text editor to check the generated files for accuracy and 
completeness, and to make any necessary changes or customizations.
If you are creating a new management module, be aware that mmship does not include file: 
entries in the index file for any object files you may have added using the CORBA Toolkit. If 
you are creating a customized OneClick application, be aware that mmship does not include 
file: entries in the index file for any XML files you may have added to define your OneClick 
customizations. In either case, you must use a text editor to add the necessary file: entries to 
the index file.
If you are creating a new management module or customized OneClick application, specify an 
index file level of 1 in the index file. If you are creating an external application, specify an 
index file level of 2.

Edit the setup initialization files to insert your product name into the installation instructions.

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Model+Type+Editor
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/OneClick+Customization
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/OneClick+Customization
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Certification
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3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

Edit the setup initialization files to insert your product name into the installation instructions.

Use the mkmm tool to add the management module, customized OneClick application, or 
external application to a VCD.
If the VCD does not exist, mkmm will create it. If the VCD already exists, mkmm lets you add 
any number of additional modules or applications to it. Several for Solaris, Linux, and/or 
Windows can be added to a single VCD.

Use the mkcd tool to do the following:

Check the integrity of the VCD.

Add a version number to the VCD so that it can be installed.

Perform final testing of the management module, customized OneClick application, or 
external application by installing it into an existing CA Spectrum installation area from the 
finished VCD. If testing fails, modify the source files as necessary and then rebuild the VCD.

Distribute the VCD to customers or local developers. The VCD can be:

Installed directly from disk.

Installed from a mounted file system.

Downloaded from the Web and installed.

Committed to physical CD-ROM and installed from that medium.

CA does not provide hardware or software for distributing VCDs using the Web or physical CD-
ROM, but these features are available from various third parties.

Types of VCDs
Contents

Creating a Single-Platform VCD
Example: Create a Multi-Platform VCD (Method 1)
Example: Create a Multi-Platform VCD (Method 2)
Example: Platform-Neutral VCD

Shippable files fall into two categories:

Platform-specific shippable files. A file is platform-specific if it cannot be installed and used 
successfully on all supported platforms (Windows, Solaris, and Linux). An example of a platform-
specific file is an object file. Since Windows object files cannot be linked on Solaris/Linux or vice 
versa, separate versions of the same object file must be shipped for each platform.

Platform-neutral shippable files. A file is platform-neutral if it can be installed successfully on all 
supported platforms. An example of a platform-neutral shippable file is a text file. Since text files 
have the same format on Windows, Solaris, and Linux, the same text file can be shipped once and 
installed and used successfully on any platform.

VCDs fall into the following categories:
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1.  

2.  

VCDs fall into the following categories:

Multi-platform VCD. A multi-platform VCD contains platform-specific shippable files for one or 
more platforms. As an example, a multi-platform VCD can contain platform-specific shippable 
files for Windows, Solaris, and Linux, or for just Windows and Solaris.
Platform-specific shippable files are kept in the following folders on the VCD:

(Windows) nt folder

(Solaris) sunos5 folder

(Linux) linux folder

When the VCD is installed on a specific platform, files from the appropriate platform-specific 
folder are installed.

Single-platform VCD. A single-platform VCD is just a multi-platform VCD containing platform-
specific shippable files for only one platform. For example, a single-platform VCD for Windows is a 
multi-platform VCD having an nt area but no sunos5 or linux areas. When the VCD is installed on 
Windows, therefore, files from the nt area are installed, but the VCD cannot be installed on 
Solaris or Linux.

Platform-neutral VCD. A platform-neutral VCD is a VCD that contains only platform-neutral 
shippable files. These platform-neutral files are kept in the any area of the VCD. When installed 
on any platform (Windows, Solaris, or Linux), files from the any area are installed.

The sections that follow describe the scenarios that represent recommended methods for creating 
multi-platform, single-platform, and platform-neutral VCDs. The scenarios assume the following:

The necessary shippable files and index files have been created for each platform type that you 
intend to include on the VCD.

The shippable files and index files have been made available on the machines on which you 
intend to create the VCD. This is typically done by copying the shippable files or creating a remote 
file system.

The SEI Toolkit has been installed and made available on the machine on which you intend to 
create the VCD.

Creating a Single-Platform VCD
In this scenario, assume that you have created the shippable files and an index file within a CA 
Spectrum directory on a Windows host, and you want to create a single-platform VCD by running 
mkmm on that host.

Change to the directory containing the index file.

Run the following command as a single-line entry:

<$SPECROOT>/INSDK/mkmm <indexFile> vcd=<vcdDirectory>
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a.  

b.  

2.  

3.  

a.  

b.  

4.  

5.  

a.  

b.  

Because mkmm is running on a Windows host in this case, the program responds to this environment 
by adding Windows shippable files to the VCD. This results in the creation of a single-platform 
Windows VCD, and the VCD will not be installable on a Solaris or Linux platform.

Note: mkcd must be invoked on the VCD to make it installable. This is done by running the 
following command on any platform:

<$SPECROOT>/INSDK/mkcd -f <vcdDirectory> <vcdVersion>

Example: Create a Multi-Platform VCD (Method 1)

In the following scenario, assume that you have created the shippable files and an index file within a 
CA Spectrum directory on a Windows host, on a Solaris host, and on a Linux host, and you want to 
create a multi-platform VCD that will install on any of these platforms. To accomplish this, you must 
run mkmm once on each platform-specific host.

On the Windows host, create a single-platform Windows VCD by doing the following:

Navigate to the directory containing the Windows index file.

Run the following command as a single-line entry:

<$SPECROOT>/INSDK/mkmm <WindowsIndexFile> vcd=<vcdDirectory>

On the Solaris host, copy or mount the Windows VCD that you created in the previous step.

Still on the Solaris host, add the Solaris shippable files to the VCD:

Change to the directory containing the Solaris index file.

Run the following command as a single-line entry:

<$SPECROOT>/INSDK/mkmm <SolarisIndexFile> vcd=<vcdDirectory>

On the Linux host, copy or mount the multi-platform VCD.

Still on the Linux host, add the Linux shippable files to the VCD:

Change to the directory containing the Linux index file.

Run the following command as a single-line entry:

<$SPECROOT>/INSDK/mkmm <LinuxIndexFile> vcd=<vcdDirectory>

The resulting VCD is now capable of being installed on any of the platforms.

Note: mkcd must be invoked on the VCD to make it installable. This is done by running the 
following command on any platform:
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<$SPECROOT>/INSDK/mkcd -f <vcdDirectory> <vcdVersion>

Example: Create a Multi-Platform VCD (Method 2)

In the following scenario, assume that you have created the shippable files and an index file within a 
CA Spectrum directory on a Windows host, on a Solaris host, and on a Linux host. You want to make a 
multi-platform VCD that will install on any of these platforms, and you want to use a single host -- in 
this scenario, the Windows host -- for the production of the multi-platform VCD.

On the Windows host, create a single-platform Windows VCD by doing the following:

Navigate to the directory containing the Windows index file.

Run the following command as a single-line entry:

<$SPECROOT>/INSDK/mkmm <WindowsIndexFile> vcd=<vcdDirectory>

Verify that any directories specified in the index file are accessible by the Windows 
host.

While still on the Windows host, mount the Solaris spectrum area.

Add the Solaris shippable files to the VCD:

Change to the directory containing the Solaris index file.

Run the following command as a single-line entry:

<$SPECROOT>/INSDK/mkmm plat=sunos5 <SolarisIndexFile> vcd=<vcdDirectory>

While still on the Windows host, mount the Linux CA Spectrum area.

Add the Linux shippable files to the VCD:

Change to the directory containing the Linux index file.

Run the following command as a single-line entry:

<$SPECROOT>/INSDK/mkmm plat=linux <LinuxIndexFile> vcd=<vcdDirectory>

The resulting VCD is a multi-platform VCD that is installable on any of the platforms.

Note: mkcd must be invoked on the VCD to make it installable. This is done by running the 
following command on any platform:

<$SPECROOT>/INSDK/mkcd -f <vcdDirectory> <vcdVersion>
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Example: Platform-Neutral VCD

In this scenario, assume you have created shippable files and an index file within a CA Spectrum 
directory on a Windows host. The shippable files are all platform-neutral, so they can be safely 
installed on Windows, Solaris, or Linux. Similarly, the index file contains no platform-specific entries 
(plat=<platform> modifiers), so the same set of files can be shipped for any platform. You want to run 
mkmm on a single host to create a platform-neutral VCD.

Assume that you are creating the VCD on a Windows host.

On the Windows host, navigate to the directory containing the Windows index file.

Run the following command as a single-line entry:

<$SPECROOT>/INSDK/mkmm any=yes <WindowsIndexFile> vcd=<vcdDirectory>

The any=yes flag causes mkmm to create a platform-neutral VCD. Bear in mind that mkmm 
will fail if you subsequently attempt to add platform-specific shippable files to this VCD.

Note: mkcd must be invoked on the VCD to make it installable. This is done by running the 
following command on any platform:

<$SPECROOT>/INSDK/mkcd -f <vcdDirectory> <vcdVersion>

Creating Index Files

About Index Files
After using the Level 1 Toolkit or the CORBA Toolkit to create a new extension module, a developer 
will typically proceed to write an index file for the extension module. The index file describes the 
extension module, describes its relationships to other extension modules, and lists the files that are 
installed as part of the extension module.

The purpose of writing the index file is to allow the extension module to be added to a VCD. Once on 
the VCD, the extension module can then be installed from the VCD and integrated into any 
compatible CA Spectrum installation area. You use the mkmm and mkcd tools to create the VCD, to 
add the extension module to the VCD, and to prepare the VCD for installation, but you must create 
the index file before you can use these tools.

If your extension module is a management module developed using the Level 1 Toolkit or the CORBA 
Toolkit, you can run the mmship tool to do much of the work of creating the index file for the 
extension module.
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Create an Index File Using mmship
You can use the mmship tool to create index files and auxiliary files for newly developed 
management modules. mmship uses the following syntax:

mmship -s <scriptfilename>

< >scriptfilename
Is the name of the script file that mmship will generate. This script file records your progress using 
mmship. If you should need to stop the tool for any reason, you can use this file to pick up where 
you left off.

To create an index file using the mmship tool

Navigate to the < >/SS-Tools directory.$SPECROOT

Enter the mmship command using the syntax described at the beginning of this section.

You are asked a series of questions concerning the management module. Answer each 
question and press Enter to continue. The following is a basic overview of each question:

Please enter the management module version number:
You must enter a valid version number and press Enter.

Please enter your vendor name as assigned by CA.
Enter your vendor name, and press Enter.

Please enter your 4-character vendor ID as assigned by CA.
Enter your developer ID, and press Enter. The alpha characters in your developer ID 
should be entered in capitals.

Note:For more information on developer IDs, see the SpectroSERVER and CA 
 section.Spectrum Databases Overview

You are now creating a new part < >partnumber . Please enter a short paragraph which 
< >will identify the function of part partnumber  to the user during installation. End the 

description with a blank line.
Enter your description. Be sure that the last line in your description is a blank line. 
Press Enter twice.

You are now adding the representative MM to part < >partnumber . This MM contains 
 < >the descriptive information for part partnumber . What model type are you shipping 

in the representative MM?
Enter the model type name, and press Enter.

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/SpectroSERVER+and+CA+Spectrum+Databases+Overview
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/SpectroSERVER+and+CA+Spectrum+Databases+Overview
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j.  

k.  

Does this Management Module include database import files?
If you have used the Model Type Editor to export files used with this model type, enter 
Yes; otherwise, enter No. Press Enter. For more information on exporting model types 
to a catalog file (a .e file that can also be imported), see the  section.Model Type Editor

Please enter the name of a database import file relative to the CA Spectrum installation 
directory.
Enter the name and path of the .e file that you have exported using the Model Type 
Editor.

Do you want to include more database import files.
Enter Yes or No, and press Enter.

Please enter the Base Mode type for < >.modeltypename
Enter the appropriate base model type name, and press Enter.

Do you want to add another MM to part < >partnumber ?
Answer Yes if you would like to include more model types, or enter No if you are 
finished.

Do you want to add another part number?
Enter Yes if you want to create another installable part number, or enter No if you are 
finished.

mmship has now created the appropriate index files and part description files. They can be 
found in the < >/SS-Tools directory.$SPECROOT

Note: If mmship is not applicable to your situation, you can use a text editor to construct an 
index file for your extension module.

General Index File Syntax
The following general syntax rules apply to CA Spectrum index files:

Each index file entry consists of zero or more fields of visible characters, which may be group-
separated by one or more spaces or tabs. Spaces and tabs may also appear at the beginning or 
end of an index file entry.

Index file entries are newline-delimited (that is, one entry per line, terminated either by a newline 
character or end of file). There is no mechanism for continuing an index file entry across more 
than one line. There is no preset limit on the length of an index file entry.

The following characters are legal in an index file:

Character ASCII Code

Visible character 33 (!) through 126 (~)

Space 32

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Model+Type+Editor
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Character ASCII Code

Tab 9

Newline (Linefeed) 10

Carriage Return 13 (^M)

Formfeed 12 (^L)

Each line of an index file consists of an index file entry and can conclude with an optional 
comment. If a comment is included, the comment begins at the first pound sign (#) in the line and 
extends to the next newline or end of file.
If an index file entry has no fields, the entire line is considered a comment line. Otherwise, the 
first field of an index file entry must be a valid index file label, as identified in Index File Entry 
Definitions. Any other index file entry is illegal and will cause mkmm to fail while processing the 
index file.

Environment Variables
Environment variables of the form $VAR, ${VAR}, or $(VAR) may appear in index files, where VAR is a 
standard shell variable name (one or more alphanumerics and underscores, not beginning with a 
digit).

When mkmm processes an index file, embedded environment variables are expanded to their values, 
as exported in the invoking shell. Therefore, it is necessary to set and export any environment 
variables used in an index file prior to invoking mkmm to process that index file. For example, if the 
environment variable $VNUM is set to the value “1.1” and exported before mkmm is invoked, the 
index file line:

mm: Acme Router Version $VNUM

is expanded to:

mm: Acme Router Version 1.1

Environment variables having special meaning to a particular shell (for example, $_, $PATH, $CWD, 
$HOME, and so on) are not guaranteed to expand to expected values. Environment variables not of 
the form $VAR, ${VAR}, or $(VAR), (for example, $$, $!, $?, $0, $1, and so on) are not expanded. 
Avoid using these sorts of environment variables in index files.

Escaping Special Characters
The pound sign (#) and the dollar sign ($) have special meaning within an index file. These characters 
must be escaped to take on their literal value within an index file entry.

Pound Sign (#)
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The occurrence of a pound sign (#) in an index file always denotes the beginning of a comment. The 
pound sign and any subsequent characters on the line are ignored when mkmm processes the index 
file. To prevent interpretation of the pound sign as the beginning of a comment, replace the pound 
sign with the environment variable ${PS}, which mkmm will expand to a literal pound sign.

For example, the index file line:

mm: Acme Router #2 Management Module

is interpreted by mkmm as the entry “mm: Acme Router” followed by the comment “#2 
Management Module”, whereas the line:

mm: Acme Router ${PS}2 Management Module

is expanded to:

mm: Acme Router #2 Management Module

Dollar Sign ($)

The dollar sign in the context of $VAR, ${VAR}, or $(VAR) denotes the beginning of an environment 
variable. When mkmm processes the index file, environment variables are expanded, and the 
delimiting dollar sign is lost. To prevent interpretation of a dollar sign as part of an environment 
variable, replace the sign with the environment variable ${DS}, which mkmm expands to a literal 
dollar sign.

If the environment variable $VNUM is set to the value “1.1” and exported before mkmm is invoked, 
the index file line:

mm: Acme Router Version $VNUM

expands to:

mm: Acme Router Version 1.1

whereas the entry:

mm: Acme Router Version ${DS}VNUM

expands to:

mm: Acme Router Version $VNUM

The above example also illustrates the use of the ${VAR} or $(VAR) forms of an environment variable 
to separate environment variable names from text that immediately follows. For instance, in the 
index file line:

mm: Acme Router Version $VNUM

the environment variable $VNUM is expanded, while in the index file line:

mm: Acme Router Version ${V}NUM
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the environment variable ${V} is expanded and NUM keeps its literal value.

Index File Platform Names
Distribution and installation of CA Spectrum 9.x.x extension modules are supported on the following 
platforms (operating systems). Whenever referring to these platforms within index files, use the 
platform names shown in the following table:

CA Spectrum 
Platform Name

Release Level Platform Name in 
Index Files

Platform Name 
in VCD Area

Windows Microsoft Windows Server 2003 or 2008 on 
Intel x86-compatible systems

intel nt

Solaris Solaris 9 or 10 sun4c sunos5

linux Red Hat Enterprise Linux: Version 4, Update 
5 (or above), or Version 5

linux linux

The index file platform names refer to the operating systems, not to any specific hardware 
architectures. In particular, extension modules built for the sun4c platform must be installed on a 
machine running the Sun Microsystems Solaris 9 or Solaris 10 operating system, but they do not need 
to be installed on a machine having the Sun Microsystems sun4c hardware architecture.

Index File Entry Definitions
Each entry in an index file must contain an index file label followed by an appropriate number of data 
fields. The label generally indicates the meaning and purpose of the entry, and each entry must 
conform to the syntax associated with its label.

The following subsections provide full descriptions for all index file entries, grouped into the 
following categories:

Extension module description entries

Extension module relation entries

File distribution entries

CA-reserved entries

The index file entries within each category are identified in the shaded block at the beginning of the 
discussion. For each entry, this discussion gives the entry syntax, a brief example, the entry 
description, and applicable conventions.
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Extension Module Description Entries
Extension module description entries describe the extension module associated with the index file. 
Each extension module description entry should appear exactly once in each index file. If an 
extension module index file does not contain an extension module description entry or contains 
more than one such entry, mkmm will generate an error and will not add the extension module to 
the VCD.

irev Entry

Syntax:

irev: < >version

Example:

irev: 09.00.00.000

Description:

A single irev: entry is required in every index file.

The irev: entry provides < >, the machine-friendly version number of the extension module. version
The < > identification is a replica of the CA Spectrum version control number except that the version
number value is translated to the format “dd.dd.dd.ddd” where each “d” is a decimal digit. For 
example, the 09.00.00.000 value shown in the example in this section is what mmship would produce 
if the user typed in 9.0.0.0 when mmship asked for the version number of the module being 
developed.

The main use of the irev: entry is to identify any instance of extension module version downgrading 
during installation. Extension module version downgrading occurs when an older version of an 
extension module (that is, one with a lower-valued patch release number as the final numerical 
value) is installed into an area that already contains a newer version of that same extension module. 
Normally, version downgrading is undesirable, and the CA Spectrum installation program will flag that 
situation, preventing you from installing the older version on top of the newer one.

Install detects a downgraded extension module by comparing the irev: version numbers of the 
previously installed extension module with the one being installed. If the previously installed 
extension module has a larger irev: version number, an older version of the extension module is 
being installed over a newer version, and a downgrade is reported for that extension module.

Another important consideration is that the value of the final number (the ddd field, referenced 
elsewhere as the Patch Release number) must be zero (000) for the initial version of any module. A 
Patch Release value of zero thus identifies the module as being the original installation. Each 
successive revision of the same module must have a higher number value, but the increase does not 
have to be an incremental value with each successive release.

level Entry

Syntax:

level: < >level
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Example:
level: 1

Description:
The level: entry specifies the level of the extension module. The extension module level indicates 
how software in the extension module is related to CA Spectrum (SpectroSERVER and/or 
OneClick). The <level> designation must be one of the following three number values:

0
The software in the extension module is a required part of CA Spectrum, either for SpectroSERVER 
and/or OneClick. A level 0 extension module is often referred to as a CA Spectrum core module. The 
right to develop and ship level 0 extension modules is reserved to CA alone.

1
The software in the extension module is an optional part of CA Spectrum. A level 1 extension module 
is often referred to as a management module, typically containing software that helps CA Spectrum 
manage a particular device or class of devices. While CA develops and ships a wide variety of level 1 
extension modules, many others are developed by CA Spectrum users for their own management 
needs, or by VARs for resale to other CA Spectrum users.

2
The software in the extension module is not part of CA Spectrum (although it may work in 
conjunction with CA Spectrum). A level 2 extension module is often referred to as an external 
application or toolkit, and it typically contains a standalone tool or demo for use in the CA Spectrum 
environment. Most level 2 extension modules are developed at CA.

Install uses the extension module level value to select extension modules for installation. In addition, 
the extension module level also affects the way in which files in an extension module are processed 
during installation. Since level 0 and level 1 extension modules are considered part of CA Spectrum 
(SpectroSERVER or OneClick), files shipped in level 0 and level 1 extension modules undergo special 
processing during installation to integrate them into CA Spectrum. In contrast, level 2 extension 
modules are not considered part of CA Spectrum, so files contained in level 2 extension modules are 
not integrated into CA Spectrum during installation.

Do not confuse extension module levels with toolkit levels. CA provides two toolkits for creating and 
customizing extension modules: the Level 1 Toolkit and the CORBA Toolkit. The Level 1 toolkit can be 
used by any CA Spectrum user, but the CORBA Toolkit requires advanced programming knowledge 
and familiarity with C++. The extension modules that are developed using either of these toolkits are 
always optional extension modules (level 1 management modules) regardless of whether they were 
developed using the Level 1 Toolkit or the CORBA Toolkit. Therefore, when shipping extension 
modules developed using either of these toolkits, always use level: 1 in the index file.

mm Entry

Syntax:

mm: < >name

Example:

mm: Adco Controller

Description:
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The mm: entry specifies a descriptive name for the extension module.

< >name
May consist of a single word or several words but should be kept to a maximum of 30 characters, 
including spaces, in order to be visible on the screen when displayed as part of a message. <name
> should be descriptive -- that is, “UPS_Monitor” is preferable to “M4423R-XXX-01.”
Install displays the < > identification on the installation summary.name

rev Entry

Syntax:

rev: < >version

Example:

rev: 9.0.2.0

Description:

This value must comply with the following rules.

< > must be a single alphanumeric field with no spaces allowed (for example, 9.0.0.000).version

Maximum length of <version> is 15 characters.

With the exception of the fact that mkmm requires this entry, rev: is not used in the distribution 
and installation utilities. Its presence in the index file serves to identify the extension module 
version for software maintenance purposes.

vend Entry

Contents

Syntax:

vend: < >vendor

Example:

vend: CA

Description:

The vend: entry specifies the CA-assigned developer name of the vendor creating the extension 
module.

< > must be a single-word text string.vendor

With the exception of the fact that mkmm requires this entry, vend: is not used in the distribution 
and installation utilities. Its presence in the index file serves to identify the extension module 
developer for software maintenance purposes.
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Extension Module Relation Entries
Extension module relation entries describe relationships between the extension module associated 
with the index file and other extension modules.

pprep Entry

Syntax:

pprep: < > < > < > …ppname mmname mmname

Example:

pprep: SA-CSI1000

Description:

The pprep: entry specifies that the index file contains the representative extension module of a 
purchasable part named < >, which will inherit its attributes (name, version numbers, and so ppname
on) from its representative extension module.

A  can be a single extension module or a group of extension modules that are purchasable part
purchased and installed together as a unit, with the unit having a single purchasable part name (<

>) for the entire package. If the purchasable part is a group of extension modules, < > ppname ppname
is the name of the primary module and the subsequent < > fields list the additional mmname
extension modules that are included in the purchasable part. All names must be unique.

As an example, suppose the index file JOE.i contains the following entries:

mm:            JoeCorp Router Management Module

rev:            6.0rev3

pprep:        SM-103701 JIM JILL

The pprep: entry defines purchasable part SM-103701. Purchasable part SM-103701 contains the 
representative extension module JOE and the additional extension modules JIM and JILL, which are 
defined in index files JIM.i and JILL.i, respectively.

An extension module may represent at most one purchasable part. Therefore, a given index file can 
contain at most one pprep: entry. The mkmm tool will flag multiple pprep: entries in an index file.

A purchasable part must have a unique representative extension module. Therefore, each 
purchasable part must have a pprep: entry in exactly one index file. To enforce this, the mkcd tool 
will flag multiple pprep: entries for a purchasable part, establishing an error condition.

Each purchasable part must have a part description file, which is distributed via a file: Install mmdesc 
entry. Therefore, if an index file contains a pprep: entry, it must also contain a file: Install mmdesc 
entry.

Extension modules that do not include either a pprep: or a pp: entry in the index file for that module 
are known as orphan parts. You can work with these extension modules for testing purposes if you 
do not have all the applicable parts, but you must provide one or the other of these index file entries 
before distributing the final VCD for installation.
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pp Entry

Syntax:

pp: < > < > < > …ppname mmname mmname

Example:

pp: SA-CSI1000

Description:

The pp: entry specifies that this index file contains an extension module which belongs to the 
purchasable part named < >. The subsequent < > fields (if any) list additional ppname mmname
extension modules that are included in purchasable part < >. The < > and < > ppname ppname mmname
values can be anything that the developer wishes except that they must be unique. They can include 
standard alphanumeric characters, underscore characters, and hyphen characters.

The pp: entry is similar to the pprep: entry except that it does not establish the current extension 
module as the representative of the purchasable part < >. The pp: entry merely adds the ppname
current extension module and the extension modules given by < > arguments to the mmname
purchasable part < >. The representative extension module of the purchasable part is ppname
established by the pprep: entry in the current index file or in some other index file.

Extension modules that do not include either a pp: or a pprep: entry in the index file for that module 
are known as orphan parts. You can work with these extension modules for testing purposes if you 
do not have all the applicable parts, but you must provide one or the other of these entries before 
distributing the final VCD for installation.

comp Entry

Contents

Syntax:

comp: < >mmname

Example:

comp: CHASSIS-MIMS

Description:

The comp: entry lets developers identify distribution dependencies between two or more extension 
modules. A distribution dependency exists when the successful distribution and installation of an 
extension module requires distribution and installation of some other extension module. For 
example, a comp: dependency is commonly used to ensure that if a management module for a 
derived model type is distributed on a VCD, then the management module for its base model type is 
also distributed on the same VCD. The dependency also ensures installation of the management 
module for the derived model type from the VCD will trigger installation of the management module 
for the base model type.
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The comp: entry indicates that the extension module associated with the index file has a distribution 
dependency on the extension module identified by < >. For example, a comp: JIM entry in mmname
the index file JOE.i indicates that extension module JOE has a distribution dependency on extension 
module JIM.

comp: allows only one dependency to be defined at a time. You can establish multiple dependencies 
by providing a sequence of comp: statements, each on its own line.

The mkcd tool enforces comp: dependencies. If extension module JOE has a comp: dependency on 
extension module JIM, and JOE is included on a VCD without JIM, by default mkcd will report the 
unresolved dependency and will not finish the VCD.

comp: dependencies may be circular. For example, assume the following lines in the index files for 
extension modules JOE, JIM, and DAVE:

 
SPEC--comp: entry

These dependencies guarantee that JIM, DAVE, and JOE will be distributed and installed together.

comp: cannot be used to establish a dependency between extension modules of different levels. If 
this is done, mkcd will generate a warning message and ignore the dependency. (The distribution 
dependencies between extension modules of different levels is inferred from the levels, and explicit 
comp: dependencies are unnecessary.)

File Distribution Entries
File distribution entries are used to specify files to be included in an extension module, or to modify 
the way these extension module files are distributed or installed.

attr Entry

Syntax:

attr: < > [mode=< >] [uid=root]file mode
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attr: < > [mode=< >] [uid=root]file mode

Example:

attr: SS/SpectroSERVER mode=4777 uid=root

Description:

The attr: entry lets you change the accessibility of a file, effective following completion of installation.

Normally, after installation, installed files have the mode with which they were extracted from the 
VCD or created in the installation area, and they are “owned” by the installation owner as specified 
using the CA Spectrum installation. However, there are times when it is desirable to override these 
default permissions or ownerships for specific files. The attr: entry can be used to accomplish this.

In the attr: entry, < > is a file name specified relative to the installation root directory, and <mode> file
is a UNIX chmod-style mode modifier. At the end of the installation, the mode modifier is applied to 
the specified file, as if a “chmod < > < >” UNIX command had been executed. If the “uid=root” mode file
flag is also present in the attr: entry, < > is given root ownership.file

You can use file: and attr: entries to enforce mode and ownership of installed files.

cus_dep Entry

Syntax:

cus_dep: < >mmname

Example:

cus_dep: CHASSIS-MIMS

Description:

The cus_dep: entry lets developers identify custom script dependencies between two or more 
extension modules. A custom script dependency exists when the custom script of an extension 
module requires another custom script to be run first.

For example, a cus_dep: dependency is used by the CA Spectrum installation program to ensure that 
the mysql custom script runs before the Report Manager or Archive Manager custom scripts run. This 
sets up mysql before the other extension module.

deflt Entry

The following syntax layout folds the line in order to show the entire contents of the simulated text 
within the limits of the available page width. However, in an actual index file, your deflt: entry must 
be entered as a single line, and you cannot use a backslash to continue an entry across more than 
one line.
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Syntax:
deflt: < > < > < > < > [plat=< >][prot=yes]prod type defname value plat
[req=yes]

Example:
deflt: SS xtn sdir /usr/swd/bin plat=sun4c

Description:
The deflt: entry associates a default value with a product and file type. These default values then 
become expanded within subsequent file: or head: entries that have matching product and file 
types.
deflt: entries are the only entries that may appear in the data files mkmm.sys and mkmm.loc. 
These deflt: entries establish the standard default values applied by mkmm to file: and head: 
entries in all index files.
In index files, deflt: entries are used to override the standard default values defined in mkmm.sys 
and mkmm.loc. The defaults set by a “deflt: < > < > …” entry in an index file apply to all prod type
subsequent file: and head: entries with the same < > and < > fields as the deflt: entry, prod type
until the end of the index file or until another deflt: entry with the same < > and < > fields prod type
is encountered.
< > File Productprod
< > File typetype
< > and < > take on any combination of values legal for the < > and < > fields of prod type prod type
the file: entry.
The entry “deflt: < > < >…” specifies a default source or target directory value to be prod type
applied to subsequent file: and head: entries having the same < > and < > fields.prod type

< >defname
Specifies the name of the default being assigned and may take on one or the other of the 
following two values:

sdir
Set the < > default source directory.sdir

tdir
Set the < > default target directory.tdir

< >value
If <defname> = sdir, <value> may be an absolute or relative path name. If < > = tdir, <defname

> must be a path name that is relative to the current directory when installation is value
invoked. You can set < > to the “?” variable to recover the system default value.value

plat=< >plat
This optional flag must occur after the < > field. It specifies that the deflt: entry is to be value
processed only on platform < >. Multiple plat=< > flags may be given to specify that plat name
the deflt: entry can be processed on those platforms.

plat!=< >plat
This optional field must occur after the < > field. It specifies that the deflt: entry is not to value
be processed on platform < >. For example, to set the default only for Solaris and Linux, plat
you would specify plat!=intel. Multiple plat=< > flags may be given to specify that the name
deflt: entry will not be processed on those platforms.

The plat=plat and plat!=plat flags are mutually exclusive; they cannot be used together in the 
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The plat=plat and plat!=plat flags are mutually exclusive; they cannot be used together in the 
same deflt: entry. If neither plat=< > nor plat!=< > is used, the deflt: entry is processed on plat plat
all platforms.

The prot=yes and req=yes options shown in the syntax example, both of which must occur after 
the < > field if used, are intended for use only in the mkmm.sys data file. The prot=yes field value
specifies that files of prod < > and type < > shipped using subsequent file: entries should prod type
be checksum-protected at installation time.

The req=yes field specifies that the deflt: entry cannot be overridden by subsequent deflt: entries. 
VAR extension module developers should not use these options in their index files.

The “?” fields in the following file: example (and elsewhere in these entry descriptions) will be 
replaced by system default values for these identifications during processing by mkmm.

file Entry

The following syntax layout (and examples) folds the line in order to show the entire contents of the 
simulated text within the limits of the available page width. In an actual index file, however, a file: 
entry must be entered as a single line, and you cannot use a backslash to continue an entry across 
more than one line.

Syntax:
file: < > < > < > < > < > < > [mode=< >]prod type sdir sname tdir tname mode
[uid=root] [prot=yes] [plat=< >]plat

Examples:
file: OC file ? company.png tomcat/webapps/CA Spectrum/images/
Background ?
file: SS,OC evformat ? CsEvFormat/Event00821000 ? ?
file: OC file source hitv-app-config.xml tomcat/webapps/CA Spectrum/WEB-INF/devman/config
/contrib ?

Description:
The file: entry specifies that a shippable file is to be included in an extension module. When 
mkmm adds the extension module to a VCD, it attempts to locate the file and add it to a VCD 
record for the management module (except for a few special types of files which are added to the 
installation support files of the VCD). mkmm looks for the shippable file < >/< >. If sdir sname
mkmm finds that file, it adds the file to the VCD record so that it will later be installed as < >/<tdir

> relative to the CA Spectrum installation directory; otherwise mkmm fails.tname
The file: entry gives the extension module developer precise control over the locations of 
installed files without having to relocate source files.On the Windows platform, if mkmm is 
unable to locate the source file < >/< >, it attempts to locate < >/< > with sdir sname sdir sname
various common extensions (by default, .exe, .cmd, and .bat). If mkmm finds such a file, it adds 
the file to the VCD so that it will be installed as < >/< > with the same extension. This tdir tname
reduces the need to include multiple file: entries to ship executable files on both Windows and 
UNIX platforms.
In the file: entry, the < >, < >, < >, < >, < >, and < > fields are required, prod type sdir sname tdir tname
while the remaining fields are optional:

< >prod
File product

< >type
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< >type
File type

The < > and < > fields, respectively, identify the product and file type associated with the prod type
file being distributed. The mkmm tool uses < > and < > to help determine default prod type
directories for locating and installing the file (see the associated < > and < > discussions that sdir tdir
follow). Install uses < > and < > to decide what standard processing to apply to the file prod type
during installation.
The developer must exercise some care in selecting the < > and < > designations, as this prod type
combination in effect determines how Install will process the information in the < >< > sdir sname
file to create the < >< > file on the target system.tdir tname

< >sdir
< > is the source directory of the file to be distributed. < > may be an absolute path name, a sdir sdir
relative path name (relative to the directory where mkmm is invoked), or the “?” variable. If the 
“?” variable is used, this causes mkmm to supply a system default value, which either is a 
standard default value depending on < > and < >, or else is a default value defined in a prod type
previous deflt: command. When the file is in the same working area, the usual practice is to enter 
a period (.) as the source directory designation.

< >sname
< > is the source name of the file to be distributed; this file will have all of the entries that sname
need to go into the target file (< >) that will be created by Install in accordance with the tname
process applicable to the < >< > combination, as previously noted. < > must be an prod type sname
explicitly relative path name or file base name (relative to < >) and should be unique; sdir
developers should individualize such files by appending the developer name or the model type 
name either as a prefix or an affix. If < > is expressed as the “?” variable, however, mkmm sname
will fail.

< >tdir
< > is the target directory of the file when it is installed. < > may be either a relative path tdir tdir
name (relative to the installation root directory) or the “?” variable. If < > is the “?” variable, tdir
mkmm supplies a default value. This value is either a standard default value, depending on <prod
> and < >, or a default value defined in a previous deflt: command. For detailed information type
on system defaults for < >, examine the mkmm.sys entries. In general, you should not ship to tdir
specific directories, but instead use the deflt: directories as defined by the SEI toolkit.

< >tname
< > is the target name of the file when it is installed. < > may be any of a relative path tname tname
name, or a file basename (relative to < >), or the “?” variable. If < > is the “?” variable, tdir tdir
mkmm defaults that field to the value of the applicable < > for the given < >, as type prod
determined by < >.sname

mode=< >mode
This optional field must occur after the < > field. < > must be a legal argument to the tname mode
POSIX “chmod” command (for example, “mode=644,” “mode=a+x,” or “mode=-w”). This option is 
used to alter the access permissions of the installed target file. The determination of the installed 
file permissions is done as follows:
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On Solaris or Linux, the target file is added to the VCD with the same permissions as the 
source file. At installation time, when the target file is extracted, a umask of 022 is applied, 
turning off write and execute permissions for group and other. Then, if the file: entry for the 
file includes a mode=< > option, “chmod < >” is performed on the file.mode mode

On Windows, the target file is added to the VCD with full control access for the CA Spectrum 
Users group and with its readonly permission matching that of the source file. At installation 
time, the target file is extracted with these permissions. Then, if the file: entry for the file 
includes a mode=< > option, it is applied as follows: If “chmod < >” specifies to turn mode mode
on (off) UNIX user write permission, readonly permission of the target file is turned off (on).

uid=root
This optional field must occur after the < > field. This option is used to alter the ownership tname
of the installed target file. On Solaris, it sets the ownership of the installed target file to root (by 
default the installed target file is owned by the installation owner specified during installation). 
On Windows the ownership of the installed file is unaffected (all installed target files belong to 
the CA Spectrum Users group).

prot=yes
This optional field must occur after the < > field. It specifies that at installation time, tname
checksum protection should be used to save the previously installed version of this file if it 
contains user edits.
The prot=yes option is intended for use only in CA-produced index files. VAR extension module 
developers should not use this option.

plat=< >plat
This optional field must occur after the < > field. This option specifies that the file: entry is tname
to be processed only on the platform designated by the < > field.plat
Since the code setup allows multiple plat=< > flags to be given in sequence on the same line, name
the presence of multiple entries allows the file: entry to be processed on multiple, specified 
platforms. However, since the same capability exists if no plat=< > is given, the preferred name
approach would be to not include this optional field when the file: entry is to be applicable for all 
platforms (Windows, Solaris, and Linux).

plat!=< >plat
If used, this optional field must occur after the < > field. This flag specifies that the file: tname
entry is to be processed only on platforms other than the one designated by the < > field.plat
plat=plat and plat!=plat flags cannot be used together in the same file: entry. If neither plat=plat 
nor plat!=plat is used, the file: entry is processed on every platform.

fdir Entry

The following syntax layout folds the line in order to show the entire contents of the simulated text 
within the limits of the available page width. However, in an actual index file, your fdir: entry must be 
entered as a single line, and you cannot use a backslash to continue an entry across more than one 
line.

Syntax:
fdir: < > < > < > < > < > < >prod type sdir snamepat tdir tname
[mode=<mode>] [uid=root] [prot=yes] [plat=<plat>]
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Example:
fdir: OC file source/devman \.xml$ tomcat/webapps/spectrum/WEB-INF/devman ?

Description:
The fdir: entry specifies that mkmm should traverse a directory, locating all files having base 
names (filenames less any extension suffixes) that match a specified pattern, and generate file: 
entries to ship all matching files found.
The fdir: entry is useful for shipping all files of a given type (identifiable by base name) within a 
specified directory, where the directory structure of the shipped files should correspond to the 
directory structure of the files in the development area.
In the fdir: entry, the < >, < >, < >, < >, < >, and < > fields are prod type sdir snamepat tdir tname
required, while the remaining fields are optional.
When mkmm processes an fdir: entry, it traverses the < > directory looking for files to include sdir
in the extension module. Whenever it finds a file having a base name that matches the pattern <

>, it effectively generates a file: entry to ship the matching file. The < > and field snamepat sname
of each generated file: entry is the name of a matched file relative to < >. The < > field of sdir tname
each file: entry is ? regardless of the < > specified in the fdir: entry. All other fields of the tname
generated file: entries -- including the < >, < >, < >, < >, and flag fields -- are the prod type sdir tdir
same as the corresponding fields of the file: entry.
The < > pattern field must be a regular expression, as used by the Perl programming snamepat
language (similar to the regular expressions used by the UNIX grep command). < > is snamepat
used to match the base names of files encountered during traversal of the < > directory, not sdir
their path names relative to < >.sdir
While this document does not describe the complete syntax of Perl-style regular expressions, the 
following table shows how files are matched by specific < > patterns, thereby indicating snamepat
how to compose most fdir: entries:

<snamepat> Matches files whose base name …

\.xml$ Ends with extension .xml

^[a-z] Begins with a lower case letter

^Makefile$ Is “Makefile”

file Contains the substring “file”

. Includes all files in the directory

head Entry

The following syntax layout folds the line in order to show the entire contents of the simulated text 
within the limits of the available page width. However, in an actual index file, your head: entry must 
be entered as a single line, and you cannot use a backslash to continue an entry across more than 
one line.

Syntax:
head: < > < > < > <sname> < > < > [plat=<plat>]prod type sdir tdir tname
[mode=<mode>]

Description:
The head: entry should be avoided in VAR-developed index files.
The head: entry specifies that a file should be added to the installation support files on the VCD. 
Except for its label, the syntax and usage of the head: entry is precisely the same as that of the 

file: entry.
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file: entry.
Any file: entry with < > = Install or < > = mmdesc, preinst, or cus is interpreted as a head: prod type
entry, and mkmm adds the file to the installation support files on the VCD.

obsbackup Entry

Syntax:

obsbackup: < > < > < > < > < > < >prod type sdir sname tdir tname
[mode=< >] [uid=root] [prot=yes] [plat=< >]mode plat

Note: The syntax parameters for this entry are the same as those for the file entry.

Example:

obsbackup: SS vfile ? ? SS/CsVendor/Ctron_MMAC_Pls/9G426_02 AlertMap

Description:

The obsbackup entry indicates that the specified file is to be obsoleted by the installation. A backup 
copy of the file will be created in the < >/Install-Tools/LOGS/<version_date>/SavedFiles $SPECROOT
directory. The backup will include the path to the original file.

For example, if the < >/SS/CsVendor/Ctron_MMAC_Pls/9G426_02 AlertMap file were to $SPECROOT
be obsoleted, the following backup file would be created: < >/Install-Tools/LOGS$SPECROOT
/<version_date>/SavedFiles/SS/CsVendor/Ctron_MMAC_Pls/9G426_02 AlertMap.

obschkbackup Entry

The syntax parameters for this entry are the same as those for the file entry.

Syntax:
obschkbackup: < > <type> < > < > < > < >prod sdir sname tdir tname
[mode=< >] [uid=root] [prot=yes] [plat=< >]mode plat

Example:
obschkbackup: SS vfile ? ? SS/CsVendor/Ctron_MMAC_Pls/9G426_02 AlertMap

Description:
The obschkbackup entry indicates that the specified file is to be obsoleted by the installation. If 
the file has been previously customized in some way, a backup copy of the file will be created in 
the < >/Install-Tools/LOGS/<version_date>/SavedFiles directory. The backup will $SPECROOT
include the path to the original file.
For example, if a CA Spectrum upgrade were to obsolete the < >/SS/CsVendor$SPECROOT
/Ctron_MMAC_Pls/9G426_02 AlertMap file, and the obschkbackup entry had been used to 
specify that the file must be backed up if it had ever been customized, the CA Spectrum 
installation program would use a checksum value to determine if the file had ever been 
customized. If the file had been customized, the following backup file would be created: <

>/Install-Tools/LOGS/<version_date>/SavedFiles/SS/CsVendor/Ctron_MMAC_Pls$SPECROOT
/9G426_02 AlertMap.
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obsdir Entry

Syntax:

obsdir: < > < > ? ? < > ?prod type dest dir

Example:

obsdir: SS vfile ? ? SS/CsVendor/Nortel_Carrier/Passport74xx ?

Description:

The obsdir directive will recursively remove all contained files and subdirectories within the <dest dir
> directory.

obsnobackup Entry

Syntax:

obsnobackup: < > < > < > < > < > < >prod type sdir sname tdir tname
[mode=< >] [uid=root] [prot=yes] [plat=< >]mode plat

Note: The syntax parameters for this entry are the same as those for the file entry.

Example:

obsnobackup: SS vfile ? ? SS/CsVendor/Ctron_MMAC_Pls/9G426_02 AlertMap

Description:

The obsnobackup entry indicates that the specfied file is to be obsoleted by the installation, and a 
backup copy should not be made.

CA-Reserved Entries
The entry labels info: and mtype: are reserved for use by CA and should not be used in VAR-
developed index files.

CA-reserved entries are restricted for use by CA and are subject to undocumented changes. 
Unauthorized use of these CA reserved entries in a VAR-developed index file can jeopardize the 
extension module installation or the behavior of the installed product.

Orphan Extension Modules
At installation time, all purchasable parts are selected for installation. If an extension module on the 
VCD does not belong to any purchasable part on the VCD, the module will not be installed.

For example, the extension module JOE would be an orphan under either of the following conditions:

JOE is not included as a part of itself, that is, the index file JOE.i does not include any pp: or pprep: 
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JOE is not included as a part of itself, that is, the index file JOE.i does not include any pp: or pprep: 
entries

None of the other extension modules on the VCD include JOE as a part, that is, none of them have 
index files that include either a pp: entry or a pprep: entry mentioning JOE

The mkcd tool detects orphan extension modules on a VCD. By default, mkcd will fail if orphan 
extension modules are detected.

Before distributing a VCD to a customer, make sure that the VCD does not contain any orphan parts. 
You can do this by adding pp: and/or pprep: entries to the applicable index files to ensure that all 
extension modules on the VCD belong to some part on that VCD.

Example Index File
The following example presents an index file for a fictitious CA Spectrum management module. The 
intent of this example is to clarify the use of index file entries that are commonly used in 
development of the management module index files.

The scenario for this example is that the Jill Corporation sells a line of network hub devices, for which 
it provides CA Spectrum management support. As a CA Spectrum VAR, the Jill Corporation received 
the software developer name of JillCorp and hexadecimal Developer ID 2f7 from CA.

Jill Corporation has already developed the model type Hub_Jill, generic management of its line of hub 
devices, which is distributed and sold as part of the Hub_Jill management module. Jill Corporation 
recently added the new Jill 700 hub to its line, and it wants to develop the new CA Spectrum 
management module Hub_Jill700 for the Jill 700 hub, to be packaged and sold with the hub 
hardware.

To accomplish this task, a developer at Jill Corporation used CA Model Type Editor to derive a new 
model type Hub_Jill700 for the Jill 700 hub from the base model type Hub_Jill and created the 
database import file Jill700.e for the new Hub_Jill700 model type. This developer also used the Level 
1 Toolkit and the CORBA Toolkit to create the other CA Spectrum support files that are required to 
manage the Jill 700 hub. On the development host, the CA Spectrum support files for the Jill 700 hub 
reside in a CA Spectrum installation area in the /usr/devarea/spectrum directory.

The complete set of CA Spectrum support files for the Jill 700 hub relative to /usr/devarea/CA 
Spectrum is:

A part description file
Hub_Jill700.mmd

A SpectroSERVER database import file
SS/db/Jill700.e

A SpectroSERVER Event Disposition file
SS/CsVendor/JillCorp/EventDisp

A SpectroSERVER Alert Map file
SS/CsVendor/JillCorp/Hub_Jill700/AlertMap

A OneClick app-config file
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A OneClick app-config file
tomcat/webapps/spectrum/WEB-INF/devman/config/contrib/
jill700-app-config.xml

Several OneClick customization xml files
tomcat/webapps/spectrum/WEB-INF/devman/config/
view-jill700-devicedetails-config.xml
tomcat/webapps/spectrum/WEB-INF/devman/config/
privileges-jill700-config.xml
tomcat/webapps/spectrum/WEB-INF/devman/config/
table-jill700-sessions-config.xml
tomcat/webapps/spectrum/WEB-INF/devman/config/
search-jill700-criteria.xml

The developer must now package these files into the new Hub_Jill700 management module. The 
ultimate object is to add this management module to a VCD so that it can be distributed to customers 
and installed into their CA Spectrum areas.

The first task is to create an index file for Hub_Jill700. The index file must have the same name as the 
management module, and, therefore, it is named Hub_Jill700.i. We assume Hub_Jill700.i is created in 
the CA Spectrum installation directory /usr/devarea/spectrum. The developer has the option of 
writing the index file manually or using the mmship tool to generate the index file and then editing 
the resulting file. For the purposes of this example, assume that the developer has chosen to write 
the index file from scratch.

When the developer has finished editing Hub_Jill700.i, its contents are as follows (with line numbers 
included to allow for easy reference):

1. mm: Jill 700 Hub Management Module

2. rev: 1.0

3. irev: 01.00.00.000

4. level: 1

5.

6. vend: JillCorp

7. pprep: 3M-02F7-1001 Hub_Jill

8. file: Install mmdesc ? Hub_Jill700.mmd ? ?

9.

10. deflt: SS db sdir $SPECROOT/SS/db

11. file:  SS db ? Jill700.e ? ?

12.

13. deflt: SS vfile sdir $SPECROOT/SS

14. file:  SS vfile ? CsVendor/JillCorp/EventDisp ? ?

15. file:  SS vfile ? CsVendor/JillCorp/Hub_Jill700/AlertMap ? ?

16.

17. deflt: SS,OC evformat sdir $SPECROOT/custom/Events

18. file:  SS,OC evformat ? CsEvFormat/Event00821000 ? ?

19. file:  SS,OC evformat ? CsEvFormat/Event00821001 ? ?

20.

21. deflt: SS,OC pcause sdir $SPECROOT/SG-Support

22. file:  SS,OC pcause ? CsPCause/Prob00821000 ? ?

23. file:  SS,OC pcause ? CsPCause/Prob00821001 ? ?

24.

25. deflt:  OC file sdir $SPECROOT/tomcat/webapps/spectrum/WEB-INF/devman
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26. deflt:  OC file tdir tomcat/webapps/spectrum/WEB-INF/devman

27. file:   OC file ? config/contrib/jill700-app-config.xml ? ?

28. file:   OC file ? config/view-jill700-devicedetails-config.xml ? ?

29. file:   OC file ? config/privileges-jill700-config.xml ? ?

30. file:   OC file ? config/table-jill700-sessions-config.xml ? ?

31. file:   OC file ? config/search-jill700-criteria.xml ? ?

Let us analyze this index file.

The name of the index file is Hub_Jill700.i, indicating that it is the index file for the Hub_Jill700 
management module.

The first five lines of Hub_Jill700.i describe the Hub_Jill700 management module.

Line 1 says that the descriptive name of the Hub_Jill700 management module is “Jill 700 Hub 
Management Module.” The Install program displays this name on the installation summary. Line 2 
says that the descriptive version of the Hub_Jill700 management module is 1.0.

Line 3 says that the internal version of the Hub_Jill700 management module is 01.00.00.000. (The 
internal version must have the format dd.dd.dd.ddd where each d is a decimal digit.) During 
installation, this number is used to detect installation of an older version Hub_Jill700 over a 
newer version (such an occurrence can be named as downgrading, and it should only be done 
with the consent of the installing user). If Jill Corporation elects to update and re-release the 
Hub_Jill700 management module in the future, the “patch release” segment (the final ddd value) 
of this number must have a higher value than zero (for example, 01.00.00.001 or 01.01.00.123). 
This indicates that the re-released management module is newer than the original release.

Note: The “Patch Release” value (the final ddd segment of the number) must be higher than 
any preceding version of a given module to avoid being flagged as downgrading with this 
value starting over again at zero whenever any of the preceding number segments become 
incremented.

Line 4 says that the extension module level of Hub_Jill700 is 1. This indicates that Hub_Jill700 is 
an optional extension of the CA Spectrum product that is, a management module (as opposed to 
a required CA Spectrum core component or an independent external application).

Line 6 says that the developer of Hub_Jill700 is JillCorp. This is the CA-assigned developer name 
for Jill Corporation.

Lines 7 and 8 are both part description entries:

Line 7 says that the management module Hub_Jill700 represents a part that is named 3M-02F7-
1001. The 3M-02F7-1001 part includes the physical Hub_Jill700 and the additional management 
module Hub_Jill (which includes the base model type for Hub_Jill700).

Line 8 ships a part description file for part 3M-02F7-1001. This file is required but not used during 
install.
Line 8 gives us a first chance to see how the file: entry works. The line reads as follows:

file:   Install mmdesc ? Hub_Jill700.mmd ? ?

The file: label indicates that a shippable file is being included in the management module.
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The file: label indicates that a shippable file is being included in the management module.
The next two fields (Install mmdesc) give the product and the type of the shippable file. The file 
product Install indicates that the file is used during installation of the management module. The 
file type mmdesc says that the file is a management module part description file.
The next two fields (? Hub_Jill700.mmd) specify the location of the source for the part description 
file (the file we eventually intend to place on the VCD). The source directory field is ?, which 
indicates that the default value can be used. The default source directory for part description files 
is “.” (as specified by the following deflt: entry in the mkmm.sys file that is shipped with the SEI 
Toolkit):

deflt:   Install mmdesc sdir .

The source name of the part description file is given explicitly as Hub_Jill700.mmd. Keep the 
source directory and name together, so that the location of the source for the part description file 
is ./Hub_Jill700.mmd. Since this is a relative path, it is taken relative to the directory containing 
the index file, which in this case is /usr/devarea/spectrum. Putting it all together, the source for 
the part description file is /usr/devarea/spectrum/Hub_Jill700.mmd.
The last two fields (? ?) specify where the part description file should be installed from the VCD. 
Since the target directory field is ?, the Install program uses the default target directory for part 
description files. This default directory is Install-Tools/MMD, as specified by the following deflt: 
entry in the mkmm.sys file:

deflt:   Install mmdesc tdir Install-Tools/MMD req=yes

The req=yes option that is shown in this example is intended for use only in the mkmm.sys data 
file. Since Install-Tools/MMD is the only acceptable target directory for installing part description 
files, the req=y flag prevents Install-Tools/MMD from being overridden by other deflt: entries in 
mkmm.loc or the index file. VAR extension module developers should not use this req=yes option 
in their index or mkmm.loc files.

Since the target name is also ?, we use the default target file name, which is always the same as the 
source file name -- in this case, Hub_Jill700.mmd. So, the part description file installs as Install-Tools
/MMD/Hub_Jill700.mmd relative to the CA Spectrum installation directory
.

The deflt: entry on line 10 and the other deflt: entries that follow it set up the default source 
directories and target directories for the various other types of files that are being included in the 
management module. Look at Line 10 as a representative case with the following syntax:

deflt:  SS db sdir $SPECROOT/SS/db

$SPECROOT is an environment variable, which is expanded first to its exported value. In a Level 1 
CA Spectrum development environment, $SPECROOT is set to the CA Spectrum installation 
directory, in this case, /usr/devarea/spectrum. So the deflt: entry becomes:

deflt:  SS db sdir /usr/devarea/spectrum/SS/db

The deflt: label itself indicates that we are setting a default attribute for shippable files.
The next two fields (SS db) indicate that we are setting the default attribute for shippable files 
with product SS and file type db. These are SpectroSERVER database import files.
The next field (sdir) indicates that the default attribute we are setting is the default source 
directory.

The last field (< >/SS/db) is the default value being set. This entry thus sets the default $SPECROOT
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The last field (< >/SS/db) is the default value being set. This entry thus sets the default $SPECROOT
source directory for SpectroSERVER database files to /usr/devarea/spectrum/SS/db. This default 
source directory applies to any subsequent “file: SS db” entries in the index.

The file: entry on line 11 and the other file: entries that follow it describe the shippable files in the 
management module. Look at line 11 as a representative case, which reads with the following 
syntax:

file:   SS db ? Jill700.e ? ?

The file: label indicates that a shippable file is being included in the management module.
The next two fields (SS db) give the product and the type of the shippable file. The file product SS 
indicates that the file is part of the SpectroSERVER product. The file type db says that the file is a 
SpectroSERVER database import file.
The next two fields (? Jill700.e) specify the location of the source for the SpectroSERVER database 
import file. The source directory field is ?, indicating that we can use the default source directory 
for import files.
As previously discussed, on line 10, the default source directory is set to < >/SS/db, $SPECROOT
which becomes /usr/devarea/spectrum/SS/db. The source name of the part description file is 
given explicitly as Jill700.e. Putting the source directory and name together, the source location of 
the part description file is /usr/devarea/spectrum/SS/db/Jill700.e.

The last two fields (? ?) specify where the database import file should be installed from the VCD. 
The target directory ? indicates that we can use the default target directory for database import 
files; that default target directory is SS/db (as set in mkmm.sys). Since the target file name is also 
?, we use the default target file name, which is always the same as the source file name, in this 
case, Jill700.e. So, the part description file can be installed as SS/db/Jill700.e relative to the 
spectrum installation directory.

Note: You must place all the custom defined events, Pcause, and event table files of the Index file 
under the $ \custom directory.SPECROOT

Creating VCDs

Special Requirements on Windows
When using the SEI Toolkit tools on the Windows platform, some special considerations apply:

On the Windows platform, the proper behavior of tools in the SEI Toolkit requires prior 
installation of CYGWIN32 UNIX support software. This will not be a problem, normally, as the 
required software is shipped on each CA Spectrum DVD and is installed prior to installing CA 
Spectrum. However, be aware that interim removal or modification of the installed CYGWIN32 
software can result in failure of SEI Toolkit tools (as well as other CA Spectrum software).

On the Windows platform, it is necessary to run SEI Toolkit tools within a CYGWIN32 Bash Shell 
(bash) environment. You must also keep this requirement in mind when invoking SEI Toolkit tools 
from Makefiles or other build management tools.
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Editing Setup Initialization Files
In order for your product name to appear during the installation of the VCD, you must edit the 
following setup initialization files in the < >/INSDK/CD directory:$SPECROOT

(Windows) setupnt.ini

(Solaris) setupsun.ini

(Linux) setuplin.ini

In each file, replace the words YOUR_PRODUCT _NAME_HERE with the name of your product, and 
then save and close the file.

If you did not make the edits described above and have already created a VCD, to correct this 
problem, you can replace the words YOUR_PRODUCT_NAME_HERE in the following files:

< >/setupnt.iniVCD

< >/setupsun.iniVCD

< >/setuplin.iniVCD

Create a VCD Using mkmm
You can use the mkmm tool to create a VCD and/or add one or more extension modules to a VCD.

System Environment

The mkmm utility must reside in its originally installed location in the < >/INSDK directory, $SPECROOT
and it must be invoked from the directory containing the index files to be processed.

Syntax

The following syntax layout folds the line in order to show the entire contents of the sample text 
within the limits of the available page width. In actual use, however, your mkmm command-line entry 
must be entered as a single line:

mkmm [exts=<extlist>] [any=y/n] [vcd=<vcddir>] <indexFile> 

<indexFile> ...

Description

The mkmm tool uses an extension module index file to add an extension module to a VCD. This 
involves transferring the descriptive information and shippable files for the extension module to the 
VCD. If the VCD does not yet exist, mkmm creates the VCD. The VCD may be used to install the VCD 
into an existing CA Spectrum installation area. You can use a single invocation of mkmm to add 
several extension modules to a single VCD.

The mkmm tool is located in the < >/INSDK directory. The straight-forward use of mkmm $SPECROOT
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The mkmm tool is located in the < >/INSDK directory. The straight-forward use of mkmm $SPECROOT
is simply to run it as a command, using as its arguments the names of the index files to be added to 
the VCD. Use of the optional arguments allows great flexibility.

If mkmm is invoked with no options, it prints a usage summary identifying the required syntax and 
inputs, as follows:

Error: No arguments specified.

Usage: mkmm [options] [indexFile] [indexFile] ...

options:

    exts=<extlist>      Specify filename extensions   default: ".exe,,.cmd,.bat"

    any=(y|n)           Create platform-neutral VCD   default: n

    vcd=<vcdDirectory>  VCD directory                 default: ./vcd

required:

    indexFile           Index file

The VCD created by the mkmm tool cannot be installed immediately. Instead, you must first use the 
mkcd tool to add a version number to the VCD.

Environment Variables

Any environment variable included explicitly in an index file must be exported before mkmm can be 
invoked. Also, if an index file uses a default value that references an environment variable, the 
referenced environment variable must be exported before invoking mkmm.

mkmm sometimes uses the $VCD environment variable to determine the location of the VCD. For 
details, see the discussion of the vcd=< > entry in the next section on command line options.vcddir

Input Files

mkmm uses the following input files:

index files 
For each extension module specified by its index file, mkmm reads the index file, <moduleName>.
i.

shippable files 
The mkmm tool reads each shippable file mentioned in the file: and head: entries of each index 
file it processes.

mkmm.sys

mkmm.loc
The mkmm tool reads the mkmm.sys and mkmm.loc data files to determine the set of file types 
legal in CA Spectrum extension module index files. The tool also reads the default characteristics 
(including source and target directories, and so on) associated with those file types.

Command Line Options

The following options are available for the mkmm tool; note that some can be used in combination, 
while others are mutually exclusive.
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any=n 
(Default) Allows the extension modules being added to the VCD to be installed from the VCD only 
on the current CA Spectrum platform.
This option should be used with non-portable extension modules, that is, extension modules that 
contain shippable files that are not portable across all supported CA Spectrum platforms (such as 
executables or object files).
To distribute a non-portable extension module on multiple platforms, it is necessary to install the 
SEI Toolkit and run mkmm on each platform.

any=y
Allows platform-neutral extension modules being added to the VCD to be installed from the VCD 
on any supported CA Spectrum platform.
This option should be used with portable extension modules, that is, extension modules 
containing only shippable files which are portable across all supported CA Spectrum platforms.
If this option is used to ship a non-portable extension module, installation failure or product 
failure will result.

exts=  <extlist>
Use the <extlist> list of filename extensions when looking for shippable files. By default, <extlist> 
is “,.exe,.cmd,.bat.”
Using filename extension lists helps make index files more portable between Solaris and Windows 
platforms.

<indexFile> 
Adds extension module <indexFile> to the VCD. <indexFile> may be the name of an extension 
module (for example, JOE) or its index file (for example, JOE.i) Either of these would cause mkmm 
to read the index file <indexFile>.i and add extension module <indexFile> to the VCD.
You can add several extension modules to the VCD by including several <indexFile> options on the 
mkmm command line.

vcd=<vcddir> 
Adds the extension modules to the VCD in directory <vcddir>.
If this option is omitted, mkmm obtains the VCD directory from the export environment variable, 
$VCD. If $VCD is not set and exported, mkmm uses the VCD directory, ./vcd. If there is no VCD in 
the VCD directory, mkmm creates a new VCD.

Output Files

The mkmm tool creates the following files:

error files 
Any errors generated by mkmm while adding extension module < > to the VCD are saved mmname
in the files < >.err files.mmname

warning files 
Any warnings generated by mkmm while adding extension module < > to the VCD are mmname
saved in the < >.warn files.mmname

VCD
The mkmm tool creates a VCD area if there is none and adds extension module files to the VCD 
area if it already exists.

Exit Status
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Exit Status

If mkmm is able to successfully add the extension modules to the VCD for all index files specified on 
its command line, it returns with exit status 0; otherwise it returns with exit status 1.

Create a VCD for a Distributed Installation
To allow the VCD to be installed in a distributed SpectroSERVER environment, copy the sdic directory 
in < >/Install-Tools and paste it into the < > directory:$SPECROOT $VCD

cp -r <$SPECROOT>/Install-Tools/sdic <$VCD>/sdic

Perform the copy on each platform on which you want to run a distributed installation.

If you are working in the Windows environment, complete these additional steps

Create a dummy text file using a text editor. This text file should not contain any information.

Replace the cygdist.tgz in the < >/sdic directory with a new gzipped tar file of the same $VCD
name. This new file should only contain the dummy text file.

<$SPECROOT>/Install-Tools/newtar czvf cygdist.tgz <dummy_text_filename>

Important! Do not ship CA’s cygdist.tgz file. It will cause installation problems.

Place cygdist.tgz in the < >/sdic directory. When this file is unpacked during the $VCD
installation process, it will be placed in the < >/NT-Tools/SRE directory and be used $SPECROOT
instead of the archive of the distribution of Cygwin shipped with CA Spectrum.

Copy the userconf.exe file from a Windows CA Spectrum installation area running the same 
version of CA Spectrum for which you are creating the VCD. Put this file in the < >/nt $VCD
directory.

cp <$SPECROOT>/Install-Tools/userconf.exe $VCD/nt

Platform-Neutral Extension Modules
A  is an extension module that can be installed without change on platform-neutral extension module
any supported CA Spectrum platform. You can add such platform-neutral extension modules to a VCD 
by using the mkmm “any=y” option. Management modules created by the use of the Level 1 Toolkit 
typically are platform-neutral extension modules.

If mkmm is running on Windows, for example, the mkmm any=y option causes mkmm to process the 
index file as a platform-neutral index file. This means that the extension module will be added to the 
any (platform-neutral) area of the VCD and hence that the extension module can later be installed 
from the VCD onto any supported CA Spectrum platform. If the index file contains any platform-
specific entries (entries with plat=< > modifiers), mkmm will fail.platform
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1.  

2.  

3.  

You can use this mkmm any=y option only if every shippable file in the extension module is portable 
with respect to all supported CA Spectrum platforms -- that is, the extension module cannot contain 
any files with formats specific to a given platform (such as object files or completed executables). 
Furthermore, a VCD cannot contain both platform-neutral and platform-dependent extension 
modules at the same time, so you should not add a platform-neutral extension module to a VCD 
unless you intend all extension modules on that VCD to be platform-neutral.

mkmm.sys and mkmm.loc
The mkmm tool uses two data files, mkmm.sys and mkmm.loc, to define the set of file types that may 
legally be used in file: and head: entries in index files, as well as the standard default characteristics 
(including source directory, target directory, and so on) associated with each file type. Through 
proper use of these files, extension module developers can customize the default behavior of mkmm 
when processing file: and head: entries. Specifically, extension module developers can change the 
standard default source directories associated with any given file type.

CA ships the mkmm.sys file with the SEI Toolkit, providing default values consistent with proper 
installation of the CA Spectrum product. The extension module developer should never remove or 
modify this file to change the default settings. Removal or improper modification of mkmm.sys can 
cause mkmm failure or result in production of VCDs that install shippable files to incorrect locations. 
Moreover, future upgrades of the SEI Toolkit will overwrite mkmm.sys, undoing any interim 
modifications.

Customization of these default values can be accomplished by modifying the mkmm.loc file, which 
does not ship with the SEI Toolkit. Instead, the extension module developer can create mkmm.loc 
(either directly or initially as a copy of mkmm.sys) and then edit it manually to customize the 
standard default values used by mkmm. Upgrades of the SEI Toolkit will not affect the contents of 
mkmm.loc, letting those changed values remain in effect.

Both mkmm.sys and mkmm.loc should reside in the same directory in which the mkmm tool resides, 
namely, the < >/INSDK directory.$SPECROOT

When processing an index file, mkmm goes through the following steps:

Process mkmm.sys.
The mkmm.sys file is in index file format and contains deflt: entries for each file type that may 
legally be used in an index file. It should contain no other entries. These deflt: entries 
establish the standard default values (source directory, target directory, and checksum 
protection status) associated with each file type that may legally be used in an index file.

Process mkmm.loc (if present).
The mkmm.loc file also is in index file format and contains only deflt: entries. Since mkmm 
processes the mkmm.loc entries after the mkmm.sys entries, any same-application deflt: 
entries in mkmm.loc override the standard default values set by the deflt: entries in mkmm.
sys. This arrangement thus lets the developer customize standard default values associated 
with file types by adding the desired override commands to the mkmm.loc file.

Process the index file.
The standard default values for the various file types defined in mkmm.sys and mkmm.loc 
now apply to the index file. The deflt: entries in the index file may be used to override these 
default values, however. The deflt: entries in mkmm.sys and mkmm.loc apply to all index files 
processed by mkmm, whereas deflt: entries in a given index file apply only to that index file.
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The following example illustrates how you can use mkmm.loc to customize standard default values 
processed by mkmm.

As shipped, the mkmm.sys file contains the following deflt: entries:

deflt: Install mmdesc sdir .

deflt: Install mmdesc tdir Install-Tools/MMD req=yes

Note that designations of product “Install” and file type “mmdesc” (that is, “Install mmdesc” files, 
pertaining to Install description files for management modules), as shown in the preceding entries, 
are legal in CA Spectrum extension modules.

The standard default source directory (sdir) of “Install mmdesc” files is “.” -- meaning that mkmm, by 
default, looks for “Install mmdesc” files in the “.” directory (that is, in the same directory in which 
mkmm was invoked).

The standard default target directory (tdir) is “Install-Tools/MMD” -- meaning that mkmm, by default, 
adds “Install mmdesc” to the VCD so that Install subsequently can extract the included files from the 
VCD into the Install-Tools/MMD directory (relative to the CA Spectrum installation directory).

Important! The req=yes option shown in this example is intended for use only in the mkmm.sys 
data file. The req=yes flag prevents the standard default target directory (tdir) of “Install 
mmdesc” files from being overridden by later deflt: entries in mkmm.loc or the index file. VAR 
extension module developers should not use this req=yes option in their index or mkmm.loc files.

Now, suppose that the source for “Install mmdesc” files at a particular development site were kept in 
the /user/devarea/install directory. At that site, it would be convenient to arrange for mkmm to look 
for “Install mmdesc” files in that location. To get this to happen, the developer could add the 
following entry to mkmm.loc:deflt: SG stdmenu sdir /user/devarea/install.

This entry then would override the “deflt: Install mmdesc sdir .” entry in mkmm.sys, redefining the 
standard default source directory for “Install mmdesc” files to /user/devarea/install. This new default 
identification would now apply whenever mkmm is used to process any index file.

Source File Extension Handling in mkmm
This section applies primarily to developers of extension modules for the Windows platform.

There are several file naming conventions that differ between UNIX and Windows file systems. The 
most notable is that certain types of files on Windows platforms, such as executable files and batch 
files, require specific filename extensions (for example, .bat, .com, .cmd, .exe, .ksh, and so on), 
whereas this typically is not the case on UNIX systems.

These differences can cause inconveniences in the index files for multi-platform extension modules 
that ship on both UNIX-based and Windows platforms. For instance, a compiled executable called 
mytool on UNIX-based would be called mytool.exe on Windows. In an extension module index file 
prepared for shipping such an executable, therefore, there would apparently need to be two 
separate file: entries, one for UNIX platforms and one for Windows platforms, as follows:

file: SS exe ? mytool ? ? plat!=intel
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file: SS exe ? mytool.exe ? ? plat=intel

However, this solution is unsatisfactory, because it potentially requires a lot of duplicated entries in 
the index files. An alternative solution would be to use a ${EXE} environment variable, set to the null 
string on UNIX and to “.exe” on Windows. To illustrate, consider the following single index file entry:

file: SS exe ? mytool${EXE} ? ? plat=intel

This entry would suffice to ship the file on Solaris, Linux, and Windows platforms. Deciding exactly 
which files need an extension would still be a chore when many files were involved, however.

To alleviate this burden for the extension module developer, the mkmm tool automatically checks for 
standard file name extensions when processing file: and head: entries.

For example, suppose you were using mkmm to add an extension module to a VCD. Suppose further 
that the extension module index file contained the following entry:

file: SS exe ? mytool ? ?

When mkmm processed this entry, it would look for the source file mytool with a number of standard 
extensions. The default list of extensions is:

No extension

.exe

.cmd

.bat

Accordingly, mkmm would look first for source file mytool, then mytool.exe, then mytool.cmd, and 
finally mytool.bat. On a Solaris or Linux platform then, it would find and ship mytool, whereas on a 
Windows platform, where mytool does not exist, mkmm would find and ship mytool.exe. Therefore, 
this single file: entry works without change on either UNIX or Windows.

In the rare case that it may be necessary, the list of extensions used by mkmm when processing file: 
or head: entries can be changed by using the exts=< > option, where < > is a comma-extlist extlist
separated list of extensions to be checked. For instance, consider the following command:

mkmm exts=,.exe,.com DCNET.i

This command instructs mkmm to check first for no extension (because there is nothing in < > extlist
before the first comma), then for an .exe extension, and finally for a .com extension when processing 
file: and head: entries in index file DCNET.i.

If mkmm exhausts the extension list without finding the source file, it will use the source file name 
with no extension. This means that mkmm would not find the source file and therefore would fail.

Finishing and Versioning a VCD Using mkcd
You can use the mkcd tool to add version identification to the VCD, making it possible to install the 
extension module software from the VCD into an existing CA Spectrum installation area.
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System Environment

The mkcd utility must reside in its originally installed location (the INSDK directory in the CA Spectrum 
installation area) but is invoked from the same directory in which the mkmm-output files are kept.

Syntax

mkcd [-f] [-t complete] <vcddir> <version>

or:

mkcd -h

Description

A VCD created by the mkmm tool cannot be installed immediately, Instead, the mkcd tool must first 
be used to add a version number to the VCD. The mkcd tool performs the following functions:

Checks dependencies between purchasable parts and extension modules on the VCD and reports 
inconsistencies and errors.

Adds a version number to the VCD, which makes the VCD installable.

“Finishes” the VCD, locking the VCD against addition of further extension modules via mkmm, as 
well as preparing the VCD for customer installation.

If mkcd is invoked with no options, it prints a usage summary identifying the required syntax and 
inputs, as follows:

Usage: mkcd [-fh] <vcdDirectory> <vcdVersion>

-f: Finish VCD (prevents future MM additions)

-h: Help (display this message)

Command Line Options

The following options are available for the mkcd tool:

-h 
Displays a help message that illustrates usage syntax requirements. This same result occurs if you 
enter mkcd with no options.

Note: You cannot use the -h option with other options listed below, as it takes precedence 
and overrides all other options.

-t
(Default) Specifies that the VCD contains a complete CA Spectrum distribution.
When this option is in effect, mkcd assumes that unresolved extension module dependencies will 
not be satisfied at installation time, and it fails if it detects unresolved dependencies.Developers 
using the SEI Toolkit to distribute extension modules should never use the -t complete option 
when creating a VCD via mkcd.

-f
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-f
Instructs mkcd to “finish” the VCD. This locks the VCD so that no further extension modules may 
be added via mkmm. It also performs VCD compression and other operations to prepare the VCD 
for distribution and installation by customers.
You should always “finish” a VCD before making it available to customers for installation.

< > vcddir
Instructs mkcd to process VCD in the directory <vcddir>.

< >version
Instructs mkcd to give VCD the version number <version>. The addition of the version number -- 
which is a required option -- makes it possible to install the VCD. The version number must 
contain no spaces.

Integration Tools Specification
Actual integration of CA Spectrum-compatible extensions with an installed CA Spectrum system is 
accomplished with the installation program, which is not a part of the SEI Toolkit and is mentioned 
here only for completeness.

When the installation program is given the VCD output from the SEI Toolkit, it can extract the CA 
Spectrum extension module files from the VCD and perform any necessary processing of the 
extracted files.

For more detailed information on the installation program, see the Install CA Spectrum section.

Shippable Files
Contents

About Shippable Files

This section explains how shippable files are handled within the SEI Toolkit’s shippable software 
model. Extension module levels, products, and file types are explained, along with their effect on 
distribution and installation of shippable files. This chapter also includes tables that describe the 
following:

How several common types of shippable files are written

How various standard types of shippable files are distributed and installed

About Shippable Files
CA Spectrum extension modules support the distribution and installation of many kinds of shippable 
files. Files of different kinds are associated with different CA Spectrum products, and they must be 
developed, distributed, and installed in different ways. This section covers the basic concepts (levels, 
products, and file types) used within the SEI Toolkit to control distribution and installation of 
shippable files.

During installation, files of different types are integrated into the CA Spectrum product in different 
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During installation, files of different types are integrated into the CA Spectrum product in different 
ways. This section lists the various file types and describes the processing applied to files of each 
type.

Among the many shippable file types supported by the SEI Toolkit are several types that either are 
used to customize the installation of extension modules or are commonly included in extension 
modules. These file types include the following:

Part description files that contain part descriptions

Preinstall scripts used primarily to remove or save obsolete files just prior to installing a new 
extension module

Custom install scripts that perform customized installation functions for extension modules

Icon definition files that describe icons for applications

Levels, Products, and File Types
The way in which a shippable file in an extension module is packaged, distributed, and installed is 
determined largely by the following factors:

The level of the extension module containing the file. The extension module level is specified via 
the “level: < >” entry in the extension module index file. < > may have the value 0, 1, or 2.level level

The CA Spectrum product associated with the file. A file’s product is given by the < > field of prod
the file: or head: index file entry for the file. < > may have any one of these values: Install, SS, prod
or OC. You can specify multiple values separated by commas.

The file type associated with the file. A file’s type is given by the < > field of the file: or head: type
index file entry for the file. There are many possible file types, all of which are documented later 
in this section.

Except in a few cases, the level and product of a file determine its relationship to the installed CA 
Spectrum product, as outlined in the following table:

<
level
>

<
prod
>

Identification and Relation to Installed Product

0, 
1, 2

Inst
all

Installation support file. Includes general CA Spectrum installation support files and 
installation support files for individual extension modules (for example, index files, part 
description files, preinstall scripts, and custom install scripts).
Files of certain types (for example, mmdesc, preinst, and cus) are classified as installation 
support files regardless of their associated product.

0 SS SpectroSERVER core file. Required for installation of the SpectroSERVER product. Level 0 
extension modules are produced only by CA.

1 SS SpectroSERVER management module file. May be optionally integrated into the 
SpectroSERVER product (typically, to help SpectroSERVER manage a particular device or 
device group).

2 SS
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<
level
>

<
prod
>

Identification and Relation to Installed Product

SpectroSERVER external application file. Part of a separate application or tool used in 
conjunction with SpectroSERVER but not integrated into SpectroSERVER itself.
A level 2 extension module can be considered as belonging to its own standalone product.

0 OC OneClick core file. Required for installation of the OneClick product. Level 0 extension 
modules are produced only by CA.

1 OC OneClick management module file. May be optionally integrated into the OneClick product 
(typically to help OneClick display a particular device or device group).

2 OC OneClick external application file. Part of a separate application or tool used in conjunction 
with OneClick, but not integrated into OneClick itself.
A Level 2 module can be thought of as belonging to its own standalone product.

Development of Shippable Files
Contents

Installation of Shippable Files

The following table outlines the preferred development methods for files that are to be shipped in CA 
Spectrum extension modules. Each row of the table lists:

The product of the shippable file as specified in the < > field of the file: or head: entry in the prod
extension module index file.

The file type of the shippable file as specified in the < > field of the file: or head: entry in the type
extension module index file.

A short description of the shippable file of the given product and type identifying the applicable 
nomenclature as a descriptive name.

A short description of the format of the shippable file indicating the preferred method of 
development for the file where possible. Where special editors are recommended, the table gives 
references.

<
prod
>

<
type
>

Description File Format

Inst
all

doc Documentation 
file

Text format

Inst
all

file General Install file Any format.

Inst
all

mm
des
c

Part description 
file

Text file.

Inst
all

tool Installation tool Compiled program, script, or data file.
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<
prod
>

<
type
>

Description File Format

SS con
vtab

SS database 
partition 
conversion table

Text file. Undocumented format, internal to CA.

SS cus SS custom install 
script

Bourne shell script fragment.

SS db SS database 
import file

Data file. Format created by dbtool’s export function or the Model Type 
Editor’s export function. For more information on dbtool, refer to the .
For more information on the Model Type Editor, see the .

SS doc SS documentation 
file

Text file.

SS file SS general file Any format.

SS icon
def

icon definition for 
shortcuts

Used by Install to create icons on the user’s desktop.

SS icon
img

icon image for 
shortcuts

Used to ship icon images for use by icons created with icondef files.

SS lib SS library file Compiled object library.

SS prei
nst

SS preinstallation 
script

Text file containing Perl 5 code fragment.

SS tool SS related tool Compiled program, script, or data file.

SS vfile SS vendor file Text file in Alertmap file format or EventDisp file format.

OC,
SS

evfo
rma
t

event format file Event format file in custom/Events/CsEvFormat.

OC,
SS

pca
use

probable cause 
file

Probable cause file in custom/Events/CsPCause.

OC file OneClick general 
file

Any format.

OC web
_xm
l

file to contribute 
to web.xml

An XML file that will be incorporated into the tomcat/webapps
/spectrum/WEB-INF/web.xml file.

OC cus OneClick custom 
install script

Bourne shell script fragment.

OC exe OneClick 
executable file

A file that needs to be executed and, therefore, have the execute mode 
set on the file.

OC prei
nst

OneClick 
preinstallation 
script

Text file containing Perl 5 code fragment.
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Installation of Shippable Files
To install a usable CA Spectrum extension module, it is seldom enough to extract the files from the 
VCD to the correct location in the installation area. Additional processing of the installed files 
typically needs to be done, for example, importing SpectroSERVER database import files into the 
SpectroSERVER database.

The Install program performs much of this additional processing as standard installation services. 
Install decides what processing to perform on a shippable file by looking at the file’s product and file 
type. For example, files of product “SS” and file type “db” are identified as database import files and 
imported into the SpectroSERVER database.

If a file is erroneously shipped in an extension module of an inappropriate level, Install may not 
correctly process the file.

Similarly, if a file is erroneously shipped with a base name extension incompatible with its file type, 
Install may not correctly process the file.

The following table outlines the standard installation processing performed on files of each 
supported product and file type. Each row of the table lists the following:

The file type of a shippable file, as specified in the < > field of the file: or head: entry in the type
extension module index file.

The appropriate levels for extension modules used to ship the file, as specified via the level: entry 
of the extension module index file.

The appropriate base name extensions for the shipped file (if applicable), as specified in the <
> field of the file: or head: entry.tname

A summary of the standard processing that Install performs on the file.

Type Levels Base 
Name

Standard Installation Processing Performed

conv
tab

0, 1 *.v Installation of database partition conversion table will cause SpectroSERVER and 
Database partition converter executables to be linked.

cus 0, 1, 
2

*.cus Install invokes custom install scripts after extraction of all VCD records.
An extension module should use such a custom install script for special install-
time processing of files that it distributes to its associated VCD record.

db 0, 1 *.e Install imports database import files into the SpectroSERVER database.
Install archives and deletes database import files prior to terminating.

doc 0, 1, 
2

N/A No special installation processing.

file 0, 1, 
2

N/A No special processing is performed on general files. Any file that does not need 
special Install processing should be shipped as this file type.

icon
def

0, 1, 
2

*.icd Install uses icondef files to create icons on the user’s desktop.

iconi
mg

0, 1, 
2
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Type Levels Base 
Name

Standard Installation Processing Performed

*.1.
pm
*.t.
pm
*.m.p
*.ico

Used to ship icon images for use by icons created with icondef files.
On Windows, icon image files must be in Windows icon file format and have the .
ico extension.
Windows icon files are binary files, which can be created with Microsoft Visual 
Studio.

mm
desc

0, 1, 
2

*.
mmd

Not currently used in the install but is required by mkmm.

prei
nst

0,1,2 *.pl Install executes preinstall modules after start of VCD installation and prior to 
extraction of files from the VCD.

tool 0, 1, 
2

N/A No special installation processing.

vfile 0, 1 N/A No special installation processing.

Extension Module Support Files
Contents

Part Description Files

Extension module support files include shippable files which may be needed in any extension 
module. They are used mainly to customize the installation of extension modules. Among these files 
are the following:

Part description files: Provide descriptions for purchasable parts.

Preinstall scripts: Perform preparatory tasks for installing extension modules.

Custom install scripts: Perform customized installation functions for extension modules.

Part Description Files
The mkmm utility requires each shippable extension module that defines a purchasable part to 
include a part description file (.mmd file). Recall that an extension module defines a purchasable part 
if it includes a pprep: entry. Therefore, if an index file contains a pprep: entry, a part description file is 
required. If it is required but not provided, mkmm will not add the extension module to the VCD.

Since the part description file is not used by the installation program, you can create an empty 
file.

To include a part description file in a extension module, include in your extension module index file a 
line similar to the following:

file: Install mmdesc ? FOO.mmd ? ?
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In your line entry, replace FOO.mmd with the actual name of the part description file you intend 
to ship. You should ship a part description file only if the index file contains a pprep: entry.

Preinstall Scripts
Preinstall scripts give an extension module the ability to perform installation functions prior to the 
extraction of its shippable files.

To include a preinstall script in an extension module, include a line in the extension module index file 
similar to the following:

file: Install preinst ? script.pl ?

In your line entry, replace script.pl with the actual name of the preinstall scripts you intend to ship. If 
your equivalent of script.pl is not in the same directory as the index file, change the target directory 
field as applicable.

Preinstall Scripts

A preinstall script is a code fragment written in the Perl 5 programming language. As such, preinstall 
scripts can be used for very complex preinstallation tasks. However, the most common functions 
performed using preinstallation scripts are fairly simple and include:

Deletion of obsolete files installed with previous versions of an extension module

Backup of files that might be overwritten or modified when the extension module is installed

Suspending running programs that would be adversely affected by simultaneous installation of an 
extension module

This section shows how to write preinstall modules to delete and back up files. More complex 
preinstallation functions can be easily programmed by developers skilled in the Perl 5 programming 
language.

The following example shows a preinstall module for deleting obsolete files installed with previous 
releases of an extension module. Suppose that in an older version of the fictitious FOO extension 
module, the following files were installed and that these files are no longer used by the current FOO 
extension module:

SG-Support/CsGIb/FooCom/CsModCnfg.30

SG-Support/CsGIb/FooCom/CsPortCfg.30

SG-Support/CsGIb/FooCom/CsPortCfg.XNT

SG-Support/CsGIb/FooCom/CsPortCfgXNT.30

Before installing its own files, the new version of the FOO extension module should clean up these 
obsolete files.
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Suppose further that the old version of FOO extension module included the following configuration 
file which is still shipped in the current version, and that the user might have edited footool.cfg in the 
installation area:

SS-Tools/footool.cfg

If we do not back up footool.cfg before installing the new FOO extension module, the new version of 
footool.cfg would overwrite the older version, and any user edits to the older version would be lost.

To address these issues, we add preinstall scripts to the FOO extension module. The first preinstall 
script is associated with the SG product, and is executed prior to extracting SG files for the FOO 
extension module. This preinstall script would be used to delete the obsolete files:

removeFiles(

    "SG-Support/CsGIb/FooCom/CsModCnfg.30",

    "SG-Support/CsGIb/FooCom/CsPortCfg.30",

    "SG-Support/CsGIb/FooCom/CsPortCfg.XNT",

    "SG-Support/CsGIb/FooCom/CsPortCfgXNT.30",

);

The removeFiles() function, which is not a standard part of Perl, is provided by CA for use in preinstall 
scripts. It takes any number of relative file path names as arguments, and it deletes the path name 
relative to the CA Spectrum installation directory. If a path specifies a file, the file is deleted. If a path 
specifies a directory, the directory is recursively deleted. If a path does not exist or is absolute, it is 
silently ignored.

removeFiles() is designed to minimize the possibility of mistaken file deletion. In preinstall scripts, use 
removeFiles() in preference to Perl’s unlink() function. Be careful not to delete necessary files.

The second preinstall script is associated with the SS product and is executed prior to extracting SS 
files for the FOO extension module. This preinstall script would be used to save footool.cfg:

# SS preinstall script for FOO extension module

# Save the footool configuration file

saveFiles("SS-Tools/footool.cfg");

Again, saveFiles() is not native Perl, and is supported for use only in preinstall scripts. saveFiles() takes 
any number of relative file path names as arguments, and recursively copies the file from the CA 
Spectrum installation directory to a save area within the Install-Tools/SAVES directory. The save areas 
are unique per installation, so that files saved during one installation will not be overwritten by files 
saved during subsequent installations. Since the save areas will accumulate over many installations, 
consuming disk space (which may eventually lead to installation or product failure), you should try to 
avoid saving very large files.

Custom Installation Scripts
The set of installation services provided by the Install utility is fairly complete, handling most 
extension module installation needs. A few extension modules may need to perform special 
installation processing not provided by the Install utility, however. To perform such processing, use 
custom install scripts.
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Each extension module has up to three components, called the Install, SpectroSERVER, and OneClick 
components. The Install component includes shippable files used to install the extension module, and 
the SpectroSERVER and OneClick components include shippable files associated with the 
SpectroSERVER and OneClick products, respectively. In some cases, an extension module may not 
have an SS or OneClick component.

An extension module may include custom install scripts for its SpectroSERVER or OneClick component 
or for both (Custom scripts should not be created for the Install component). During VCD installation, 
Install invokes the SpectroSERVER custom scripts when the SpectroSERVER component of the 
extension module is installed, after the shippable files in the SpectroSERVER component have been 
extracted from the VCD. Similarly, Install invokes the OneClick custom scripts when the OneClick 
component of the extension module is installed, after the shippable files in the OneClick component 
have been extracted from the VCD. It is rare that an extension module includes two or more custom 
scripts for a single component; if this is done, the custom scripts for the component are executed in 
the order in which they are specified in the index file. The custom scripts for a given component 
perform the special installation processing for that component.

The section that follows provides pointers on when to use custom install scripts and why to do so, 
gives details on writing these custom install scripts, and explains how to install these scripts. The 
discussion then concludes with a discussion of predefined Bourne shell variables and functions that 
you can use in these custom install scripts.

If an index file has a cus_dep: entry, the custom script in the specified management module runs 
before the custom script in the management module that has the cus_dep: entry. The index file for 
the specified management module should be included on the same VCD.

Uses of Custom Install Scripts

The Install utility provides standard services for the proper installation of many different types of 
files. Most extension modules can be properly installed using only these standard services, and these 
standard services should be used in preference to custom install scripts when possible. However, 
Install cannot provide standard services for all of the possible specialized installation functions that 
could conceivably be required by extension modules. When Install does not provide all the services 
needed to install a given extension module, custom install scripts should be used to help install the 
extension module. Since custom install scripts have all the capabilities of Bourne shell scripts, they 
can handle any special installation needs.

The following are examples of installation functions that should be handled using custom scripts:

Special installation methods -- The utility installation services of the Install program are sufficient 
for most installation needs. However, an extension module will sometimes need to perform 
special installation tasks unique to itself, such as interacting with third-party software. You can 
use custom install scripts to perform such specialized installation functions.

Modifying contents of installed files to contain information specific to the installation site -- 
Most of the time, the contents of a file, as extracted from the VCD, do not need to be modified 
during installation. There are times, however, when installed files need to contain information 
specific to the installation site -- such as the CA Spectrum installation directory or the installation 
host name -- that cannot be known until installation time. It then becomes necessary to embed 
that information in the installed files.
If you must embed installation-specific information in a shippable file, you should use custom 
install scripts to embed the necessary information.
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Installing files into system locations -- In order to protect the integrity of the installation host, 
Install never extracts files from the VCD to locations outside of the CA Spectrum installation 
directory.
If possible, you should avoid modification of files in system areas during extension module 
installation. In rare cases, however, modification to files in system locations may be necessary for 
proper installation of an extension module. In those cases, you should use custom scripts to 
modify files in system locations. The custom script should be designed such as to notify the user 
when files in system locations are modified.

Embedding host-specific information into installed files -- Custom install scripts can be used to 
embed host-specific information into installed files. Bourne shell commands can be used to 
embed host-specific information in an installed file.

When Not To Use Custom Install Scripts

Avoid using custom scripts to move installed files from their originally extracted location to some 
other location within the CA Spectrum installation area. The file: and head: index file entries can be 
modified so that any shippable file can be extracted from the VCD to any desired location in the CA 
Spectrum installation area. CA Spectrum does not support individually relocatable applications.

Custom Install Scripts

The following example provides information on how to write custom install scripts. In this example, 
Joe Corporation ships a graphical tool called JoeTool that is used in conjunction with the OneClick 
product. JoeTool is to be shipped as the OC component of the JoeTool extension module. JoeTool 
requires a configuration file which, when installed, must include some embedded values (the 
installation host and the CA Spectrum installation directory) that cannot be determined until the 
installation is performed.

The JoeTool developer decides to write a custom install script that will dynamically create the 
configuration file with the embedded values at installation time. The custom script will be called 
joetool.cus (all custom scripts must end with the .cus extension). Here are the contents of joetool.
cus:

# Custom install script for Joe Corporation's JoeTool

# This script creates the JoeTool configuration file

# Obtain the installation host name

# Use the UNIX hostname command

HOSTNAME=`hostname`

# Set JoeTool installation directory

# This uses $IROOT, which is the SPECTRUM installation directory

TOOLDIR="$IROOT/JoeTool"

# If the tool directory doesn't exist, create it

[ -d "$TOOLDIR" ] || mkdir  - p $TOOLDIR

# Set the configuration file name

CONFIGFILE="$TOOLDIR/.joetoolrc"

# If the configuration file already exists, save it

if [ -f "$CONFIGFILE" ] ; then

rm  - f $CONFIGFILE.save

mv $CONFIGFILE $CONFIGFILE.save

echo "JoeTool configurations saved in $CONFIGFILE.save"

fi
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# Create the configuration file

# $HOSTNAME and $TOOLDIR will be expanded to their values

cat <<EOF >$CONFIGFILE

##### Start JoeTool configuration file

DISPLAY=$HOSTNAME:0.0

export DISPLAY

ND_PATH=$TOOLDIR/lib

export ND_PATH

PRF=$TOOLDIR/preferences/default.PRF

GIF_BASE=$TOOLDIR/gifs

DATA_TYPE=ATTRIBUTES

GENERATE_HTML=true

DEFAULT_FONT_SIZE=4

##### End JoeTool configuration file

EOF

# A zero exit status prevents custom script failure

exit 0

joetool.cus provides an example of a simple custom install script. Custom install scripts to handle 
more complex installation functions can easily be created by experienced Bourne shell developers.

Shipping Custom Install Scripts

Since custom install scripts perform special processing functions associated with the installation of a 
particular extension module, as previously noted, they must be present at the installation site in 
order to perform those functions. To help ensure this, a file: entry must be included in the extension 
module index file for each custom install script to be included in the extension module.

In the example in the preceding section, joetool.cus is the custom install script for the OneClick 
component of the JoeTool extension module. We assume that, in the developer’s source area, 
joetool.cus resides in the same directory with the JoeTool extension module index file JoeTool.i. (It is 
recommended to keep source custom scripts in the same directory with the index file.) In order to 
have joetool.cus executed when the OneClick component of JoeTool is installed, joetool.cus must be 
shipped as a OneClick custom install script.

To do this, you would include the following entry in the index file, JoeTool.i:

file: OC cus ? joetool.cus ? ?

Custom Install Script Predefined Environment Variables

The Install utility predefines a number of environment variables, as listed and explained below, for 
use in custom scripts. These variables are helpful or necessary for writing proper custom install 
scripts. In order to maximize the portability of custom install scripts, use these variables rather than 
other techniques of obtaining information whenever possible.

For instance, use the value of $TARGET_OS to determine the installation platform, rather than the 
UNIX uname command, which is not available on all platforms.
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$AWKUTIL
Should contain the name of a reliable version of the UNIX awk program on the current platform. 
Since the native awk utility is unreliable on some supported CA Spectrum platforms, use of 
$AWKUTIL is safer.
For example, use the command:

$AWKUTIL '$1 = "file:" { print $5 }' $INDEX

rather then:

awk '$1 = "file:" { print $5 }' $INDEX

$DEV_NULL
Identifies the output sink device for the platform. The $DEV_NULL variable evaluates to /dev/null 
on Solaris platforms and evaluates to nul: on Windows platforms.
Make absolutely sure that all literal references to /dev/null and nul: are replaced with 
$DEV_NULL in your custom scripts. Failure to do this can result in both subtle and severe 
problems if the custom script is invoked on the wrong platform. (This is especially important for 
experienced UNIX shell programmers, who tend to use /dev/null in scripts without thinking.)

$IROOT
Identifies the CA Spectrum installation directory. $IROOT is the current directory at the beginning 
of custom script execution.

CUS_DOCS=$IROOT/OnlineDocs/helpdoc/helpdoc

$OC_PORT
The $OC_PORT variable is the Tomcat port number that can be used to create the URL for CA 
Spectrum.

http://localhost:$OC_PORT/spectrum

$PATH
Is the Bourne shell command search path. Install sets $PATH to allow access to the following 
tools:

Standard installation tools ($IROOT/Install-Tools)

SpectroSERVER tools ($IROOT/SS-Tools)

Standard UNIX commands on the installation host

$TARGET_OS
Contains information about the platform on which the installation is running. Possible values are:

Solaris

Linux

NT

For example:
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For example:

if [ "$TARGET_OS" = "NT" ]

then

    ....

fi

$TOMCAT_ROOT
Identifies the CA Spectrum Tomcat installation directory.

CUS_WEB=$TOMCAT_ROOT/webapps/spectrum

Non-Web-Based, Graphical CA Spectrum Application 
Implementation

When writing non-web-based graphical applications designed to run within the CA Spectrum 
environment, you should adhere to the following recommendations:

On Solaris, CA Spectrum graphical applications should use the X windowing system, Motif window 
manager, and Common Desktop Environment (CDE). These are all included in the default 
installation of Solaris.

On Linux, CA Spectrum graphical applications should use the X windowing system, Motif window 
manager, and K Desktop Environment (KDE).

On Windows, CA Spectrum graphical applications should use the Windows windowing system 
(included in the Windows operating system).

Icon Definition and Icon Image Files
For some external applications, (usually graphical applications), it is convenient to be able to launch 
the application from a desktop icon. For these applications, it is necessary to install a desktop icon 
and to define how the application is to be launched when the icon is opened. Icon definition files and 
icon image files are used to ship and install icons for desktop-launchable applications.

Each line in an icon definition file is of the form:

<label> <value>

where < > is an icon definition file label from the table below, and <value> is the associated label
value. A label may carry the suffix .NT or .Solaris to indicate that the label applies only on Windows or 
only on Solaris, respectively. For example, an imagefile.NT: entry is an imagefile: entry that applies on 
the Windows platform only.

Use of icon definition files and icon image files for desktop-launchable CA Spectrum applications 
currently is not supported on Linux.

The following table lists valid labels in icon definition files, as well as the interpretation of their 
associated values.
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<
label
>

Windows Solaris Interpretation of < >value

progr
am:

Mandato
ry

Mand
atory

The absolute or relative path name of the application program to be launched 
when the icon is opened. If the path is relative, it is taken relative to the CA 
Spectrum installation directory.

args: Optional Optio
nal

The arguments to pass to the program when it is launched. If < > is value
omitted, no arguments are passed.

work
ingdi
r:

Optional Optio
nal

The working directory when program is launched. If < > is omitted, value
working directory defaults to “.” (current directory).

imag
efile:

Optional Mand
atory

The icon image file.
On Windows, < > must be a path name, taken relative to the CA value
Spectrum installation directory if the path is not an absolute path. The image 
file may be a Windows icon file (.ico file) or a DLL containing an icon library 
(see the imageordinal: entry in this table). < > may be omitted if the icon value
is included in the application program.
On Solaris, if the action_name: entry is specified in the icon definition file, <val

> must be the path name of an X pixmap file (.pm file). Alternatively, if the ue
action_name: entry is omitted, < > must be a CDE action name.value

imag
eordi
nal:

Optional No 
effect

On Windows, if the specified image file is a DLL containing an icon library, the 
image ordinal gives the index of the image file within the DLL.

actio
n_na
me:

No 
effect

Optio
nal

On Solaris, the CDE icon action name. If < > is omitted, the CDE icon value
action is the same as the icon image file name.
This entry is provided to allow two or more CDE icons to share the same 
image.

iconf
older
:

Mandato
ry

No 
effect

The desktop menu folder that will contain the icon. < > is taken relative value
to $SPECROOT on Solaris.

iconn
ame:

Mandato
ry

Mand
atory

The descriptive name of the icon. This name appears in the menu pick for the 
icon and/or immediately beneath the icon on the desktop

descr
iptio
n:

Optional Optio
nal

The description of the icon. On Windows, this name appears when the cursor 
hovers over the icon.

wind
owst
ate:

Optional Optio
nal

The initial state of the window launching the application.
On Windows, < > may be any one of the following:value
SW_SHOWNORMAL
SW_SHOWMINIMIZED
SW_SHOWMAXIMIZED
SW_SHOWMINNOACTIVE
SW_HIDE
If < > is omitted, the initial state of the launch window is value
SW_SHOWNORMAL.
On Solaris, < > can be specified as NO_STDIO. If < > is omitted, the value value
initial state of the Solaris launch window is NO_STDIO.

No 
effect

Mand
atory
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<
label
>

Windows Solaris Interpretation of < >value

appg
roup
_na
me:

On Solaris, the name of a CDE application group.
If none of the entries appgroup_position:, appgroup_pathpattern:, or 
appgroup_description: appears in the icon definition file, the icon is added to 
the specified CDE application group.
If appgroup_pathpattern: and appgroup_description: appear in the icon 
description file, the specified CDE application group is added to the CDE front 
panel.

appg
roup
_posi
tion:

No 
effect

Optio
nal

On Solaris, the position for placement of the CDE application group in the CDE 
front panel.

appg
roup
_pat
hpatt
ern:

No 
effect

Optio
nal

On Solaris,*/appmanager/*/spectrum

appg
roup
_des
cripti
on:

No 
effect

Optio
nal

On Solaris, the description of the CDE application group.

The following is a icon definition file named appl.icd, for a hypothetical CA Spectrum application 
named Application. Assume that this application is associated with the OneClick application:

program: %IROOT%/bin/Application

args:

workingdir: .

imagefile.NT: %IROOT%/Install-Tools/icons/appl.ico

imagefile.Solaris: appl

iconfolder: CA

iconname: My Application

description: My <sp> Application

The program: entry specifies that the icon will invoke the application < >/bin/Application $SPECROOT
when opened (clicked) on either Windows or Solaris. The args: entry specifies that Application will be 
invoked with no arguments. The workingdir: entry specifies that Application will be invoked from the 
current directory (“.”) at the time the icon is opened.

On Windows, the imagefile.NT: entry specifies that the icon image file used to display the icon is to be
< >/Install-Tools/icons/appl.ico (Note that on Windows, CA Spectrum icon image files are $SPECROOT
normally installed into the < >/Install-Tools/icons directory). This file must be in the $SPECROOT
Windows icon file format and have an .ico extension. Windows icon files are binary files, which can 
be created by use of the Microsoft Visual Studio program.
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If the icon had been compiled into the application, it would have been unnecessary to ship the icon 
image file on Windows, and the imagefile.NT: entry could have been omitted. If the icon had part of a 
Windows icon library, and imageordinal: entry would have been included to specify the icon’s 
position within the library.

On Solaris, because the action_name: entry is omitted, the specified image file name appl is 
interpreted as a CDE action name. Given only this action name, CDE will look for icon image files with 
names  (tiny image),  (medium image) and  (large image) in a standard appl.t.pm appl.m.pm appl.l.pm
location within the CDE directory structure. These three files must be in XPM (X pixmap) file format 
and must have a .pm extension. These XPM files can be created and edited by use of the dticon 
editor (provided as /usr/dt/bin/dticon in the Solaris distribution). Since XPM files are actually code 
fragments that are written in the C programming language, they can also be edited with a standard 
text editor. Documentation for the XPM file format is included in the Solaris distribution package.

The iconfolder: entry specifies that, on Windows, the Application icon will appear in the CA folder 
under Start menu > Programs. On Solaris, the icon, like all icons, appears in the CDE CA Spectrum 
menu. The iconname: entry specifies that the desktop icon will have the visible title “My Application”. 
The description: entry specifies that the description “My CA Spectrum Application” will appear when 
the cursor hovers over the icon.

Shipping Icon Definition and Icon Image Files
The following index file entries might be used to ship the icon definition file and icon image files 
described in the scenario outlined in the previous section. These entries assume that all icon 
definition files and icon image files are in the same directory as the index file.

file: OC icondef ? appl.icd ? ?

file: OC iconimg ? appl.ico ? ? plat=intel

file: OC iconimg ? appl.l.pm ? ? plat=sun4c

file: OC iconimg ? appl.m.pm ? ? plat=sun4c

file: OC iconimg ? appl.t.pm ? ? plat=sun4c

CA Spectrum Extension Integration Developer 
Toolkit (SEI Toolkit) Troubleshooting

Contents
Unable to Archive the Event045a0025.txt file

This section describes problems that can occur while creating the integration module. You can follow 
the solutions that are provided to resolve the integration errors.

Unable to Archive the Event045a0025.txt file
Symptom:

mkmm script failed with the following error message:

http://appl.t.pm
http://appl.m.pm
http://appl.l.pm
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Unable to archive file /opt/spectrum/SG-Support/CsEvFormat/Event045a0025.txt

Solution:

You must place all the customer defined events, Pcause, and the event table files under the $
\custom folder.SPECROOT
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Web Services API Reference
Contents

About the CA Spectrum Web Services API
REST Architecture
Supported Technologies
Performance Considerations
Limitations

About the CA Spectrum Web Services API
The CA Spectrum Web Services API provides a RESTful HTTP Web Service interface in CA Spectrum. 
This distributed API provides an HTTP-based integration point to the CA Spectrum data model, 
allowing web-centric read/write access to devices, models, relationships, attributes, actions and 
alarms. The CA Spectrum Web Services API is a core CA Spectrum component and is installed along 
with the core CA Spectrum product.

Using the CA Spectrum Web Services API, CA Spectrum data can be accessed directly from a browser 
or integrated into your own application. Because of the inherent standards in the REST architecture, 
the CA Spectrum Web Services API makes the CA Spectrum data model accessible to many different 
external development environments and methods. The CA Spectrum Web Services API can be used 
with any language that knows how to manage HTTP integration and provides a lightweight 
alternative to SOAP services.

By using the CA Spectrum Web Services API, you can take advantage of functionality provided by the 
OneClick server, such as using its search infrastructure to more easily find groups of models. You can 
also perform many standard CA Spectrum functions for a single SpectroSERVER or in a distributed 
SpectroSERVER (DSS) environment, such as the following:

Access devices, models, relationships, attributes, actions and alarms

Manage devices, ports, containers, services, and links

Read, update, and clear alarms

Manage subscriptions and notifications

You can use the CA Spectrum Web Services API to perform these functions and more, similar to those 
provided by other CA Spectrum API tools such as the Command Line Interface (CLI), Modeling 
Gateway, AlarmNotifier, Southbound Gateway, or the SpectroSERVER Object Request Broker (SSORB) 
interface.
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REST Architecture
Representational State Transfer (REST) is a software architectural style that promotes standardized 
behaviors between interacting elements, or clients and servers. Conforming to the REST constraints is 
referred to as being RESTful.

The REST architecture is a lightweight HTTP/HTTPS-based approach for SOAPless Web Services using 
create (POST), read (GET), update (PUT), and delete (DELETE) operations, or verbs.

RESTful architecture and applications are stateless, which means that no client context information is 
stored between requests. Each request contains all the information necessary to service the request.

The CA Spectrum Web Services API supports the REST architecture.

Supported Technologies
The CA Spectrum Web Services API provides a flexible, lightweight RESTful approach for integration 
of CA Spectrum data into your application. As an alternative to CORBA integration, the CA Spectrum 
Web Services API is language-independent and can be integrated into any development platform that 
supports HTTP integration, such as:

Java

Perl

Ruby on Rails

.net

The CA Spectrum Web Services API provides an HTTP/HTTPS interface, is both HTTP and XML/JSON-
based, and provides Java Beans for client development.

Performance Considerations
The CA Spectrum Web Services API is a client, very similar to OneClick. Because the CA Spectrum Web 
Services API reuses much of the OneClick server code, performance of a single API client should 
generally mimic the performance of the comparable OneClick operation. The CA Spectrum Web 
Services API should not alter SpectroSERVER performance except through normal request load.

Important! The following can cause performance issues:
- Because data is cached in the OneClick server, large data requests across
multiple clients can cause performance degradation.
- Users can create new, poorly performing searches and execute them through
the CA Spectrum Web Services API, resulting in performance degradation.
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Limitations
The following should be considered when using the CA Spectrum Web Services API:

The CA Spectrum Web Services API does not provide interfaces for the modeling catalog where 
data is generally static.

While an HTML or browser application can be built on top of the CA Spectrum Web Services API, 
the CA Spectrum Web Services API itself does not provide HTML.

The CA Spectrum Web Services API accepts XML only for input and produces XML or JSON for 
output. If you choose JSON as output, you may need to parse it out and produce XML for the next 
request.

Note: The CA Spectrum Web Services API can be used for simple CLI ad hoc commands and as an 
alternative to complex CLI scripting.

Important! The CA Spectrum Web Services API is a powerful tool. It does not provide the 
safeguards that OneClick does, especially related to modeling. It should be used only by CA 
Spectrum administrators who understand the potentially harmful effects on a network modeling 
scheme of haphazardly creating and destroying models and modifying model attributes.

CA Spectrum Web Services API and OneClick
The CA Spectrum Web Services API is hosted by and sits on top of the OneClick server. As shown in 
the following diagram, the CA Spectrum Web Services API servlets provide the entry point to the 
OneClick server:
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1.  

2.  

3.  

 
SPEC--RESTful and OC

This approach allows full access to OneClick server functions, essentially using the same code as the 
OneClick server. You can take advantage of OneClick features such as user authentication, search 
capability, and defined alarm filters. Throttled reads provide bulk query efficiency, and load-balanced 
OneClick servers provide high availability. The CA Spectrum Web Services API is fully supported in a 
distributed SpectroSERVER environment.

As with all RESTful services, the CA Spectrum Web Services API requests are stateless, requiring each 
request to include all necessary information to perform the operation.

How to Use the CA Spectrum Web Services API
The following describes how to use the CA Spectrum Web Services API:

Generate a request to the OneClick server. The request can be in the form of a URL or 
imbedded in XML content.
The OneClick server processes the request and returns a response.

Review the response, which contains the results of the request in the form of an XML or JSON 
document, depending on the client configuration.

Using information returned by the response, such as throttled results or other request-
specific information, you can create follow-up requests.

Both requests and responses are regulated by defined .schemas
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CA Spectrum Web Services API Files
CA Spectrum Web Services API files are located in < >/RestfulExamples, which includes the $SPECROOT
following folders:

lib
Contains all .jar files necessary for Java client development.

src
Contains the following folders:

test
Contains example Java code that demonstrates basic functionality, JAXB beans, and hard-
coded XML. An Eclipse .project and .classpath are also provided. For more information about 
provided examples, see .Java Code Examples

xsd
Contains xsd files. For more information, see .XML Schema Definitions

xml
Contains sample XML for GET Tunneling requests. For more information about provided 
examples, see .XML Examples

Note: For more about GET Tunneling, see .Simple and Complex Requests

Requests
Contents

Request Types
General URL Parameters

To use the CA Spectrum Web Services API, you generate a request to the OneClick server for which 
you receive results in response. The request can be in the form of a URL or imbedded in XML content.

RESTful Web Service URLs are noun-oriented, and the HTTP operation itself represents the verb. The 
following is the base URL when generating a request using the CA Spectrum Web Services API:

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/<request>

request
Specifies the . Any request that requires a body CA Spectrum Web Services API RESTful resource
will use the types defined in the .Request.xsd

http://wiki-dev.ca.com/display/CSP/Java+Code+and+XML+Examples#JavaCodeandXMLExamples-XMLExamples
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Note: Because RESTful architecture and applications are stateless, no client context is stored 
between requests. Each request contains all the information necessary to service the request 
in the URL or XML content.

Request Types
There are two types of requests used in the CA Spectrum Web Services API. Both request types offer 
the same performance.

URL Requests
Used when a resource targets a specific model. For example, DELETE <  deletes a specific mh>
model. This type of request works well for simple requests with few parameters, does not require 
body text, and can be used as a browser URL.

Note: All URL requests have GET Tunneling equivalents.

GET Tunneling Requests
Used when a resource targets multiple models using complex parameters. An HTTP GET 
command can only support a limited number of parameters in a URL and does not support a 
body. The GET Tunneling operation tunnels a GET request through a POST body, allowing complex 
requests to be created. The XML body can contain rich filters by using new and existing search 
criteria and pre-defined alarm filters. Semantics of GET Tunneling requests are defined by 

 and can be created manually or generated from request Request.xsd and Filter.xsd schemas
beans.

General URL Parameters
The following are general parameters that are supported for some of the resources, depending on 
application. In general, the order of URL parameters in a list does not matter. Any exceptions are 
noted.

Important! Parameters are preceded by either ? or &. In accordance with standard HTTP syntax, 
the first parameter specified must be preceded by ?, and any subsequent parameters must be 
preceded by &. All of the following parameters are shown preceded by &. Use the appropriate 
prefix depending on the location of the parameter in the list.

&attr=< >&val=< >attr_ID num
Specifies attribute value pairs, which are used to obtain specific attribute values for the resource 
being queried. For example, if you GET alarms, you get the alarm IDs only by default. However, if 
you retrieve alarms with specified attributes you get the alarm IDs with their specific attribute 
values.
When attribute value pairs are specified, especially when updating attribute values, attribute ID 
and values must occur in sequence for proper binding of the ID and value, as in the following:

?attr=0x10062&val=text&attr=0x10001&val=12334
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This pairing tells the RESTful servlet that an attr ID will be followed by the desired value for that 
ID when updating the value of the attribute.
Multiple attribute-value pairs can be specified.

&landscape=< >landscape_handle
Specifies which landscapes to include in query. Multiple landscape parameters can be specified.

&mh=< >model_handle
Specifies the model handle.

&throttlesize=< >num
Specifies the number of items from the result set to retrieve per response. If the throttlesize 
value is less than the total number of items in the result set, the results contain a "next" link. This 
link can be used to retrieve more results. See .Using Throttle and Next

Note: Not all resources support the throttlesize parameter.

Security
Contents

User Security in OneClick
Secure Connections

User Security in OneClick

All requests using the CA Spectrum Web Services API respect CA Spectrum user model-based 
security.

Important! The CA Spectrum Web Services API is a powerful tool. It does not provide the 
safeguards that OneClick does, especially related to modeling. It should be used only by CA 
Spectrum administrators with strong knowledge of the CA Spectrum data model.

Secure Connections

The CA Spectrum Web Services API supports secure connections to the OneClick server. To use secure 
connections, the OneClick server must be configured for Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

Note: For information about configuring OneClick for SSL, see the .Administrator Guide
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Responses
Responses are in the form of an XML or JSON document, as determined by the client’s accept header 
value/MIME type. This flexible output makes the output data easy to integrate into client 
development. Responses are defined by .Response.xsd schema

Note: The CA Spectrum Web Services API supports both application/xml and application/json 
MIME types in the accept header. If you choose JSON as output, you may need to parse it out and 
produce XML for the next request.

The following describes elements of a response output:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes" ?> 

<resource-response-list xmlns="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/response" 

error="<msg>" throttle="<num>" total-resource="<num>"> 

  <resource-responses> 

...

  </resource-responses> 

<link rel="next" href="http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/alarms?

id=<result_set_ID>&start=3&throttlesize=<num>" type="application/xml" />

</resource-response-list>

error="< >"msg
Indicates the overall success or failure of the operation. If there is a failure, additional information 
is provided. "EndOfResults" indicates that all items in the result set have been returned.

throttle="< >"num
Indicates the number of items returned in this response, as specified by the throttlesize 
parameter on the request. If the throttle number is less than the total results found by the server, 
a "next" link is provided. If the complete set of data is returned, there is no "next" link.

total- ="< >"resource num
Indicates the total number of items in the result set. varies depending on the type of Resource 
request (for example, alarms, landscape, model, models).

link rel="next" href="< >"URL

Note: The "next" link appears only if additional items remain in the result set.

Indicates that additional items remain in the result set and provides the URL to obtain them 
according to the throttle value. This link conforms to the HATEOAS (Hypermedia as the Engine of 
Application State) constraints and can be used in a client or a browser to issue the "next" request. 
By using this link, the full cost of the original call is avoided. The location is cached on the 
OneClick server and expires after ten minutes of inactivity. After expiration, the URL returns the 
string "The cursor is no longer valid".
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Note: Each RESTful call has its own cache.

The following parameters appear in the generated URL:

id=< >result_set_ID
Specifies the location of the result set on the OneClick server. The data expires after ten 
minutes of inactivity.

start=< >element_num
Indicates the start position within the result set.

throttlesize
Indicates the number of items to return in the next response.

Note: The format of the parameters within the generated link may vary depending on your 
environment. For example, "&" may be generated as "&amp;" This is due to differences 
between XML, HTTP, and JSON formatting standards.

RESTful Resources (Nouns)
The CA Spectrum Web Services API provides the URLs for the appropriate RESTful HTTP operations 
against the CA Spectrum data model nouns, as displayed in the following table. All nouns are 
lowercase.

Resource Description POST GET PUT DELETE

action Used to send actions yes

alarms Read, update, and delete alarms GET 
Tunneling

yes yes yes

associations Create, read, update, and delete associations yes yes yes

attribute Reads values for enumerated attribute values yes

connectivit
y

Reads connectivity information for a specified IP 
address

yes

devices Reads devices and attributes yes

landscapes Reads landscape information yes

model Creates, reads, updates attributes and deletes models yes yes yes yes

models Reads and writes models attributes GET 
Tunneling

yes* yes

Events Creates one or more events on single or multiple 
models

yes

subscriptio
n

Creates request for change notification yes yes yes

* GET can only be performed against the result set created by POST (GET Tunneling).

http://wiki-dev.ca.com/display/CSP/Using+Alarm+Resources
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action
Contents

GET action

Use the Action resource to issue an action request to the SpectroSERVER. An internal action code 
determines which operation is performed by the action.

Base URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/action

GET action

GET action issues an action request to the SpectroSERVER. Initiated as an HTTP GET, the action 
performed on the SpectroSERVER, including modifying data, is specified by an action code. All actions 
return results, which differ by the requested action.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/action/<action_code>[?mh=<model_handle>][&attr=<attr_ID>&val=<num>]

[&throttlesize=<num>]

HTTP Method
GET

Body
None

Body Content
Not used

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing. Content differs depending on requested action.

URL Parameters

action_code
Specifies the action to perform on the SpectroSERVER. The following table contains some 
common actions.

Action Target Model Description

0x100
0e

device Reconfigures a model (reconfig)

0x480
003

watch Activates a watch (activate)

watch Deactivates a watch (deactivate)
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Action Target Model Description

0x480
004

0x210
008

device Reconfigures application models on Cisco and Wellfleet devices 
(reconfigure_apps)

0x100
a2

VNM Updates the SpectroSERVER with changes to EventDisp and AlertMap files 
(reload_event_disp)

0x100
f6

global 
collection

Updates membership for periodic search-based global collections

0x102
74

VNM Turns on EMS debugging

0x102
75

VNM Turns off EMS debugging

0x103
01

VNM or 
global 
collection

Turns on Search Debug for all searches if directed to the VNM model or for a 
single global collection if directed to a global collection

0x103
00

VNM or 
global 
collection

Turns off Search Debug for all searches if directed to the VNM model or for a 
single global collection if directed to a global collection

0xbc6
14d

RFC2790App Toggles debug for File System Monitoring

0xbd6
146

RFC2790App Toggles debug for Process Monitoring

&mh=< >model_handle
(Optional) Specifies the target of the action.

&attr=< >&val=< >attr_ID num
(Optional) Specifies attribute values as input to the action. Multiple attribute-value pairs can be 
specified.

&throttlesize=< >num
(Optional) Specifies a throttle size.

Example

The following URL initiates the ‘FIND_DEV_MODELS_BY_IP’ action (0x10093) against the 
SearchManager model (0x400018):

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/action/0x10093?

mh=0x400018&attr=0&val=172.22.96.11&attr=1&val=172.22.96.5

Note:

The SearchManager model handle will differ from SpectroSERVER to SpectroSERVER.
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You can also find device models by IP by embedding the correct locater search in the POST 
.body of a GET models

Using Alarm Resources
Contents

POST alarms (GET Tunneling)
GET alarms
PUT alarms
DELETE alarms

Use the Alarms resource to read, modify, and delete CA Spectrum alarms. Asynchronous responses 
are supported.

Base URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/alarms

POST alarms (GET Tunneling)

Use POST alarms (GET Tunneling) to get all alarm IDs. POSTing an alarms request allows you to 
provide an XML document that specifies the alarms to be retrieved. The document can specify 
specific alarms by ID or by a model specification. A model specification can be a list of model handles, 
XML search criteria or a reference to existing search criteria on the OneClick server. It is also possible 
to GET alarms that satisfy a specific alarm attribute filter. An attribute filter is a subset of the search 
criteria.

Important! This POST is a form of GET Tunneling. You cannot create an alarm with POST alarms. 
CA Spectrum alarms are created in response to events, as defined by the Event Disposition files.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/alarms

HTTP Method
POST

Body
Examples are provided in < >/RestfulExamples/xml/Alarms. These XML files provide $SPECROOT
examples of properly formed XML for different purposes. Use these examples as a basis for your 
own XML:

GetAlarmsByModelHandles.xml

GetAlarmsBySearchCriteria.xml

GetAlarmsForAllDevices.xml
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GetAlarmsByAlarmIDs.xml

GetAlarmsByAttributeFilter.xml

Body Content
application/xml

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing all alarms in the SpectroSERVER or distributed SpectroSERVER

Example

The following is an example call:

Java GenericPoster noun=Alarms file=resources/xml/Alarms/GetAlarmsBySearch.xml 

server=localhost username=jdoe password=spectrum port=8080

GET alarms

GET alarms returns alarm IDs. You can retrieve specific alarm attributes by using the &attr=< > attr_id
parameter.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/alarms[?attr=<attr_ID>][&landscape=<landscape_handle>]

[&throttlesize=<num>]

HTTP Method
GET

Body
None

Body Content
Not used

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing alarms in the SpectroSERVER or distributed SpectroSERVER

URL Parameters

&attr=< >attr_ID
(Optional) Specifies the requested attributes. Multiple attribute parameters can be specified.
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Note: There are many attributes on a model; for best performance you should limit attribute 
selection to attributes of interest.

&landscape=< >landscape_handle
(Optional) Filters which landscapes are queried. Multiple landscape parameters can be specified.

&throttlesize=< >num
(Optional) Specifies a throttle size.

PUT alarms

Use PUT alarms to update alarm attributes.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/alarms/<alarm_id>?attr=<attr_ID>&val=<num>

HTTP Method
PUT

Body
None

Body Content
Not Used

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing indicating success or failure

URL Parameters

alarm_ID
Specifies the alarm ID.

&attr=< >&val=< >attr_ID num
Specifies the attributes and values. Multiple attribute-value pairs can be specified.

DELETE alarms

To delete an alarm using DELETE alarms, include the alarm ID without any other parameters.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/alarms/<alarm_id>

HTTP Method
DELETE

Body
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Body
None

Body Content
Not Used

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing indicating success or failure

URL Parameters

alarm_ID
Specifies the alarm to delete.

associations
Contents

POST associations
GET associations
DELETE associations

Use the Associations/Relation resource to create, read, or delete associations.

Note: Associations cannot be updated. To modify an association, delete the existing association 
and create a new one. Association operations are restricted to one SpectroSERVER at a time.

Base URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/associations/relation

Note: The Associations noun is a pass-through noun. You must also specify the Relation noun 
to create, read, or delete associations.

POST associations

POST associations creates an association. A specific relation is created between two models. Only 
models on the same SpectroSERVER can be associated.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/associations/relation/<rel_handle>/leftmodel/<LMhandle>/rightmodel

/<RMhandle>
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HTTP Method
POST

Body
None

Body Content
Not Used

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing association information

URL Parameters

rel_handle
Specifies the relation handle.

LMhandle
Specifies the handle of the left model in the relation.

RMhandle
Specifies the handle of the right model in the relation.

Note: To get the left or right model handle, you can use the CLI show associations command, as 
follows:

show associations mh=<model_handle_of_device/port>

For more information about this command, see the .Command Line Interface User Guide

GET associations

GET associations returns associations for a specific relation and model. Associations are read based 
on the side of the association that the model handle is on.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/associations/relation/<rel_handle>/model/<model_handle>?side=

[left|right]

HTTP Method
GET

Body
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Body
None

Body Content
Not Used

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing association information

URL Parameters

rel_handle
Specifies the relation handle.

model_handle
Specifies the handle of the model in the relation.

side=[left|right]
Specifies the side of the association that the model handle is on.

DELETE associations

DELETE associations removes associations by deleting a specific relation between two models.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/associations/relation/<rel_handle>/leftmodel/<LMhandle>/rightmodel

/<RMhandle>

HTTP Method
DELETE

Body
None

Body Content
Not Used

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing indicating success or failure

URL Parameters

rel_handle
Specifies the relation handle.
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LMhandle
Specifies the handle of the left model in the relation.

RMhandle
Specifies the handle of the right model in the relation.

attribute
Contents

GET attribute

Use the Attribute resource to retrieve strings for enumerated attributes.

Base URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/attribute

GET attribute

GET attribute returns XML describing the enumerations for the specified attribute.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/attribute/<attr_ID>/enums

HTTP Method
GET

Body
None

Body Content
application/xml, application

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML describing the enumerations for the specified attribute

URL Parameters

attr_ID
Specifies the attribute ID.

Note: Do not use external attributes.

Example

The following URL requests the enumerations for the model class attribute (0x11ee8):
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The following URL requests the enumerations for the model class attribute (0x11ee8):

http://localhost:8080/spectrum/restful/attribute/0x11ee8/enums

The following is returned for the request:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<attrtibute-enum-response xmlns="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/response">

    <attribute id="0x11ee8"/>

    <enum id="0" value="Unknown"/>

    <enum id="1" value="Other"/>

    <enum id="2" value="Switch"/>

    <enum id="3" value="Router"/>

. . .

connectivity
Contents

GET connectivity

Use the Connectivity resource to retrieve connectivity information for a specified device model's IP 
address.

Base URL
http://< ><: >/spectrum/restful/connectivityhostname portnumber

GET connectivity

GET connectivity returns XML describing all the connectivity from a requested end point.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/connectivity/<ip_address>

HTTP Method
GET

Body
None

Body Content
application/xml, application

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML describing the connectivity

URL Parameters

ip_address
Specifies the IP address to retrieve connectivity information for.
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Example

The following URL requests connectivity information for the specified IP address:

http://localhost:8080/spectrum/restful/connectivity/172.22.94.134

The following is returned for the request:

?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<connection-response-list xmlns="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/response">

    <connection-response>

        <connection-element-left>

            <ipaddress>172.22.94.134</ipaddress>

            <mh>0x400538</mh>

            <name>Stack</name>

            <type>ExtrDevice</type>

            <class>Switch-Router</class>

        </connection-element-left>

        <connection-element-left>

            <ipaddress>172.22.94.134</ipaddress>

            <mh>0x400c52</mh>

            <name>Stack_1:1</name>

            <type>ExtrIfPort</type>

            <class>Port</class>

        </connection-element-left>

        <connection-element-right>

            <ipaddress>172.22.94.25</ipaddress>

            <mh>0x400449</mh>

            <name>cis7204-96.6.ca.com.6.ca.com</name>

            <type>Rtr_Cisco</type>

            <class>Switch-Router</class>

        </connection-element-right>

        <connection-element-right>

            <ipaddress>172.22.94.25</ipaddress>

            <mh>0x4007bb</mh>

            <name>cis7204-96.6.ca.com.6.ca.com_Fa4/0</name>

            <type>Gen_IF_Port</type>

            <class>Port</class>

        </connection-element-right>

    </connection-response>

    <connection-response>

        <connection-element-left>

            <ipaddress>172.22.94.134</ipaddress>

devices
Contents

GET devices

Use the Devices resource to retrieve CA Spectrum devices and attribute information.
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Note: A  is defined as all models returned by the SpectroSERVER action device
FIND_ALL_DEVICE_MODELS (0x1023a).

Base URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/devices

GET devices

GET devices returns all device model handles. You can retrieve specific model attributes by using the 
&attr=< > parameter.attr_id

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/devices[?attr=<attr_ID>][&landscape=<landscape_handle>]

[&throttlesize=<num>]

HTTP Method
GET

Body
None

Body Content
Not Used

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing all device model handles and requested attributes in the SpectroSERVER or 
distributed SpectroSERVER

URL Parameters

&attr=< >attr_ID
(Optional) Specifies the requested attributes. Multiple attribute parameters can be specified.

Note: There are many attributes on a model; for best performance you should limit attribute 
selection to attributes of interest.

&landscape=< >landscape_handle
(Optional) Filters which landscapes are queried. Multiple landscape parameters can be specified.

&throttlesize=< >num
(Optional) Specifies a throttle size.

Example

The following URL requests the name and model type of all devices:
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The following URL requests the name and model type of all devices:

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/devices?attr=0x1006e&attr=0x10000

The following is returned for the request:

  <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes" ?> 

- <model-response-list xmlns="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/response" 

error="EndOfResults" throttle="5" total-models="5"> 

  - <model-responses> 

    - <model mh="0x1800178"> 

       <attribute id="0x1006e">ciscoRPM-9.18.ca.com</attribute> 

       <attribute id="0x10000">Rtr_Cisco</attribute> 

      </model> 

    - <model mh="0x1800351"> 

       <attribute id="0x1006e">Rtr7301IPT_248</attribute> 

       <attribute id="0x10000">Rtr_Cisco</attribute> 

      </model> 

    - <model mh="0x1800082"> 

       <attribute id="0x1006e">jun2300-96.17</attribute> 

       <attribute id="0x10000">JuniperJUNOSRtr</attribute> 

      </model> 

    - <model mh="0x1800062"> 

       <attribute id="0x1006e">junM7i-96.20</attribute> 

       <attribute id="0x10000">JuniperJUNOSRtr</attribute> 

      </model> 

    - <model mh="0x18002fb"> 

       <attribute id="0x1006e">AdminActive</attribute> 

       <attribute id="0x10000">HPBladeOnboardAdmin</attribute> 

      </model> 

    </model-responses> 

  </model-response-list>

Events
Contents

POST event
POST events

Use the events resource to create events.

Note: The events resource operates on a single model or groups of models.

Base URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/events

POST event

POST event creates a new event.

URL
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URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/events/<eventType>/model/<model_handle>[?varbind=<varbind id>]

[&val=<varbind value>]

HTTP Method
POST

Body
None

Body Content
Not Used

Header
application/xml, application/json

Encoding
UTF-8

Output
XML or JSON listing the model handle of the created model or the error if the model cannot be 
created.

URL Parameters

<eventType>
Specifies the event type to be created.

<model_handle> 
Specifies the model handle on which the event will be created.

<varbind id>
Specifies the varbind id.

<varbind value>
Specifies the varbind value.

POST events

Use POST events to create one or more events on one or more models. POSTing an event request lets 
you provide an XML document that specifies the events to create and the models on which to create 
them. The document contains a list of model handles, XML search criteria, or a reference to the 
existing search criteria on the OneClick server.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/events

HTTP Method
POST

Body
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Body
Examples are provided in <$SPECROOT>/RestfulExamples/xml/Events. These XML files provide 
examples of properly formed XML for different purposes. Use these examples as a basis for your 
own XML:

CreateEventByModelHandleList.xml

CreateEventByModelSearch.xml

CreateMultipleEventsByModelHandle.xml

Body Content
application/xml

Header
application/xml, application/json

Encoding
UTF-8

Output
XML or JSON listing of models satisfying the request input in the SpectroSERVER or distributed 
SpectroSERVER

Example: Create an event 0x10f06 on all RTR_Cisco Model Types, with 4 varbinds

The following is an example of creating an event 0x10f06 on all RTR_Cisco Model Types, with 4 
varbinds

URL

Post the following XML body to:

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/events

Body

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<!--This sample event request will create an event of type 0x10f06 (generates a High 

Memory Utilization alarm) on all models found by the specified locater search (all 

models derived from RTR_Cisco) -->

<rs:event-request throttlesize="10" xmlns:rs="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful

/schema/request" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:

schemaLocation="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/request ../../../xsd

/Request.xsd">

  <rs:event>

    <rs:target-models>

      <rs:models-search>

        <rs:search-criteria

             xmlns="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/filter">

          <filtered-models>

            <is-derived-from>

              <attribute id="AttributeID.MTYPE_HANDLE">
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                <value>0x21000c</value> <!-- RTR_Cisco -->

              </attribute>

            </is-derived-from>

          </filtered-models>

        </rs:search-criteria>

      </rs:models-search>

    </rs:target-models>

   <!-- event ID -->

    <rs:event-type id="0x10f06"/>

    <!-- attributes/varbinds -->

    <rs:varbind id="0">75</rs:varbind>

    <rs:varbind id="1">99</rs:varbind>

    <rs:varbind id="3">mem_instance</rs:varbind>

    <rs:varbind id="5">name</rs:varbind>

  </rs:event>

</rs:event-request>

landscapes
Contents

GET landscapes

Use the Landscapes resource to retrieve landscape information.

Base URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/landscapes

GET landscapes

GET landscapes returns information about all landscapes.

URL
http://< ><: >/spectrum/restful/landscapeshostname portnumber

HTTP Method
GET

Body
None

Body Content
Not Used

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing all landscapes in SpectroSERVER or distributed SpectroSERVER

Example

The following URL requests all landscapes:
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http://localhost/spectrum/restful/landscapes

The following is returned for the request:

  <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes" ?> 

- <landscape-response xmlns="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/response" 

total-landscapes="1"> 

  - <landscape> 

      <id>0x1800000</id> 

      <name>comp001</name> 

      <isPrimary>true</isPrimary> 

      <spectrumVersion>9.2.1.005</spectrumVersion> 

    </landscape> 

  </landscape-response>

model
Contents

POST model
GET model
PUT model
DELETE model

Use the model resource to create or delete a model and to read or modify model attributes. An 
example that illustrates model creation is included in this section. For more information, see 

.Example: Create a Model Based on Model Type

Note: The model resource operates on a single model at a time. For groups of models, use the 
 resource.models

Base URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/model

POST model

POST model creates a new model and returns the model handle.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/model[?landscapeid=<landscape_handle>][&mtypeid=<mtype_handle>]

[&agentport=<snmp_port>][&commstring=<comm_str>][&retry=<retry_cnt>][&timeout=<timeout_val>][&ipaddress=<ip_address>]

[&parentmh=<model_handle>][&relationid=<rel_handle>][&attr=<attr_id>&val=<num>]

HTTP Method
POST
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Body
None

Body Content
Not Used

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing the model handle of the created model or the error if the model cannot be 
created

URL Parameters

&landscapeid=< >landscape_handle
(Optional) Specifies the landscape where the model will be created.

&mtypeid=< >mtype_handle
(Optional) Specifies the model type handle of the model to be created. Required if the ipaddress 
parameter is not specified (see below).

&agentport=< >snmp_port
(Optional) Specifies the SNMP management port on the device.

 161Default:

&commstring=< >comm_str
(Optional) Specifies the community string.

 publicDefault:

&retry=< >retry_cnt
(Optional) Specifies the retry count.

 3Default:

&timeout=< >timeout_val
(Optional) Specifies the timeout value.

 3000Default:

&ipaddress=< >ip_address
(Optional) Specifies the IP address.

&parentmh=< >model_handle
(Optional) Specifies the parent (left Association) model.

&relationid=< >rel_handle
(Optional) Specifies the association from the parent to this model.

 CollectsDefault:

&attr=< >&val=< >attr_id num
(Optional) Specifies and attribute ID and value.
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GET model

GET model reads attributes from the specified model.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/model/<model_handle>[?attr=<attr_ID>]

HTTP Method
GET

Body
None

Body Content
Not Used

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing of the requested attributes

URL Parameters

model_handle
Specifies the model.

&attr=< >attr_ID
(Optional) Specifies the requested attributes. Multiple attribute parameters can be specified.

PUT model

PUT model updates attributes on the specified model.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/model/<model_handle>?attr=<attr_ID>&val=<num>

HTTP Method
PUT

Body
None

Body Content
Not Used

Header
application/xml, application/json
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Output
XML or JSON listing of the requested attributes

URL Parameters

model_handle
Specifies the model to update.

&attr=< >&val=< >attr_ID num
Specifies the attributes and values to update. Multiple attribute-value pairs can be specified.

DELETE model

DELETE model deletes the specified model.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/model/<model_handle>

HTTP Method
DELETE

Body
None

Body Content
Not Used

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing indicating success or failure

URL Parameters

model_handle
Specifies the model to delete.

Example Create a Model Based on Model Type

You can use the POST method to create a model based on a model type. Use the model noun and the 
model type ID for the model type that you want to create. You can deploy this basic method to create 
pingable models, user models, maintenance schedules, containers, and any other type of model that 
you can create using CA Spectrum web services.

The basic format to use is shown in the following URL. Variables are indicated with :italics

http: : /spectrum/restful/model[?mtypeid=//hostname portnumber
][&parentmh= ][&relationid= ][&attr=modeltype_of_a_device model_handle rel_handle

&val=<num>]attr_id

Example
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Example

Use any REST client to post the following URL:

http:// : /spectrum/restful/modelhost IP address portnumber
?mtypeid=0x00010290&parentmh=0x40000005&attr=0x12d7f&val=10.13.12.111

In this example, we supplied the following parameters:

val
The IP address of a pingable device (in this example, 10.13.12.111).

mtypeid
The model type of a device that you are modeling. In this example, it is a pingable device, 
0x00010290. To find the model type ID for the model type that you want to create, use the 
Search feature in the Model Type Editor.

parentmh
The model_handle for a universe.

relationid
(Optional) The relation ID to identify an association between two models in the model domain (a 
relation).

attr 
The attribute ID of ipaddress. The value is the device IP address.

models
Contents

POST models (GET Tunneling)
GET models
PUT models

Use the Models resource to retrieve and update models and attributes.

Note: The models resource operates on groups of models. For a single model, use the  model
resource.

Base URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/models

POST models (GET Tunneling)

Use POST models to get all model handles and requested attributes. POSTing a models request lets 
you provide an XML document that specifies the models to retrieve. The document contains a list of 
model handles, XML search criteria, or a reference to the existing search criteria on the OneClick 
server.
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Important! POST models is a form of GET Tunneling used to retrieve multiple models. You cannot 
create a model with POST models. To create a model, use .POST model

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/models

HTTP Method
POST

Body
Examples are provided in < >/RestfulExamples/xml/Models. These XML files provide $SPECROOT
examples of properly formed XML for different purposes. Use these examples as a basis for your 
own XML:

GetCiscoRouterModels.xml

GetModelsByModelHandles.xml

GetModelsFromExistingSearch.xml

Body Content
application/xml

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing of models satisfying the request input in the SpectroSERVER or distributed 
SpectroSERVER

Example 1: Java CALL

The following is an example call:

Java GenericPoster noun=Models file=resources/xml/Models/GetCiscoRouterModels.xml 

server=localhost username=jdoe password=spectrum port=8080

Example: Request XML to find device models by IP address

The following is an example of how to find device models by IP address by embedding the correct 
locater search in the POST body of a models GET. This operation searches all landscapes in a 
distributed SpectroSERVER environment as well as allowing you to specify the attributes of interest.

URL

POST the following XML body to:

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/models

Body
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<rs:model-request throttlesize="5"

  xmlns:rs="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/request"

  xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

  xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/request ../../../xsd

/Request.xsd">

    <rs:target-models>

      <rs:models-search>

        <rs:search-criteria xmlns="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/filter">

          <action-models>

            <filtered-models>

              <equals>

                <model-type>SearchManager</model-type>

              </equals>

            </filtered-models>

            <action>FIND_DEV_MODELS_BY_IP</action>

            <attribute id="AttributeID.NETWORK_ADDRESS">

              <value>172.22.96.6</value>

            </attribute>

          </action-models>

        </rs:search-criteria>      

      </rs:models-search>

    </rs:target-models>

    <rs:requested-attribute id="0x1006e" />

    <rs:requested-attribute id="0x10000" />

    <rs:requested-attribute id="0x10032" />

    <rs:requested-attribute id="0x12de2" />

</rs:model-request>

Example 2: Query list of device names and ip addresses that belong to a Global Collection

Method 1: The following is an example of how to query device names and IP addresses that belong to 
a Global Collection.

URL

POST the following XML body to:

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/models

Body

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
 
 <rs:model-request throttlesize="5"
   xmlns:rs="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/request"
   xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
   xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/request ../../../xsd/Request.xsd">

 
     <rs:target-models>
       <rs:models-search>
         <rs:search-criteria 
              xmlns="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/filter">
           <filtered-models>
             <has-substring>
               <attribute id="0x12adb">             <!-- This attribute stores the list of global collections to which a model belongs -->
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               <attribute id="0x12adb">             <!-- This attribute stores the list of global collections to which a model belongs -->

                 <value>gc1</value>                 <!-- Name of the Global Collection -->

               </attribute>
             </has-substring>
           </filtered-models>
         </rs:search-criteria>
       </rs:models-search>
     </rs:target-models>
 
     <rs:requested-attribute id="0x1006e" />        <!-- Model Name -->
     <rs:requested-attribute id="0x12d7f" />        <!-- Network Address -->
 
 </rs:model-request>

Method 2: You can also create a custom search criteria file (xml file) at 
"<SPECROOT>\tomcat\webapps\spectrum\WEB-INF\topo\config", and use it in the following xml file:

Body

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
 
 <rs:model-request throttlesize="100"
   xmlns:rs="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/request"
   xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
   xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/request ../../../xsd/Request.xsd">

  
     <rs:target-models>
       <rs:models-search>
         <rs:search-criteria-file>
             topo/config/search-devices-criteria.xml   <!-- Name of the custom search criteria file -->

         </rs:search-criteria-file>
       </rs:models-search>
     </rs:target-models>
 
     <rs:requested-attribute id="0x1006e" />        <!-- Model Name -->
     <rs:requested-attribute id="0x12d7f" />        <!-- Network Address -->
 
 </rs:model-request>

The following is the content of the search-devices-criteria.xml:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
 
 <search-criteria id="search-devices-criteria"
   xmlns="http://www.aprisma.com"
   xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
   xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.aprisma.com../../common/schema/search-criteria-config.xsd">

   <action-models>
     <filtered-models>
       <equals>
         <model-type>SearchManager</model-type>
       </equals>
     </filtered-models>
     <action>0x10474</action>
     <attribute id="AttributeID.MODEL_NAME">
       <value>gc1</value>
     </attribute>
   </action-models>
   
 </search-criteria>
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GET models

GET models returns model handles and requested attributes. To retrieve specific model attributes, 
use the &attr=< > parameter.attr_id

Important! GET models can be used only after a POST (GET Tunneling) models has been 
performed. POST models generates the result set, and GET models is used to retrieve model 
handles and attribute information for the items within that result set.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/models?id=<result_set_pointer>[&attr=<attr_ID>]

[&landscape=<landscape_handle>][&throttlesize=<num>]

HTTP Method
GET

Body
None

Body Content
Not used

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing of models satisfying the request input in the SpectroSERVER or distributed 
SpectroSERVER

URL Parameters

?id=< >result_set_pointer
Specifies the location of the result set on the OneClick server. This value is generated by using 

 and appears on the . The location expires on the POST (GET Tunneling) models "next" relative link
OneClick server after ten minutes of inactivity.

&attr=< >attr_ID
(Optional) Specifies the requested attributes. Multiple attribute parameters can be specified.

Note: There are many attributes on a model; for best performance you should limit attribute 
selection to attributes of interest. Not all models support the same set of attributes. 
Unsupported attributes will return ‘NoSuchAttribute’

&landscape=< >landscape_handle
(Optional) Filters which landscapes are queried. Multiple landscape parameters can be specified.

&throttlesize=< >num
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&throttlesize=< >num
(Optional) Specifies a throttle size.

PUT models

PUT models updates attributes across multiple models. The models can be selected by a variety of 
techniques including search criteria. Not all selected models need to support the attributes being 
modified.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/models

HTTP Method
PUT

Body
Uses Request.xsd:update-models-request. The Request.xsd is located in < >$SPECROOT
/RestfulExamples/src/xsd

Body Content
application/xml, application

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing of model-response indicating the success or failure of each update.

subscription
Contents

POST subscription
GET subscription
GET subscription/requests
DELETE subscription

Use the Subscription resource to create or retrieve subscriptions. A is a request to be subscription 
notified of activity on any of the following:

Model types/attributes. Registers watches for model creation/deletion of type and attribute 
changes on those types.

Note: ModelType subscriptions watch for new models.

Models/attributes. Registers watches on specified models and related attribute changes.

Alarms/attributes. Registers watches for alarm creation/clearing and attribute changes.

Base URL
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http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/subscription

POST subscription

POST subscription creates a new subscription. Subscriptions are  or . A subscription pull push pull 
requires that the client poll the subscription ID whereas a subscription requires that the client push 
provide a URL to which notifications can be POSTed. Notifications contain change information in XML 
or JSON format.

Note: Push subscriptions are useful when the integration client is another OneClick server.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/subscription

HTTP Method
POST

Body
Uses Request.xsd:subscription-request. The Request.xsd is located in < >$SPECROOT
/RestfulExamples/src/xsd
For specific examples of Subscription XML, see the following:

In < >/RestfulExamples/xml/Alarms:$SPECROOT

PullAlarmsSubscription.xml

In < >/RestfulExamples/xml/Models$SPECROOT

PullAttrWatchForAllDevices.xml

In < >/RestfulExamples/xml/MTypes:$SPECROOT

PullWatchForNewMTypes.xml

PushWatchForNewMTypes.xml

PushWatchForNewMTypesBatchMode.xml

PushWatchForNewMTypesNoExpiration.xml

Body Content
application/xml, application

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
XML or JSON listing the subscription-id

subscription-id
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subscription-id
Identifies the subscription. This value is used with  and  GET subscription DELETE subscription
and expires if not used.

Body Parameters

The following parameters are used in the subscription request body XML.

For pull subscriptions:

max-notifications
Specifies the number of notification items.

100Default: 

max-queue-size
Specifies the number of notifications to queue.

 10000Default:

pull-interval
Specifies the frequency of polling in milliseconds.

Note: Subscriptions expire if not polled.

Minimum: 5000

Note: If you expect a high frequency of notifications, you can accommodate plenty of 
notifications in the queue by increasing the . At the same time, to avoid a full max-queue-size
queue, increase the  to pull more notifications in every poll. To empty the max-notifications
queue at a faster rate, reduce the .pull-interval

For push subscriptions:

destination-url
Specifies the URL where notifications will be POSTed.
A test notification servlet has been provided that prints results to the CA Spectrum tomcat 
log. This servlet is installed with CA Spectrum, and no additional configuration is required. To 
use the servlet, set the destination-url to:

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/TestNotifications

Each time a notification is received it is printed to the CA Spectrum tomcat log, as follows:

For Windows: < >/tomcat/logs$SPECROOT

For Solaris and Linux: < >/tomcat/logs/catalina.out$SPECROOT

username
Specifies the user name required by the destination URL.

password
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password
Specifies the password required by the destination URL.

batch-notifications

max-notifications
Specifies the number of notifications in a batch. If this number is reached, notification is 
sent immediately.

 100Default:

max-time
Specifies the time in milliseconds to wait before sending notifications. If this number is 
reached, notifications are sent immediately.

 1000Default:

heartbeat-interval
Specifies the interval in milliseconds that the subscription is validated. The subscription servlet 
sends a message every hearbeat-interval to the receiving servlet (designated by the 
destination-url) to indicate that the subscription is active. If the receiving servlet stops 
receiving the heartbeat message, it knows that the subscription has stopped (for example, if 
the OneClick server stops or restarts). If the receiving servlet becomes unavailable, 
notifications stop.

Note: The TestNotifications servlet does not print the heartbeat message.

Example

The following is an example subscription registration snippet:

<rs:destination-url>http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/TestNotifications<

/rs:destination-url>

<rs:username><user></rs:username>

<rs:password><password></rs:password>

The following is an example Java call:

Java GenericPoster noun=Models file= RestfulExamples/xml/Models

/PullAttrWatchForAllDevices.xml server=localhost username=jdoe password=spectrum 

port=8080

GET subscription

Use GET subscription to return XML describing all the changes of interest based on the initial 
subscription request.

Note: GET subscription applies to the pull model only.

URL
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http://<hostnumber><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/subscription/<subscription_ID>

HTTP Method
GET

Body
None

Body Content
application/xml, application

Header
application/xml, application/json

URL Parameters

subscription_ID
Specifies the subscription ID. This value is returned from the original subscription request (POST 

) or . It is used to obtain the set of changes since the last subscription GET subscription/requests
request.

GET subscription/requests

Use GET subscription/requests to return a string of the current, active subscriptions. This request is 
used primarily for debugging or verification purposes to see if a particular model, type or attribute is 
registered for notification.

Note: To pull the actual model, model type, and attribute changes, see .GET subscription

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/subscription/requests

HTTP Method
GET

Body
None

Body Content
application/xml, application

Header
application/xml, application/json

Output
HTML page listing the subscription-id and other subscription-related information for each current, 
active subscription
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subscription-id
Identifies a subscription. This value is used with  and .GET subscription DELETE subscription

DELETE subscription

DELETE subscription deletes the specified subscription.

URL

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/subscription/<subscription_ID>

HTTP Method
DELETE

Body
None

Body Content
application/xml, application

Header
application/xml, application/json

URL Parameters

subscription_ID
Specifies the subscription to delete. This value is returned from the original subscription request (

) or .POST subscription GET subscription/requests

Alarm and Model Attributes
The follow table contains alarm and model attributes that are commonly used when using the CA 
Spectrum Web Services API.  items are model attributes. Non-italicized items are alarm-Italicized
specific attributes.

Attribute Specification Attribute Name Data Type

0x10000 Model Type Name Text String

0x10001 Model Type of Alarmed Model Model Type Handle

0x10009 Security String Text String

0x1000a Condition Integer

0x1006e Model Name Text String

0x11ee8 Model Class Integer

0x11f4d Acknowledged Boolean

0x11f4e Creation Date Date

0x11f4f Alarm Status Text String

0x11f50 Cause Code Integer
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Attribute Specification Attribute Name Data Type

0x11f52 Event ID List Octet String

0x11f53 Model Handle of Alarmed Model Model Handle

0x11f54 Primary Alarm Boolean

0x11f56 Severity Integer

0x11f57 Troubleshooter Text String

0x11f9b User Clearable Boolean

0x11f9c Alarm ID Octet String

0x11fc4 Alarm Source Enumeration (0=Current, 1=Residual)

0x11fc5 Occurrences Gauge

0x11fc6 Troubleshooter Model Handle Model Handle

0x12022 Trouble Ticket ID Text String

0x1296e Originating Event Octet String

0x12a04 Symptom List Octet String

0x12a05 Cause List Octet String

0x12a06 Symptom Count Integer

0x12a07 Cause Count Integer

0x12a56 Significant Model ID Integer

0x12a63 Web Context URL Text String

0x12a6f Event Symptom List Octet String

0x12a70 Event Symptom Count Integer

0x12a82 IP to Domain Map Octet String

0x12b4c Alarm Title Text String

0x12c05 Secure Domain Display Text String

0x12d7f Network Address Internet Address

0x12d83 Secure Domain Address Internet Address

0x1321a Last Occurrence Date Date

REST Operations (Verbs)
The following REST verbs are supported in the CA Spectrum Web Services API. All operations respect 
standard CA Spectrum user security.

POST (Create)

GET (Read)

PUT (Update)

DELETE (Delete)
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Note: The HEAD, OPTIONS, and TRACE verbs are not supported in the CA Spectrum Web Services 
API.

Web Application Description Language (WADL) URL
The following is the WADL URL for the CA Spectrum Web Services API:

http://<hostname><:portnumber>/spectrum/restful/services

Note: The WADL is provided for advanced users and describes the simple URLs but does not 
describe GET Tunneling. Use the  for GET Tunneling.schema files

XML Schema Definitions
Input and output data transfer is done in XML, conforming to a strict schema which enables standard 
access to data from different applications. The schemas provided in the CA Spectrum Web Services 
API define the correct data layout for all valid requests and responses.

Used to define the required syntax for GET Tunneling, the schema files are also more useful than 
WADL for advanced usage. The schema files are used to generate the JAXB beans that can be used for 
java and java script development. These beans are available in < >/RestfulExamples/lib$SPECROOT
/spectrumrest.jar.

CA Spectrum provides the following XML Schema Definitions (.xsd) files, which are located in <
>/RestfulExamples/src/xsd:$SPECROOT

Filter.xsd
Specifies the XML for attribute filters and search criteria.

Note: This is the same XML that is used by the CA Spectrum Locator; however, the Filter.xsd is 
only used by the CA Spectrum Web Services API.

Request.xsd
Defines the XML format used in GET Tunneling. All POST body XML must have a tag like the 
following:

xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema/request ../../../xsd/Request.xsd">

Response.xsd
Defines the XML or JSON format for all synchronous responses and XML format for all 
asynchronous responses.
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Java Code and XML Examples
Contents

Java Code Examples
Program Arguments

XML Examples
Simple URL Request in Browser
Simple URL Request with Parameters in a Browser

Java Code Examples
The CA Spectrum Web Services API provides example Java code that demonstrates basic 
functionality, JAXB beans, and hard-coded XML. An Eclipse .project and .classpath are also provided. 
The files are located in < >/RestfulExamples/src/test.$SPECROOT

Note: Each of the example programs requires certain parameter values to be provided. See 
.Program Arguments

The following examples are provided in the /client subfolder.

AlarmPoller
Subscribe for and pull alarms.

CreateSimilarModels
Create many models of the same type.

GenericPoster
A generic way to POST XML.

GetAllAlarms
A simple alarm reader.

GetAllDevices
A simple example that reads attributes on devices.

GetAllLandscapes
The simplest example.

GlobalCollectionExample
Creates a new Global Collection Model.

For more information, see the readme.txt files and internal documentation.

Program Arguments
The following program arguments are used by the provided Java code examples.

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CSP/Java+Code+and+XML+Examples#JavaCodeandXMLExamples-ProgramArguments
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server={ }server
Specifies the host name of the OneClick server.

username={ }username
Specifies a user name for the OneClick server.

password={ }password
Specifies the username password for the OneClick server.

method={ }method
Specifies the REST verb, or HTTP method.

GET, POST, PUT, DELETEValues: 

port={ }port
(Optional) Specifies the port number of the OneClick server.

 80Default:

accept={ }acceptType
(Optional) Specifies the accept header value/MIME type.

 application/xml, application/jsonValues:
 application/xmlDefault:

inputdata={ }inputdataType
(Optional) Specifies the body content type.

application/xmlValue: 

secure=true|false
(Optional) Specifies whether to secure the connection to the OneClick server.

 FalseDefault:
If set to True, the following parameters are required:

keystore_file={ }fqfn for keystore file
Specifies the fully-qualified keystore file name.

keystore_password={ }keystore password
Specifies the password for the keystore.

alias={ }certificate alias
Specifies the certificate alias name.

Note: To use a secure connection, the OneClick server must be configured for SSL. For 
information about configuring OneClick for SSL, see .<sp>Administrator

XML Examples
The CA Spectrum Web Services API provides example XML for GET Tunneling requests. The files are 
located in < >/RestfulExamples/xml.$SPECROOT

The following examples are provided:

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CSP/OneClick+Administration
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Alarms

GetAlarmsByAlarmIDs.xml

GetAlarmsByAttributeFilter.xml

GetAlarmsByModelHandles.xml

GetAlarmsBySearchCriteria.xml

GetAlarmsForAllDevices.xml

PullAlarmsSubscription.xml

FilterSecondaryAlarmsWhenInMaintenance.xml

Events

CreateEventByModelHandleList.xml

CreateEventByModelSearch.xml

CreateMultipleEventsByModelHandle.xml

Models

GetCiscoRouterModels.xml

GetModelsByModelHandles.xml

GetModelsFromExistingSearch.xml

PullAttrWatchForAllDevices.xml

PutModelsByModelHandles.xml

ModelTypes (MTypes)

PullWatchForNewMTypes.xml

PushWatchForNewMTypes.xml

PushWatchForNewMTypesBatchMode.xml

PushWatchForNewMTypesNoExpiration.xml

Simple URL Request in Browser
This example shows a GET landscapes request and results in a browser window. The GET verb is 
implied in the browser environment. Parameters are not necessary on the URL to return a list of all 
landscapes in the distributed SpectroSERVER environment.
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SPEC--simple browser request_SCR

Simple URL Request with Parameters in a Browser
This example uses the devices noun with URL parameters to request the name (0x1006e) and model 
type (0x10000) of all devices. The GET verb is implied in the browser environment.

 
SPEC--simple request w parms_SCR
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1.  

Using Throttle and Next
This example uses GET alarms to retrieve all alarms and shows how the throttle and "next" link are 
used.

Follow these steps:

Use the following request, which asks for all alarms to be returned but only three at a time:

http://comp001/spectrum/restful/alarms?throttlesize=3

Notice the following in this request:

throttlesize
Indicates the number of items to return at a time. This example requests three alarms to 
be returned at a time.

The following response returns from the SpectroSERVER. This response indicates that a total 
of five alarms exist and only three are returned. A relative link is provided that points to the 
next items in the list.

  <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes" ?> 

- <alarm-response-list xmlns="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema

/response" throttle="3" total-alarms="5"> 

  - <alarm-responses> 

      <alarm id="4e77f4fd-1c9b-1000-0336-000874f00c29" /> 

      <alarm id="4e77f4fe-1ca2-1000-0336-000874f00c29" /> 

      <alarm id="4e80da2b-a48e-1001-0336-000874f00c29" /> 

    </alarm-responses> 

  <link rel="next" href="http://comp001/spectrum/restful/alarms?id=c6a367df-

0b3e-4461-aa8d-

aad451a45bf7&start=3&throttlesize=3" type="application/xml" /> 

  </alarm-response-list>

Notice the following in this response:

throttle
Indicates the number of items returned in this response. In this example, three alarms 
have been returned in this response.

total-alarms
Indicates the total number of items in the result set. In this example, there a five total 
alarms in the result set.

link rel="next"
Indicates the URL to retrieve the next items in the result set. This link can be used in a 
browser or a program to issue the next request.

id=< >result_set_ID
Specifies the location of the result set on the OneClick server. The data expires after 
ten minutes of inactivity.
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1.  

2.  

start=< >element_num
Indicates the position within the result set.

Use the "next" relative link from the previous response to request the next three items in the 
result set:

http://comp001/spectrum/restful/alarms?id=c6a367df-0b3e-4461-aa8d-

aad451a45bf7&start=3&throttlesize=3

The following response returns from the SpectroSERVER:

  <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes" ?> 

- <alarm-response-list xmlns="http://www.ca.com/spectrum/restful/schema

/response" error="EndOfResults" throttle="2" total-alarms="5"> 

- <alarm-responses> 

    <alarm id="4e83d694-18e1-1002-0336-000874f00c29" /> 

     <alarm id="4e77f4fe-1c9e-1000-0336-000874f00c29" /> 

  </alarm-responses> 

</alarm-response-list>

Notice the following in this response:
error="EndOfResults"
Indicates that all items in the list have been retrieved.

Using URL and GET Tunneling for Same Request
This example shows the same request made by a URL request and a GET Tunneling request.

URL Request

GET Tunneling Request

URL Request
This examples uses GET devices, in a simple URL request format, to retrieve attributes for all devices, 
throttling at 100.

Initial request

This request specifies the attributes to read:

http://localhost/spectrum/restful/devices?

attr=0x1006e&attr=0x10000&attr=0x10032&attr=0x12de2&throttlesize=100

All matching devices are found and cached. The first 100 devices are returned, and, if there are more 
than 100, a link to get the next 100.

Subsequent request

Using the link from the initial request response, the following request pulls the next set of results 
from the cache:
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http://localhost/spectrum/restful/devices?id=0120a63a-e2d3-4175-9563-

c17c90c783a7&start=100&throttlesize=100

GET Tunneling Request
This examples uses GET devices, in imbedded XML request format, to retrieve attributes for all 
devices, throttling at 100.

 
SPEC--GET Tunneling_SCR

The following portions of Request.xsd are of interest for this example. This request uses the model-
 type. The type definition determines the parameters that can be specified, in this case, request

"target-models", "requested-attribute", and "throttlesize".

Note: See the complete contents in < >/RestfulExamples/src/xsd/Request.xsd.$SPECROOT

<xs:complexType name="model-request">

  <xs:sequence>

    <xs:element name="target-models" type="rs:target-models" minOccurs="1" 

      maxOccurs="1" />

    <xs:element name="requested-attribute" type="rs:requested-attribute" 

      minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

  </xs:sequence>

  <xs:attribute name="throttlesize" type="xs:int" />

</xs:complexType>

   .

   .

   .

<xs:complexType name="target-models">

  <xs:choice>

    <xs:element name="model" type="rs:model" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

    <xs:element name="models-search" type="rs:models-search" minOccurs="0" 

      maxOccurs="1"/>

  </xs:choice>
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</xs:complexType>

   .

   .

   .

<!-- Elements -->

 

<xs:element name="alarm-request" type="rs:alarm-request" />

<xs:element name="model-request" type="rs:model-request" />

<xs:element name="subscription-request" type="rs:subscription-request" />

<xs:element name="update-models-request" type="rs:update-models-request" />

Troubleshooting the Web Services API Issues
Contents

Common Issues
"Next" Link Does not Work

Common Issues
If you are experiencing problems when using the CA Spectrum Web Services API, check the following:

Is the URL constructed correctly?

Is the correct verb used with the noun?

Is the Request XML for GET Tunneling constructed correctly?

Have the proper credentials been entered?

Has the "accept" header and "Content-type" been set correctly for XML or JSON?

Do any CA Spectrum Web Services API errors appear in the tomcat log?

"Next" Link Does not Work
Symptom:

The "next" link that was generated in a response does not work correctly when I try to retrieve the 
next throttled set of results.

Solution:

The format of the parameters within the generated link may vary depending on your environment. 
For example, "&" may be generated as "&amp;" This is due to differences between XML, HTTP, and 
JSON formatting standards. Notice the difference in the prefixes for the start and throttlesize 
parameters in the following URLs:
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http://localhost/spectrum/restful/models?id=5b03b5ba-64ed-4603-b3e1-8e71919fccd8&amp;

start=2&amp;throttlesize=2

http://localhost/spectrum/restful/models?id=5b03b5ba-64ed-4603-b3e1-

8e71919fccd8&start=2&throttlesize=2

To correct, change '&amp' to '&' in your URL.

Note: This applies to XML only (not JSON).
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Spectrum Integrator
CA Spectrum The following section provides an overview of the Integrator features and capabilities, 

as well as in-depth procedures to perform integration activities, in the following sections.

Integrator Overview
Contents

Integrating Third-Party Applications with CA Spectrum
CA Spectrum Toolkits
CORBA API Toolkit
Command Line Interface
Benefits of Southbound Gateway and Modeling Gateway
Prerequisites for Developers
Required Components

The following section provides a brief overview of the CA Spectrum Integrator features and 
capabilities.

Integrating Third-Party Applications with CA Spectrum
IT organizations often use multiple applications to manage various aspects of their infrastructure. 
Integrating other management applications with CA Spectrum can be beneficial. You can create a 
powerful architecture that lets you combine the automation features and analysis from multiple 
management systems.

When designing a distributed automation architecture, evaluate how each tool contributes to the 
overall solution. Consider how the integrated tools can exchange data. This section can help you 
decide how to integrate third-party applications with CA Spectrum. The topics in this space 
demonstrate where and how you can exchange data with CA Spectrum.

Typically, an integration plan for CA Spectrum seeks to accomplish one or more of the following 
tasks:

Send alert information to CA Spectrum

Send network topology information to CA Spectrum

Retrieve alarm information from CA Spectrum

Create new SNMP device management modules within CA Spectrum

Launch an external application from within a managed object context from one or more CA 
Spectrum application user interfaces

Package and distribute an integrated system
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Package and distribute an integrated system

This section discusses your options for accomplishing those tasks.

CA Spectrum Toolkits
CA Spectrum has several toolkits to help you complete integration tasks. This section provides an 
overview of each of the available toolkits and refers you to sources of more information.

The Southbound Gateway lets you send alert data from third-party systems to CA Spectrum. The 
third-party system and all the sources for the appropriate alerts are automatically modeled in CA 
Spectrum. As a result, the network administrator can monitor this portion of the environment 
from OneClick.

The Modeling Gateway imports network topology information into the SpectroSERVER database. 
An XML specification standardizes the information that is required to create the topological 
information. You can configure CA Spectrum to check for updated information at specified 
intervals.

The AlarmNotifier and CA Spectrum Alarm Notification Manager (SANM) extract alarm data from 
CA Spectrum and pass it along to a user-defined application.

The Model Type Editor and the GnSNMPDev model type let you derive new model types that are 
based on third-party MIBs. You can use these types to create new SNMP device management 
modules.

You can edit CA Spectrum support files to enable the launching of third-party applications from 
OneClick. Context data can pass to the application as it is launched.

The CA Spectrum Extension Integration (SEI) toolkit provides a series of tools and files that let you 
package all the components for an integration. You can then install these components on a CA 
Spectrum host system.

All of these tools and features provide safe, stable mechanisms for integration.

You can also use a programmatic interface with CA Spectrum. However, the programmatic interface 
requires an in-depth understanding of the CA Spectrum knowledge base (information model). This 
knowledge base includes many attributes, relations, and model types. A full understanding of 
component interactions is required to avoid risky changes that affect CA Spectrum operation. Also, a 
tight programmatic integration requires frequent updates to the integration code as CA Spectrum 
technology evolves.

Therefore, we recommend that both developers and end users rely on the tools that are detailed in 
this section whenever possible. These integration points reduce risk and maintain a flexible, powerful 
integration interface. CA Spectrum integration tools not only minimize the complexity of the 
integration tasks, but also enhance the functioning of the solution.
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CORBA API Toolkit
The CA Spectrum CORBA API is an advanced toolkit that lets you develop C++ or Java based advanced 
extensions to CA Spectrum. Use this toolkit to create programs that integrate with the 
SpectroSERVER through an object-oriented remote method invocation interface.

Programming with this API requires an in-depth knowledge of CA Spectrum. Use the API only when 
necessary. The other toolkits that are discussed in detail in this section have been designed for use by 
most integrators. We recommend using them in most situations.

Command Line Interface
The CA Spectrum Command Line Interface (CLI) lets you access the data in the CA Spectrum 
knowledge base from a Unix shell environment or Windows command prompt. These commands can 
also be used in script files. Use the CLI to view, create, modify, and delete CA Spectrum data about 
models, alarms, events, and associations.

The CLI does not provide the safeguards that are available from the OneClick interface. We therefore 
do not recommend using it if you are unfamiliar with CA Spectrum and its modeling scheme. We also 
recommend testing a CLI-based integration with each release of CA Spectrum to verify the 
preservation of the intended behavior.

The CLI can also be an effective tool to use before working directly with the CORBA API. Use the CLI 
to test a prototype of your code as it interacts with the CA Spectrum knowledge base. If the data is as 
expected, you can then be more confident in your approach toward the CORBA API, which carries 
some risks.

The following diagram illustrates the integration points available in CA Spectrum:
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SPEC--CommandLineInterface

Benefits of Southbound Gateway and Modeling Gateway
Both the Southbound Gateway and the Modeling Gateway provide well-defined integration points for 
data exchange. These gateways were designed for the most common areas where third-party 
developers want to exchange data with CA Spectrum.

The Southbound Gateway integration point has built-in model types and inference handlers that are 
designed to handle integration with a third-party alert source. You can further customize the 
Southbound Gateway integration by using the EventAdmin model type or the EventModel model 
type as a derivation point. Use these types as you would use the GnSNMPDev model type to derive a 
new model type.

The Modeling Gateway provides a set of XML elements that lets you port data from a provisioning 
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The Modeling Gateway provides a set of XML elements that lets you port data from a provisioning 
database or other network topology database. In addition, you can expand and customize the 
elements and attributes in the XML syntax to accommodate most integrations. You can also use the 
Modeling Gateway to export CA Spectrum topology data to an XML file.

Prerequisites for Developers
Significant experience using CA Spectrum is required before you attempt to use any of the CA 
Spectrum integration points.

In addition, a Developer ID is required to distribute your integrations.

Note: For more information, see .CA Spectrum Getting Started

Required Components
Many of the toolkits described in this section are packaged and sold as separate components. The 
following toolkits and the associated components are needed for each integration:

Southbound Gateway Toolkit
Available as an add-on component for some CA Spectrum packages that you can purchase.

CA Spectrum Extension Integration (SEI)
Available as part of the Level 1 Toolkit.

Note: The Level 1 Toolkit includes the Model Type Editor and the SEI Toolkit.

[assign the value for corba in your book]
(Optional) Required only if you want a programmatic Southbound Gateway integration. 
Available as an add-on component for some CA Spectrum packages that you can purchase.

Modeling Gateway Toolkit
Available as an add-on component for some CA Spectrum packages that you can purchase.

AlarmNotifier Application
Included with all CA Spectrum packages.

CA Spectrum Alarm Notification Manager (SANM)
Available as an add-on component for some CA Spectrum packages that you can purchase.

Model Type Editor
Available as part of the Level 1 Toolkit.

SPECTRUM Extension Integration (SEI)
Available as part of the Level 1 Toolkit.

Launch Point Integration

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Getting+Started
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Launch Point Integration
None

CLI Application
Included with all CA Spectrum packages.

[assign the value for corba in your book]
Available as an add-on component for some CA Spectrum packages that you can purchase.

Sending Alert Data Into CA Spectrum
The following topics cover in detail the various ways in which incoming alert data is managed and 
processed by CA Spectrum:

Southbound Gateway Model Types
Southbound Gateway Support Files

Southbound Gateway Model Types
Two model types are available for managing incoming alert data from a Southbound Gateway 
integration:

EventAdmin

EventModel

The EventAdmin model type is designed to represent a third-party system sending alerts to CA 
Spectrum. Each instantiated EventAdmin model represents an individual instance of a running 
external management application. Specific events that have come from the third-party application 
are sent to the EventAdmin. The EventAdmin models have built-in functionality that receives the 
events and appropriately transfers the event data to another model, with optional alarm creation. 
The event data is typically transferred to EventModels, but it is also possible to transfer to device 
models. EventAdmin models are also containers that are used to group one or more instantiated 
EventModel models.

The EventModel model type represents a unique source of event data within the system that the 
EventAdmin application manages. Each event that has been received through the Southbound 
Gateway contains information that uniquely identifies its source. The EventAdmin receives the event, 
finds the unique event source, and passes the event to the EventModel for the source.

If no EventModel exists for the source, CA Spectrum creates an EventModel model to represent it. All 
new EventModel models are placed in the corresponding EventAdmin container model. You can cut 
or copy EventModel models from an EventAdmin container model. You can then paste them into 
other types of container models in the Topology, Location, or Organizational view. You can also cut or 
copy the EventAdmin model and paste it into those same views.
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Southbound Gateway Support Files
As the Southbound Gateway integrator, you create or add data to support files that supply 
information to the EventAdmin and EventModel models. You can work with the following files:

AlertMap file
If the alert source sends SNMP traps, you create a text file that adds data to the EventAdmin 
AlertMap file. These additions let the AlertMap file receive the SNMP traps and convert them to 
CA Spectrum events.

XML file
If the alert source does not send SNMP traps, you create an XML file to send events to CA 
Spectrum. The syntax of this XML file follows the document type definition (DTD) provided with 
this toolkit.

EventDisp file
You create text files that add data to the EventDisp files at the EventAdmin and EventModel level. 
These additions define how the events are processed.

Event Format file
You create Event Format files to give supporting textual information about each event.

Probable Cause file
You create Probable Cause files to give supporting textual information about each alarm.

The following diagram illustrates how data flows from the third-party system into CA Spectrum 
through the Southbound Gateway. It shows the model types and support files working together to 
process the data.
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Integration Steps
To set up a Southbound Gateway integration, take the following three required steps:

Direct Alert Information from the Third-Party System to CA Spectrum.

Map the Alert Information to a CA Spectrum Event.

Define Support Files for the Event.
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Direct Alert Data to CA Spectrum
The method to set up and configure a third-party system to send alert data to the Southbound 
Gateway depends on the individual system. The most important decision to make is the type of alert 
that the third-party system sends.

If the system can send SNMP traps to CA Spectrum, perform the required configuration. The 
application must send the trap data to the host name and TCP port where the SpectroSERVER is 
listening. By default, the SpectroSERVER is configured to receive SNMP traps on port 162. CA 
Spectrum processes the traps that it receives from the third-party application in accordance with the 
AlertMap file that is associated with the EventAdmin model type. The AlertMap file translates the 
trap data into a CA Spectrum event. Create a text file that adds the appropriate data to the AlertMap 
file so that it can properly process the trap information.

If your application cannot send SNMP alert data, you can import your data using the Southbound 
Gateway import tool. This tool requires data formatting using the XML elements from the document 
type definition in the Southbound Gateway toolkit.

Map Alert Information to a CA Spectrum Event

Mapping the Alert Information to a CA Spectrum Event

Regardless of whether the third-party application can send SNMP alerts, use the Southbound 
Gateway Event Data Template to map the data from the trap or alert to the CA Spectrum event. This 
template, which is described in the following table, indicates how to organize the alert variables. The 
template also lets you specify variables that constitute an identifier for the unique alert source. An 
event variable ID is assigned to the alert variables. Identification of each unique alert source lets the 
integration route the event to the proper EventModel model. Event Variables 1 - 6 designate the 
variable alert data that uniquely identifies the alert source. Other variable alert data is mapped to the 
Event Data Template variable that matches its content.

Variable ID Name Type Description Required/Optional

1 Uniqu
e ID 1

Strin
g
/Inte
ger

The Unique ID variables are used to identify a target 
EventModel by a Unique Identifier string. The Unique 
Identifier is a composite of up to 6 variable data items 
(1-6). The final unique identifier string is composed as 
follows:
<1>_<2>_<3>_<4>_ <5>_<6>
Use that exact order. If one of the unique identifier 
components is not provided, it is not included within 
the composite unique identifier. If an existing 
EventModel with the Unique Identifier string cannot 
be found, one is created.

Either one unique 
identifier or a Target 
Name (field 7) or 
Target Address (field 
8) is required.2 Uniqu

e ID 2
Strin
g
/Inte
ger

3 Uniqu
e ID 3

Strin
g
/Inte
ger

4 Uniqu
e ID 4

Strin
g
/Inte
ger

5 Uniqu
e ID 5
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Variable ID Name Type Description Required/Optional

Strin
g
/Inte
ger

6 Uniqu
e ID 6

Strin
g
/Inte
ger

7 Target
Name

Strin
g

This field lets you specify a target model by model 
name.

 An EventModel is not created when a target Note:
model cannot be found while using the Target Name 
event variable.
This field is case-sensitive. The 'Target Name Case 
Insensitive' field that is defined by Variable ID Field 16 
instructs Southbound Gateway not to consider case 
when identifying the model by model name.

8 Target
Addre
ss

Octe
t
/Tex
t 
Strin
g

This field lets you specify a target model by IP 
address. Use this field if you want to send the event 
to a model other than an EventModel.

9 Reserved

10 Event 
Model
Name

Strin
g
/Inte
ge

This field lets the user give a model name that is 
different than the unique identifier. If this data is not 
provided, the composite unique identifier becomes 
the model name.

Optional

11 Model
Class

Inte
ger

Populates the Model Class attribute of the target 
EventModel with the value specified in this event 
variable

Optional

13 Netwo
rk 
Addre
ss

Octe
t
/Tex
t 
Strin
g

Populates the Network Address attribute of the 
target EventModel with the value specified in this 
event variable

Optional

14 MAC 
Addre
ss

Octe
t
/Tex
t 
Strin
g

Populates the MAC Address attribute of the target 
EventModel with the value specified in this event 
variable.

15 Manuf
acture
r

Strin
g

Populates the Manufacturer attribute of the target 
EventModel with the value specified in this event 
variable.

Optional

16
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Variable ID Name Type Description Required/Optional

Target
Name 
Case 
Insens
itive

Strin
g

This field lets you specify a target model by model 
name.

 An EventModel is not created if a target model Note:
cannot be found when using the Target Name Case 
Insensitive event variable.
This field is case-insensitive. If you want Southbound 
Gateway to consider case when identifying the model 
by model name, use the Target Name field defined by 
Variable ID Field 7 (Target Name), which is case 
sensitive.

17-99 Reserved

Any other 
variable ID 
greater 
than or 
equal to 
100.

Any 
Data

Any 
Type

This data is forwarded to the EventModel model 
unchanged. The data type and data are preserved. 
This data can be viewed within an event message.

Optional

Define Support Files
The following topics are covered in this section:

Defining Support Files
EventDisp Files
Event Format Files
Probable Cause Files

Defining Support Files

Once the alert has been translated into an event, define information for the support files. The 
EventDisp files, Event Format files, and Probable Cause files enable the correct processing and display 
of the alert data.

EventDisp Files

EventDisp files define CA Spectrum handling for each event. Two different EventDisp files support the 
EventAdmin model type and the EventModel model type.

The EventDisp file for the EventAdmin model type defines the events that are received from the 
external alert or trap source. The EventDisp file for the EventModel gives the desired properties to 
the events. This support file indicates whether the event is logged, the event severity, and whether 
the event becomes an alarm.

Event Format Files

Event Format files determine the contents of an event message when the event is displayed in 
OneClick. The These files can contain variable data from a specific occurrence of an event. The 
assigned event variable ID from the Event Data Template identifies this variable data within the Event 
Format file.
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Probable Cause Files

Alarms that are generated as a result of the EventDisp file usually contain a probable cause as part of 
the alarm message. The text of this probable cause information is defined in the Probable Cause file.

References about Working with the Southbound Gateway 
Toolkit
Further References

For further information about working with the Southbound Gateway toolkit, see the following:

 Southbound Gateway Toolkit provides in-depth information about Southbound Gateway usage.

Getting Started provides an overview of the CA Spectrum technology and the terminology that is 
used throughout the CA Spectrum documentation.

 Extension Integration Developer provides details about using SEI to package an integration for 
distribution.

 Event Configuration provides an in-depth look at AlertMap EventDisp, Event Format, and 
Probable Cause files.

Extracting Alarm Data from CA Spectrum

CA Spectrum AlarmNotifier
CA Spectrum AlarmNotifier is a SpectroSERVER client application that provides a way to extract alarm 
information from CA Spectrum. The AlarmNotifier tool is launched from the command line and 
connects to a single SpectroSERVER. Once connected, it monitors alarm information from that server.

AlarmNotifier uses three scripts to get data from alarms:

SetScript

ClearScript

UpdateScript

AlarmNotifier receives information from the SpectroSERVER when an alarm is sent, cleared, or 
updated. AlarmNotifier invokes a relevant script in response to alarm data. These scripts, which are 
located in the CA Spectrum Notifier directory, enable the display of alarm data. You can customize 
each script to send alarm data in an email notification or to another third-party application, such as a 
trouble ticketing system. The scripts contain parameters to reduce the amount of information that is 
displayed or is sent to other applications.

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Southbound+Gateway+Toolkit
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Getting+Started
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Event+Configuration
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The CA Spectrum Alarm Notification Manager (SANM)
The following topics are covered in this section:

About the CA Spectrum Alarm Notification Manager (SANM)
Policy Administrator Tool

About the CA Spectrum Alarm Notification Manager (SANM)
CA Spectrum Alarm Notification Manager (SANM) supports and enhances the AlarmNotifier 
application. SANM lets the AlarmNotifier monitor alarm information from all landscapes in the 
SpectroSERVER landscape map. SANM also provides more alarm data for the AlarmNotifier. When 
SANM has been installed on the SpectroSERVER, SetScript, ClearScript, and UpdateScript have 
additional parameters to provide detailed alarm data. SANM lets you acknowledge and clear alarms 
from the terminal shell where the alarm data is displayed. You can control the scope and volume of 
alarm data using the SANM Policy Administrator tool.

The Policy Administrator tool is the only way to work with SANM directly. SANM works directly with 
the AlarmNotifier to extend its functionality. You continue to work with the AlarmNotifier using the 
added SANM capability. For more information, see .Alarm Notification Manager

Policy Administrator Tool

The Policy Administrator configuration tool lets you create, save, and implement alarm notification 
filtering policies. You can create policies that specify the types of alarms that are sent to an alarm-
processing application. Or you can create policies that exclude irrelevant or unimportant alarms or 
alarm data. You can also schedule associations between policies and applications so that alarm data 
filtered through that policy is sent to the particular application during the specified time period.

Policies can be very simple or quite complex. A simple policy can instruct SANM to pass information 
about critical alarms for all routers to an application that is associated with the policy. A more 
complex policy can instruct SANM how to handle information about critical and major alarms that 
remain unresolved for 10 minutes for a device with specific characteristics.

SANM Architecture
The following diagram shows the architecture of AlarmNotifier and SANM.

https://wiki.ca.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=196029645
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SPEC--SANM Architecture

Further References
Further References about AlarmNotifier and SANM

For more information about working with AlarmNotifier and SANM, see the following guides:

 Alarm Notification Manager gives in-depth instructions about how to use SANM to enhance the 
capabilities of the AlarmNotifier.

 AlarmNotifier provides detailed instructions about how to use the AlarmNotifier and how to 
customize the AlarmNotifier scripts.

 Getting Started provides an overview of the CA Spectrum technology and the terminology that is 
used throughout the CA Spectrum documentation.

Sending Topology Data to CA Spectrum
This section contains information about the following topics:

Modeling Gateway Architecture
Modeling Gateway Integration Mechanics

Gateway Modeling Tool for Input
Document Type Definition (DTD) File
The .modelinggatewayresource.xml File

https://wiki.ca.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=196029645
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/AlarmNotifier
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Getting+Started
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Gateway Modeling Tool for Import
View Import Status and Import Errors

Modeling Gateway Architecture
The following types of input files can be used with the Modeling Gateway:

XML file

comma-delimited ASCII text file

The comma-delimited input file is used for creating connections for Frame Relay and ATM circuits. 
The XML input file provides a wider range of functionality. In addition to specifying Frame Relay and 
ATM circuit connections, you can also create, update, and destroy models and other types of 
connections.

The integrator creates the XML input file that structures the network data for import. If you have a 
thorough understanding of the network topology, you can more easily represent network data in 
XML format. CA Spectrum provides a Document Type Definition (DTD) file that defines the XML 
elements and their associated syntax rules. A second file, the .modelinggatewayresource.xml file, 
shows you the CA Spectrum model types and attributes that are available. Create the XML input file, 
and then use the import tool (modelinggateway) to import the data into the SpectroSERVER 
database.

Note: For more information, see the .Modeling Gateway Toolkit Guide

The following diagram shows how the Modeling Gateway uses an XML file for importing data. Data 
that flows from the third-party database is formatted in the XML file using the syntax from the DTD 
and .modelinggatewayresource.xml. The import tool interprets the XML file and sends data into CA 
Spectrum through the CA Spectrum CORBA interface.
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SPEC--ImportFlow

The following diagram illustrates the process for using a comma-delimited ASCII text file to import 
Frame Relay and ATM connection information.

 
SPEC--FrameATM

Note: For more information about the comma-delimited file, see the Modeling Gateway Toolkit 
Guide.

Modeling Gateway Integration Mechanics
Integration requires information about how network data is formatted when it is imported. The 
modeling gateway uses input files to format the data that it imports. Create input files that specify 
data formatting rules.

The following sections assume that you have a basic knowledge of XML and Document Type 
Definition files (DTDs). If you lack experience working in XML, we recommend becoming familiar 
with XML syntax before working with these files.
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Gateway Modeling Tool for Input
During the integration process, you take your network data from a third-party database and create 
an input file. Depending on the content, this input file can be an XML file or a comma-delimited ASCII 
file.

If you only want to import data from Frame Relay or ATM connections, use the comma-delimited file.

Use an XML file to import more complex topology information. Use the CA Spectrum DTD file and the 
modelinggatewayresource.xml file to format the data properly. The following section contains an 
overview of each of these files.

Note: For more information, see the Modeling Gateway Toolkit Guide.

Document Type Definition (DTD) File
The DTD file (.modelinggateway.dtd) outlines all of the elements and attributes that can be contained 
in the XML file. This file shows you the structural hierarchy of elements, indicating which elements 
can act as child elements for any given element and which attributes can be specified for each 
element.

The root element in the DTD is the Import element. This required element specifies the type of 
import to perform. The Import element has several possible child elements such as Topology, 
Location, GenericView, Update, Destroy, and Connection. To import new models, use the Topology, 
Location, or GenericView elements. The element that you select determines the OneClick view where 
the imported data appears.

Use the Update element to change an existing collection of models. Use the Destroy element to 
remove existing models, and use the Connection element to establish connections between ports or 
devices. These elements all have child elements, which define the components of the network.

You can customize the DTD file to meet the needs of your specific integration. For example, the 
GenericView element lets you create your own view in which to place container and device models. 
You can then modify and add to the child elements of the GenericView element to define the 
contents of your customized view.

The .modelinggatewayresource.xml File
All of the possible model types and attributes that can be used in the XML input file are defined in the 
.modelinggatewayresource.xml file. This file lists many CA Spectrum model types and the model type 
handles that uniquely identify them. It also lists many CA Spectrum attributes and their attribute IDs. 
This file lets you use model type and attribute names in the XML file rather than their hexadecimal 
identifiers. As a result, the XML file is more intuitive to create and read. The .
modelinggatewayresource.xml file can be modified to include any instantiable, visible model type 
that exists in CA Spectrum and any attribute.

Gateway Modeling Tool for Import
Once you have set up the input file, use the Modeling Gateway import tool to import the network 
data into the SpectroSERVER database. The import tool is a command-line utility that is located in the 
SS-Tools directory.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Note: Copy the modelinggateway tool and all of its supporting files to run it on another server. 
For more information, see the .Distributed SpectroSERVER Administrator Guide

The following example command shows the modelinggateway tool syntax for import.

modelinggateway -vnm <vnm_name> -i <import_file> [-o <outputfile>] [-debug]

-vnm vnm_name
Is the name of the SpectroSERVER host.

-i import_file
Is the filename of the XML file with the input information that is compiled with .modelinggateway.
dtd.

-o outputfile
(Optional) Logs the error information to the file named in the outputfile parameter. If no file is 
specified, error information is logged to a file named import_file.log, where 'import_file' is the 
name of the XML input file.

debug
(Optional) Creates a debugging output file during the import process. The debug file is named 
ModelingGatewayDebug.txt in the running directory.

View Import Status and Import Errors
The CA Spectrum Modeling Gateway provides mechanisms to verify the safety and accuracy of each 
database import operation. CA Spectrum Modeling Gateway maintains an audit trail that includes a 
record of each creation, deletion, association, and update. You can view information about the 
import from within OneClick. You can also track import problems in the error and debug logs.

Verify the results of the Modeling Gateway import from the Information Tab for the VNM model in 
OneClick.

Follow these steps:

Select the applicable VNM model in the OneClick Console.

Click the Information tab in the Component Detail view.

Expand the Modeling Gateway node.

Review the table in the Modeling Gateway section for information about recent imports.

All errors and their possible causes are logged in an error log file. By default, the import tool creates 
an error log named .log, where  is the name of your import <nameofimportfile> <nameofimportfile>
file. You can also specify a name for your log file. For more information, see .Import Tool

When the import is complete, the log file appears in the SS-Tools directory. The log file records the 
number of successful creations, deletions, and updates of models and connections and each failure 
that occurred during the import.

The import tool also lets you enable a debug log, which is also created in the SS-Tools directory. This 
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The import tool also lets you enable a debug log, which is also created in the SS-Tools directory. This 
file, ModelingGatewayDebug.txt, explains each step in the import process.

Note: For more information see the .Modeling Gateway Toolkit Guide

Further References - Using the Modeling Gateway
For more information about importing topology data using the Modeling Gateway, see the following 
spaces:

Modeling Gateway Toolkit provides information about the toolkit and the syntax used in its 
support files.

Getting Started provides an overview of the CA Spectrum technology and the terminology that is 
used throughout the CA Spectrum documentation.

 Distributed SpectroSERVER Administration provides information about moving the modeling 
gateway tool to another server.

Exporting Topology Data from CA Spectrum
Contents

Configure Topology Data for Export
Gateway Modeling Tool for Export

Export CA Spectrum Topology Data
Import Modeling Gateway XML file

Configure Topology Data for Export
The .modelinggatewayresource.xml file controls the content of the exported information. All types of 
data are exported by default. To limit the data that is exported, use the ExportConfiguration element. 
This element contains the following attributes:

export_devices
Exports device models.

export_containers
Exports container models.

export_port_attributes
Exports port attributes.

export_links
Exports device links.

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Modeling+Gateway+Toolkit
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Getting+Started
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Distributed+SpectroSERVER+Administration
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export_topology_layout
Exports device and container models x,y coordinates.

export_annotation
Exports annotations and model group information.

export_WA_Link_models
Exports WA_Link models. If you do not export WA_Link models, they are treated as transparent. 
Wide area links between two device models are exported as a direct link.

export_spectrum_settings
Exports CA Spectrum settings, such as the settings for Fault Isolation, Discovery, and VNM 
Control.

export user models
Exports user models, licenses, privileges, preferences, and all other user-related relations 
attributes and models.

export service modeling
Exports service management schemes and attributes.

Note: For more information, see the .Service Manager User Guide

export schedules
Exports schedules.

export global collections
Exports static and dynamic global collections including all models in each global collection, all 
dynamic collection criteria, zoomed list, grouped list, and topology layout.

export discovery configs
Exports Discovery configurations.

export from primary SpectroSERVER only
Specifies whether Modeling Gateway connects to the secondary SpectroSERVER when the 
primary SpectroSERVER is down.

<ExportConfiguration

  export_devices = "true"

  export_containers = "true"

  export_port_attributes = "true"

  export_links = "true"

  export_topology_layout = "true"

  export_annotation = "true"

  export_WA_Link_models = "true"

  export_spectrum_settings = "true"

  export_user_models = "true"

  export_service_modeling  = "true"

  export_schedules = "true"

  export_global_collections = "true"

  export_discovery_configs = "true"
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  export_from_primary_ss_only = "true"

/>

For example, to exclude port attribute information, set export_port_attributes to false.

The attributes that are exported for devices, containers, and ports are defined in the following 
elements:

DeviceExportAttributes

ContainerExportAttributes

PortExportAttributes

Add and subtract attributes from these elements as needed.

The SpectrumConfigurationExport element controls what types of CA Spectrum configuration data 
are exported if the export_spectrum_settings flag in the ExportConfiguration element is set to true. 
For example, the following element controls the attributes that are exported for the LostFound 
model:

<SpectrumConfigurationExport model_type="LostFound" >

        <Automatic_Model_Destruction attribute_id="0x11de1" />

        <Model_Destruction_Interval_Hours attribute_id="0x11de3" />

        <Model_Destruction_Interval_Minutes attribute_id="0x11de4" />

</SpectrumConfigurationExport>

By default, all topology and modeling information under the Universe container is exported. Modify 
the RootContainerToExport element to specify a different root container from which to export. All of 
the contents of the root container and each of its subcontainers are exported.

Note: For more information, see the embedded comments in the  .modelinggatewayresource.xml
file.

Gateway Modeling Tool for Export
The Modeling Gateway command-line tool (modelinggateway, or modelinggateway.bat on Windows) 
is located in the SS-Tools directory. The syntax for export is:

modelinggateway -vnm <vnm_name> -e <export_file> [-o <outputfile>] [-debug]

For more information, see .Gateway Modeling Tool for Import

Note: Copy the modelinggateway tool and all of its supporting files to run it on another server. 
For more information, see the .Distributed SpectroSERVER Administrator Guide
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Export CA Spectrum Topology Data
You can export CA Spectrum topology data using the modelinggateway tool. Use the -e flag to export 
CA Spectrum topology data.

For example, running the following command exports the data from the SpectroSERVER on NOC1_CA 
Spectrum into a Modeling Gateway formatted xml file named NOC1_data.xml:

modelinggateway -vnm NOC1_Spectrum -e NOC1_data.xml

Import Modeling Gateway XML file
You can import the data from a Modeling Gateway formatted XML file into CA Spectrum. Use the -i 
flag to import from a Modeling Gateway formatted xml file.

For example, running the following command imports the data from NOC1_data.xml into the 
SpectroSERVER at NOC2_Spectrum.

modelinggateway -vnm NOC2_Spectrum -i NOC1_data.xml

Launching Applications from OneClick
Contents

Launch Applications from the OneClick Interface
Launch URLs in Web Browsers from the OneClick Interface

Launch OneClick Clients with Context
Launch Applications with Process Daemon
Further References - Launching Applications from CA Spectrum

The following section details how you can launch application from the CA Spectrum OneClick.

Launch Applications from the OneClick Interface
A configuration file contains examples for adding custom menus and menu items to your OneClick 
Console. Find this file in the following directory:

<$SPECROOT>/tomcat/webapps/spectrum/WEB-INF/console/config/custom-menu-config.xml

Copy this file into the /custom/console/config/ directory. Add your custom menu items <$SPECROOT>
to this XML file.

The <launch-application> element lets you launch a specified executable and pass attribute values to 
that executable.

<launch-application>

    <command>myapp {0}</command>

    <param>
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        <attribute>AttributeID.NETWORK_ADDRESS</attribute>

    </param>

</launch-application>

The previous example launches an application on the client computer. The <command> element 
specifies the command or executable to run. You can provide the path to the command or executable 
in either of the following ways:

You can specify the path on each client using an environment variable. On Solaris, use the PATH 
environment variable. On Windows, select My Computer, Properties, Advanced, and then click 
Environment Variables.

You can specify an absolute path to the executable or command. Verify that the path is the same 
on each OneClick client. Path statements in the Windows environment use a double backslash 
instead of a single backslash. For example:
C:\\Windows\\system32\\cmd.exe

You can pass multiple parameters to the launched application or URL. The previous example launches 
an application named myapp and passes the IP address of the selected model.

The command element must conform to the following syntax rules:

Use only spaces to delimit command arguments. To include a space within an argument, either 
place quotation marks around the argument or use the escape character '\' before the space.

To embed quotes within an argument, place the escape character '\' before the quotation marks.

If your command arguments contain commas, CA Spectrum automatically places the argument 
within quotation marks. For example, an argument is a numeric value containing commas.

CA Spectrum replaces arguments that come back null or have a string length of zero with empty 
quotes.

The following example uses the <platform> element to specify commands for different platforms.

Example: <launch-application> Code

<launch-application>

   <platform>

   <os-name>Windows</os-name>

   <command>cmd.exe /c start "ping {0}" cmd /c "ping.exe {0}

   &amp;&amp;pause"</command>

   </platform>

   <platform>

   <os-name>SunOS</os-name>

   <command>>/usr/dt/bin/dtterm -e ping {0}</command>

   </platform>

   <param>

   <attribute>AttributeID.NETWORK_ADDRESS</attribute>

   </param>

</launch-application>
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<os-name> 
(Optional) Specifies the operating system

<command> 
Specifies the command to execute on the specified operating system.

If you do not specify the <os-name>, the associated command is executed if no other platforms 
match.

At run time, CA Spectrum compares the specified OS names to the name that the ‘os.name’ Java 
property returns. CA Spectrum uses a best-match algorithm that lets you specify a prefix. The 
following operating system names are accepted:

SunOS for the Solaris platform

Windows for all Windows platforms

Windows 9x for Windows 95/98 only

Windows 2000 for Windows 2000 only

Windows XP for Windows XP only

Linux for the Linux platform

Mac for the Macintosh platform

If none of the specified platforms matches, the associated menu item is disabled.

Note: For more information, see .OneClick Customization

Launch URLs in Web Browsers from the OneClick Interface
You can configure OneClick to launch specified URLs and to pass parameters to the URL. These 
parameters can be hard-coded values or values from model attributes.

Note: For more information, see .OneClick Customization

Launch OneClick Clients with Context
You can launch OneClick clients within the context of a certain topology, model, or a Global 
Collection. Contextual parameters and values can be included with the URL that launches OneClick. 
The following URL is an example of such parameters:

http:// /spectrum/oneclick.jnlp? =<hostname> <parameter> <value>

The following parameters are available:

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/OneClick+Customization
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/OneClick+Customization
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The following parameters are available:

Topology 
Supply a model handle, IP address, or name of a Global Collection. This parameter launches a 
OneClick client or reuses an existing one, selects the Explorer tab or the Topology tab, expands 
the tree to show the model, or selects the specified model in the Topology panel.
Examples

http:// /spectrum/oneclick.jnlp?topology=0x3780003d<hostname>

http:// /spectrum/oneclick.jnlp?topology=10.253.9.7<hostname>

http:// /spectrum/oneclick.jnlp?topology=East<hostname>

Explorer
Supply a model handle, IP address, or name of a Global Collection. This parameter launches a 
OneClick client or reuses an existing one, selects the Explorer tab, or expands the tree to show 
the model. The currently selected tab in the Contents panel reflects the new model.
Examples

http://< >/spectrum/oneclick.jnlp?explorer=0x3780003dhostname

http:// /spectrum/oneclick.jnlp?explorer=10.253.9.7<hostname>

http:// /spectrum/oneclick.jnlp?explorer=East<hostname>

Alarm
Supply the integer alarm ID (to facilitate the integration with legacy applications), the complete 
global alarm ID (in the form 3f983d3d-2045-1000-012b-000bdb5a1c31), or <model 
handle>@<alarm ID>. This parameter launches a OneClick client or reuses an existing one, selects 
the Explorer or Alarms tab, expands the tree to show the model, and selects the alarm.
Examples

http://<hostname>/spectrum/oneclick.jnlp?alarm=0x3780003d@7710
where 0x3780003d@7710 is <modelhandle>@<alarm ID> and

http://<hostname>/spectrum/oneclick.jnlp?alarm=7710
where 7710 is the integer <alarm ID>

If you are passing the integer alarm ID, pass the model handle also. The integer alarm ID is not always 
unique across SpectroSERVERs. The full global alarm ID, which is unique across SpectroSERVERs, is 
preferable. However, that ID is not always available to the application that is launching OneClick.

Note: When launching in context, a new instance of OneClick is not launched if an instance is 
already running on the host. Instead, the context is changed in the current instance of OneClick. 
For more information, see the .OneClick Administrator

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/OneClick+Administration
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Launch Applications with Process Daemon
A process launching and tracking daemon (processd) lets CA Spectrum control various processes that 
are running on a workstation. This daemon operates in the background. The processd automatically 
starts during CA Spectrum installation and whenever the system restarts. Once processd is started, it 
automatically starts and manages other processes. You can create an application that processd can 
launch as part of the CA Spectrum startup process.

The lib/SDPM/partslist directory is used by processd to determine executable locations and 
arguments. For application tracking, processd uses the lib/SDPM/runtime directory. The partslist 
directory lists everything that the process daemon can launch and monitor. The runtime directory 
lists everything that processd is tracking.

To let processd launch and track your application, create an install ticket file (.idb). Save the file in the 
partslist directory.

Note: For more information, see .Distributed SpectroSERVER Administration

Further References - Launching Applications from CA 
Spectrum

For more information about launching applications from CA Spectrum, see the following spaces:

OneClick Customization provides details about launching applications in OneClick.

 OneClick Administration provides details about launching OneClick with context.

 Distributed Administration provides a complete reference for launching applications with 
processd.

Getting Started provides an overview of the CA Spectrum technology and the terminology that is 
used throughout the CA Spectrum documentation.

Create New Management Modules
Contents

Creating New Management Modules
Model Type Editor
OneClick Topology Support
Event Configuration Files
CA Spectrum Extension Integration (SEI) Toolkit
Watches

Further References - Using the GnSNMPDev Model Type

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Distributed+SpectroSERVER+Administration
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/OneClick+Customization
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/OneClick+Administration
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Distributed+SpectroSERVER+Administration
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Getting+Started
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Further References - Using the GnSNMPDev Model Type

Creating New Management Modules
The following section provides information and procedures to create new Management Modules:

Model Type Editor
To derive new model types and import MIBs, use the Model Type Editor. This tool is available from 
the Configure menu in the CA Spectrum Control Panel. The Model Type Editor lets you select the 
model type for your new model type, import proprietary MIBs, and set selected attribute values 
within the model type.

Note: For more information, see .Model Type Editor 

OneClick Topology Support
After creating new model types using the Model Type Editor, you can specify how they appear in 
OneClick topologies using XML. The following list describes the customizations that you can perform:

Create icons for model types

Register model icons

Configure icons for OneClick themes

Design on and off-page reference icons

Create icon labels

Define text components

Define selection components

Define tool tips for model icons

Note: For more information, see OneClick Customization.

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Model+Type+Editor
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/OneClick+Customization
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Event Configuration Files
Once you have edited the appearance of the new model type, build the support files that let the 
model type receive and process SNMP traps. These Event Configuration files include the AlertMap 
file, the EventDisp file, and all applicable Event Format and Probable Cause files. The AlertMap file 
maps SNMP alerts to CA Spectrum events. The EventDisp file contains information about event 
handling. For example, the event can be logged, can be turned into an alarm, or can be used to clear 
an alarm. The EventFormat file provides information about the event, and the Probable Cause file 
provides information about the alarm.

Use a text editor to edit any of these files. You can also use the Event Configuration tool to edit 
EventDisp, Event Format, and Probable Cause files.

Note: For more information, see Event Configuration

CA Spectrum Extension Integration (SEI) Toolkit
After you have created the support files, use the CA Spectrum Extension Integration (SEI) toolkit to 
create a virtual CD. The virtual CD installs your new management model on any SpectroSERVER.

Watches
When models of your newly derived model type have been instantiated, you can track and analyze 
information about their condition. Create one or more watches for a particular model to monitor and 
analyze the internal and external attribute values of that model. Watches can include expressions 
that incorporate one or more attribute values. These attribute values, or an expression that is based 
on these values, can then be measured against a defined threshold value.

Watch results can be used to generate events and alarms and can be logged for historical tracking 
and report information. Results can also be sent to script files. CA Spectrum polls attributes to 
evaluate the attribute values that are defined in a watch. Keep in mind that this polling can have an 
impact on network traffic and system resources. Delete the watches that are no longer useful.

Note: For more information, see .Watches 

Further References - Using the GnSNMPDev Model Type
For more information about using the GnSNMPDev model type to create new model types, see the 
following CA Spectrum spaces:

Certification provides complete information about the GnSNMPDev management module.

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Event+Configuration
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Watches
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Certification
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Model Type Editor gives in-depth instructions for using the Model Type Editor.

 Getting Started provides an overview of the CA Spectrum technology and the terminology that is 
used throughout the CA Spectrum documentation.

 OneClick Customization describes how to create your own CA Spectrum views or customize 
generic CA Spectrum views.

Extension Integration Developer provides details about using SEI to package integration for 
distribution.

 Event Configuration describes the Event Configuration utility, which lets you edit EventDisp, Event 
Format, and Probable Cause files from a graphical user interface. It also provides an in-depth look 
at EventDisp, Event Format, and Probable Cause files.

Watches provides information about creating a watch. This space provides examples for 
generating events or alarms, sending this information to a script, or using this information in a 
report.

Distribute Integration Files
Contents

Distributing Integration Files:
Create an Index File
Run mkmm
Run mkcd
Further References - SEI Toolkit

Distributing Integration Files:

Create an Index File
An index file defines the components of an integration, identifies their location, and specifies where 
to install them on the CA Spectrum server. Index files include references to all files that are necessary 
for the operation and installation of the integration on the CA Spectrum host. Depending on the type 
of integration that you have created, the index file includes references to different types of files.

You can include scripts in the index file that support the installation process. Custom installation 
scripts are launched during installation. These scripts can copy the contents of an installable text file 
into an existing text file on the CA Spectrum host, for example.

Create index files manually, or use the mmship tool.

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Model+Type+Editor
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Getting+Started
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/OneClick+Customization
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP/Extension+Integration+%28SEI%29+Developer+Reference
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Event+Configuration
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Watches
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Run mkmm
After creating your index file, build a package that contains all of the files that are referenced. Use 
the mkmm tool to build this package. This tool references the index file to create a VCD that contains 
all of files that must be installed on the SpectroSERVER.

The mkmm tool is saved in the SPECTRUM INSDK directory. However, you run this tool from the 
directory where your index file is saved. To run the tool, type the following command:

../INSDK/mkmm *.i

Run mkcd
The mkcd tool performs three final functions to complete an installable integration file. This script 
checks dependencies between purchasable parts and extension modules on the virtual CD. Any 
inconsistencies or errors are reported. The mkcd script adds a version number to the VCD, which 
enables installation. And it locks the VCD against the addition of files. The mkcd tool is located in the 
SPECTRUM INSDK.

Use the following syntax to execute the command in the directory that contained the VCD directory:

../INSDK/mkcd  -f <vcddir><version>

<vcddir> 
Specifies the name of the vcd directory that mkmm created (usually vcd).

<version> 
Specifies the version number of your integration. The version number must not contain spaces.

Further References - SEI Toolkit
For more information about the SEI toolkit, see the following guides:

CA Spectrum  provides details about using SEI to package an  Extension Integration Developer
integration for distribution.

Getting Started provides an overview of the CA Spectrum technology and the terminology that is 
used throughout the CA Spectrum documentation.

Use CLI to Exchange Data with CA Spectrum

Using CLI Components to Exchange Data with CA Spectrum
Contents

Using CLI Components to Exchange Data with CA Spectrum 

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Getting+Started
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Using CLI Components to Exchange Data with CA Spectrum 
CLI Components
CLI Commands
Further References - Working with CLI

CLI Components
The CLI includes the following four separate components:

A set of executable commands that let you communicate with the SpectroSERVER.

A set of environment variables that can affect executable command behavior. Depending on the 
operating system, they can be required to enable the script or executable command to operate.

A daemon that maintains communication with the SpectroSERVER.

A set of sample scripts that include CLI commands.

When you use the CLI to connect to the SpectroSERVER, the communication daemon that acts as a 
CLI local server starts. You can then use the executable commands and environment variables on the 
command line or in a script. Each CLI command sends success or failure information to standard 
error. Normal output that results from a successful command is sent to standard output.

Each command also generates a return code of zero on success and a non-zero error code on failure. 
These return codes are useful in scripts to determine the success or failure of a command.

CLI Commands
The following list describes the available executable CLI commands:

ack alarm
Acknowledges an alarm.

connect
Connects to the SpectroSERVER.

create
Creates a new alarm, association, event, or model in a specified landscape.

current
Sets a model as the 'current' model or a landscape as the 'current' landscape to be acted on by 
other CLI commands, or displays the current model and current landscape.

destroy
Destroys (removes) an alarm, association, or model in a specified landscape.

disconnect
Disconnects from the SpectroSERVER.

jump
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jump
Returns to a model and a landscape that were saved with the setjump command.

seek
Finds a model in a specified landscape.

setjump
Saves the current model and the current landscape under a user-defined text string label. The 
jump command can then be used to return to this model and landscape.

show
Displays information about objects in a specified landscape.

stopShd
Disconnects all users from SpectroSERVER and terminates the CLI locale server.

update
Updates the attributes of a model or model type.

Further References - Working with CLI
For more information about working with CLI, see the following guides:

Command Line Interface provides a complete reference to the CLI environment and its 
commands.

 Getting Started provides an overview of the CA Spectrum technology and the terminology that is 
used throughout the CA Spectrum documentation.

Extending CA Spectrum with the CORBA API
Contents

Overview of the CA Spectrum CORBA API
Considerations
Further References - Working with CORBA API

Overview of the CA Spectrum CORBA API
The CA Spectrum CORBA API provides programmatic access to the SpectroSERVER. Use the API to 
develop C++ or Java client applications.

The CORBA API lets you develop your own client application that exchanges data with and 
manipulates data contained in the CA Spectrum knowledge base. This interface is especially useful for 
integrating web-based (Java) applications. The CA Spectrum CORBA API consists of Interface 
Definition Language (IDL) files for the interfaces we provide, as well as some helper classes.

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Command+Line+Interface
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Getting+Started
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Considerations
Use the CORBA API with caution. If you can use one of the non-programmatic toolkits described in 
this section to accomplish the goals of your integration, you should do so. This powerful interface 
requires an in-depth understanding of CA Spectrum functionality and the CA Spectrum knowledge 
base.

If you intend to use the CORBA API to integrate client applications that share alarm and event data 
with CA Spectrum, consider using the Southbound Gateway, AlarmNotifier, and SANM toolkits. These 
toolkits are specifically designed for this purpose, so you can save considerable time and effort by 
using them. The toolkits do not necessarily require deep knowledge of CA Spectrum.

Further References - Working with CORBA API
For further information about working with the CA Spectrum CORBA API, see the following :

Development API Reference is an introductory reference for the CA Spectrum CORBA API.

Getting Started provides an overview of the CA Spectrum technology and the terminology that is 
used throughout the CA Spectrum documentation.

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Getting+Started
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Security Policy Statement
Contents

Definitions
FIPS 140-2 Compatibility Matrix

The CA Spectrum Security Policy Statement applies to the CA Spectrum product and is applicable as 
long as the product is used within the documented procedures defined in the product 
documentation.

The CA Spectrum Security Policy Statement details the encryption and hashing that is used by specific 
CA Spectrum components.

The CA Spectrum Security Policy Statement communicates the FIPS 140-2 statement for the CA 
Spectrum product. Specifically, it does the following:

Clearly states what CA Spectrum modules are FIPS-compliant and which are FIPS-compatible

Identifies FIPS certificate numbers for the encryption modules or hash algorithms used

Communicates additional items that require extra physical security or protection

Identifies the application boundaries surrounding the different application modules using 
encryption and or hashing

Identifies what data is protected

Communicates how keys are protected

Explains how to enable FIPS mode on the software component

Definitions
The following terms are used in the CA Spectrum Security Policy Statement:

FIPS-compliant means that the component is capable of running FIPS-compliant encryption and 
hashing modules and offers the ability to run in FIPS mode.

FIPS-compatible means that the component uses FIPS-certified algorithms for encryption and 
hashing, but does not offer the ability to run in FIPS mode.

FIPS 140-2 Compatibility Matrix
The following table shows the extent to which CA Spectrum uses FIPS-compliant algorithms:
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CA Spectrum Software 
Component

Module Version Certificate1 Algorithms2 Algorithm 
Cert#3

Mode4

SpectroSERVER User 
Password Storage**

BSAFE 
Crypto-J

5.1.1 1502 SHA-256 1549 Compa
tible

OneClick User Password 
Storage

BSAFE 
Crypto-J

5.1.1 1502 AES-256 1766 Compa
tible

Integration Password 
Storage

BSAFE 
Crypto-J

5.1.1 714 AES-256 1766 Compa
tible

eHealth Password Storage BSAFE 
Crypto-J

5.1.1 714 AES-256 1766 Compa
tible

EEM Single SignOn (Proxy 
Password)

BSAFE 
Crypto-J

5.1.1 714 AES-256 1766 Compa
tible

CA Service Desk Password 
Storage

BSAFE 
Crypto-J

5.1.1 714 AES-256 1766 Compa
tible

MySQL Password Storage BSAFE 
Crypto-J

5.1.1 714 AES-256 1766 Compa
tible

SRAdmin Data Transmission BSAFE 
Crypto-C ME

2.0 608 3DES 378 Compa
tible

SNMPv3 Privacy Data 
Transmission

OpenSSL*** 0.9.8 2097 3DES, AES-128, 
AES-256, SHA

1302 Compa
tible

Secure Domain Manager* BSAFE 
Crypto-C ME

2.0 608 3DES, SHA 378 Compli
ant

Secure Domain Manager OpenSSL 0.9.8 2097 3DES, SHA-256 1302 Compa
tible

SDConnector Data 
Transmission

BSAFE 
Crypto-C ME

2.0 608 3DES 378 Compa
tible

Certgen OpenSSL 0.9.8 2097 3DES, SHA 1302 Compa
tible

Notes:

* You can configure a different algorithm for Secure Domain Manager (SDM) and the SDM 
Connector. You do not have to use 3DES.

** Credentials of old user models using SHA are updated to SHA-256 on first-time login to CA 
Spectrum 9.4. For the newly created models (from CA Spectrum 9.4), credentials are hashed using 
SHA-256.

*** OpenSSL module is part of CAPKI. In FIPS mode, it is FIPS-2 complaint as all consumer 
products use only FIPS approved algorithm from Crypto-C ME of CAPKI. These certificate and 
algorithm certs are from Crypto-C ME (4.0.1).

You can find NIST certificate numbers at: http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/validation.html

These are the only algorithms the software supports. You can find more information at: 
http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cavp/validation.html

http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/validation.html
http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cavp/validation.html
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Verify algorithm certificate numbers by looking up the certificate number at NIST, opening the 
Security Policy, or reading the 'Level/Description' column associated with the Certificate number.

N/A means the software does not offer the ability to operate in FIPS mode. Compatible or 
Compliant means the software is capable of operating in FIPS mode according to the definitions 
of those terms.

Detailed CA Spectrum Component Descriptions
Contents

SpectroSERVER User Password Storage
Special Protection and Key Storage
Enable FIPS Modeguide
Changing Root Certificate

This chapter describes the encryption and hashing that is used by specific CA Spectrum components.

SpectroSERVER User Password Storage
CA Spectrum 9.4 passwords are hashed using SHA-256, and are stored in the SpectroSERVER 
database for comparison when a user attempts to log in. Passwords of user models that were created 
before the CA Spectrum 9.4, are updated to SHA-256 after first-time login to CA Spectrum 9.4. All 
newly created user models in CA Spectrum 9.4 support SHA-256 for hashing and authentication.

Note: Enable "Tomcat Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)" for protection over the wire.

The following image illustrates the Cryptographic Boundary for SpectroSERVER user password 
storage:

 
SPEC--SpectroSERVER User Password Storage

The CA Spectrum password is protected. For more information about configuring and using SSL, see 
the . sectionCreate User Accounts and User Groups

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Create+User+Accounts+and+User+Groups
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Special Protection and Key Storage
The encryption key is internal to CA Spectrum.

Enable FIPS Modeguide
SHA-256 password hashing is enabled out of the box.

Changing Root Certificate
Not applicable at this time.

OneClick User Password Storage
Contents

Special Protection and Key Storage
Enable FIPS Mode
Changing Root Certificate

When the "Remember my password" option is selected in the OneClick home page, OneClick 
passwords are stored to a file.

The Cryptographic Boundary for the OneClick password storage is as follows:

 
SPEC--OneClick User Password Storage

The OneClick username and password is encrypted with AES-256 in the file.

Note: For more information about the OneClick login, see the . sectionUsing OneClick

Special Protection and Key Storage
The encryption key is internal to CA Spectrum.

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Using+OneClick
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Enable FIPS Mode
AES-256 password and username encryption is enabled out of the box.

Changing Root Certificate
Not applicable at this time.

Integration Password Storage
Contents

Special Protection and Key Storage
Enable FIPS Mode
Changing Root Certificate

Passwords for OneClick integrations are stored to a file and are encrypted using AES-256.

Note: For encryption over the network, enable SSL for integrations between CA Spectrum and CA 
eHealth, and CA Spectrum and Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP).

The Cryptographic Boundary for integration password storage is as follows:

 
SPEC--Integration Password Storage

The password is encrypted with AES-256 in the file.

Note: For more information about configuring and using CA eHealth, see the Installing and 
 section. For more information about configuring and using Configuring the eHealth Integration

LDAP, see the  section.Create User Accounts and User Groups

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Installing+and+Configuring+the+eHealth+Integration
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Installing+and+Configuring+the+eHealth+Integration
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Create+User+Accounts+and+User+Groups
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Special Protection and Key Storage
The encryption key is internal to CA Spectrum.

Enable FIPS Mode
AES-256 password encryption is enabled out of the box.

Changing Root Certificate
Not applicable at this time.

Embedded Entitlements Manager (EEM) Single Sign-On 
(Proxy Password)

Contents
Special Protection and Key Storage
Enable FIPS Mode
Changing Root Certificate

Single Sign-On functions are used mainly for logging in, but can also be used to access cross-platform 
resources, such as CA eHealth reports.

Note: If the token expires and a resource requires authentication, the authentication process 
repeats.

The following figures illustrate the Cryptographic Boundary for Embedded Entitlements Manager 
(EEM) single sign-on (proxy password).

The following figure illustrates how the OneClick web server communicates with the SpectroSERVER 
to authenticate which OneClick web server transmissions can be encrypted with OpenSSL:
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SPEC--Embedded Entitlements Manager (EEM) Single Sign-On (Proxy Password)

The following figure illustrates how the SpectroSERVER uses a configuration file to determine the 
authenticator. In this instance, the authenticator is configured to be Single Sign On through an EEM 
server, behind a proxy server. The password for the proxy server is AES-256 encrypted and is stored 
on the SpectroSERVER in a file:

 
SPEC--Embedded Entitlements Manager (EEM) Single Sign-On (Proxy Password) (2)
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The following figure illustrates how the proxy password is transmitted to the proxy server, which 
then allows the SpectroSERVER to communicate to the EEM server for authentication. These 
transmissions can also be encrypted with OpenSSL:

 
SPEC--Embedded Entitlements Manager (EEM) Single Sign-On (Proxy Password) (3)

The proxy password is encrypted with AES-256 in the file. The transmission of the data between 
servers can protected by SSL, but is not required.

Note: For more information about the EEM login and configuration information, see How to 
 section. For more information about configuring the Configure CA Spectrum/CA EEM Integration

SSL, see the  section.Configure OneClick for Secure Sockets Layer

Special Protection and Key Storage
There is no special protection for the file; however, the key is internal to CA Spectrum.

Enable FIPS Mode
AES-256 password encryption is enabled out of the box. It cannot be turned off. SSL is optional, and 
can be turned off.

Changing Root Certificate
Not applicable at this time.

CA Service Desk Password Storage
Contents

Special Protection and Key Storage

Enable FIPS Mode

https://wiki.ca.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=196031106
https://wiki.ca.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=196031106
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CASP10/Configure+OneClick+for+Secure+Sockets+Layer
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Enable FIPS Mode
Changing Root Certificate

The CA Service Desk password is stored to a file with AES-256 encryption. The OneClick password is 
stored to a file with Base64 encoding.

The Cryptographic Boundary for CA Service Desk password storage is as follows:

 
SPEC--CA Service Desk Password Storage

Note: For more information about integrating with CA Service Desk, see the CA Spectrum and CA 
.Service Desk Integration Guide

Special Protection and Key Storage
The encryption key is internal to CA Spectrum.

Enable FIPS Mode
AES-256 password encryption and Base64 encoding is enabled out of the box.

Changing Root Certificate
Not applicable at this time.
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MySQL Password Storage
Contents

Special Protection and Key Storage
Enable FIPS Mode
Changing Root Certificate

The mysql password is stored to a file with AES-256 encryption.

The Cryptographic Boundary for a MySQL password storage is as follows:

 
SPEC--MySQL Password Storage

Note: For more information about configuring and using MySQL, see the .Administrator Guide

Special Protection and Key Storage
The encryption key is internal to CA Spectrum.

Enable FIPS Mode
AES-256 password encryption is enabled out of the box.

Changing Root Certificate
Not applicable at this time.

SRAdmin Data Transmission
Contents

Special Protection and Key Storage
Enable FIPS Mode
Changing Root Certificate
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Changing Root Certificate

The username and password for CA Spectrum Remote Administration (SRAdmin) is encrypted using 
3DES.

The Cryptographic Boundary for SRAdmin data transmission is as follows:

 
SPEC--SRAdmin Data Transmission

The sradmin username and password are encrypted with 3DES and are sent over the network.

Note: For more information about configuring and using SRAdmin, see the .Installation Guide

Special Protection and Key Storage
The encryption key is internal to CA Spectrum and is also based off the time of the system.

Enable FIPS Mode
3DES username and password encryption is enabled out of the box.

Changing Root Certificate
Not applicable at this time.

SNMPv3 Privacy Data Transmission
Contents

Special Protection and Key Storage
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Special Protection and Key Storage
Enable FIPS Mode
Changing Root Certificate

To query devices using SNMPv3 with the authentication and privacy, CA Spectrum can be configured 
so that the SNMPv3 messages are encrypted using 3DES, AES-128, or AES-256. CA Spectrum can also 
be configured to use SHA for authentication when querying devices using SNMPv3 with only 
authentication or authentication with privacy.

The Cryptographic Boundary for SNMPv3 privacy data transmission is as follows:

 
SPEC--SNMPv3 Privacy Data Transmission

The SNMPv3 messages are encrypted using 3DES, AES-128 (AES), or AES-256 and are sent over the 
network.

Note: For more information about configuring and using SNMPv3, see the Modeling and 
Managing Your IT Infrastructure Administrator Guide.

Special Protection and Key Storage
The encryption key is internal to CA Spectrum.

Enable FIPS Mode
SNMPv3 does not support FIPS mode, but SNMPv3 supports FIPS-compliant algorithms.

To change the default privacy encryption algorithm for all device models to 3DES, AES or AES-256, the 
snmpv3_default_priv_protocol parameter in the < >\SS\.vnmrc file must be set to 3DES, $SPECROOT
AES, or AES256.

For example:

snmpv3_default_priv_protocol=3des

or
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snmpv3_default_priv_protocol=aes

or

snmpv3_default_priv_protocol=aes256

Alternatively, to override the default privacy encryption algorithm for a particular device model, 
append the encryption algorithm to the SNMP community string for that device model.

For example:

#v3/<authPW>:3DES^<privPW>/<user>

#v3/<authPW>:AES^<privPW>/<user>

#v3/<authPW>:AES256^<privPW>/<user>

To change the default authentication algorithm for all device models to SHA, the 
snmpv3_default_auth_protocol parameter in the < >\SS\.vnmrc file must be set to "sha".$SPECROOT

For example:

snmpv3_default_auth_protocol=sha

Alternatively, to override the default authentication algorithm for a particular device model that uses 
authentication only, append the authentication algorithm to the SNMP community string in the 
following format:

For example:

#v3/SHA^<authPW>/<user>

To override the default authentication algorithm for a particular device model that uses 
authentication with privacy, append the authentication algorithm to the SNMP community string in 
the following format:

#v3/SHA^<authPW>:<privPW>/<user>

#v3/<authPW>:AES^<privPW>/<user>

#v3/<authPW>:AES256^<privPW>/<user>

Note: For more information, see the Modeling and Managing Your IT Infrastructure 
.Administrator Guide

Changing Root Certificate
Not applicable at this time.

Secure Domain Manager
Contents

Special Protection and Key Storage
Enable FIPS Mode
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Enable FIPS Mode
Changing Root Certificate

A bi-directional communication takes place between the Secure Domain Manager (SDM) and the 
Secure Domain Connector (SDC).

Note: When not running in FIPS mode, CA Spectrum, using SDM and SDC, runs in a FIPS-
compatible state.

The Cryptographic Boundary for the Secure Domain Manager is as follows:

 
SPEC--Secure Domain Manager

SNMP or ICMP requests and replies, and SNMP traps communication are protected. No other 
communication takes place.

Note: For more information about configuring and using the Secure Domain Manager, see the 
.Secure Domain Manager User Guide

Special Protection and Key Storage
The SDM private key is located at < /SDM/CERTS/SDMCAKey.pem. The private key $SPECROOT>
requires administrator read and write privileges only.

Enable FIPS Mode
Locate the sdm.config file and add the - withfips option.

Note: Any time this option is changed, the entire system needs to be restarted.
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Changing Root Certificate
Run the following command to create a new network security certificate for the SDManager:

CertGen.exe  - t cert  - c <Country Code>

For added security, use the -p option to generate the certificate with a password as follows:

CertGen.exe  - t cert  - p <password> -c <Country Code>

Certgen
Contents

Special Protection and Key Storage
Enable FIPS Mode
Changing Root Certificate

Certgen uses openSSL 0.9.8 to create certificate authorities, key files, and security certificates that 
are used to encrypt communications between SDM and SDC. The algorithm that is used to create the 
certificate is 3DES.

The Cryptographic Boundary for Certgen is as follows:

 
SPEC--Certgen

The p12 certificate is used primarily to protect the data being transferred between the Secure 
Domain Manager and the Secure Domain Connectors.

Note: For more information about configuring and using the CertGen, see the Secure Domain 
.Manager User Guide
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Special Protection and Key Storage
All certificate authority, private keys, and certificates are located at < /SDM/CERTS. All $SPECROOT>
files require administrator read and write privileges.

Enable FIPS Mode
No FIPS mode required.

Changing Root Certificate
Run the following command to create a new network security certificate for the SDManager:

CertGen.exe  - t cert  - c <Country Code>

For added security, use the -p option to generate the certificate with a password as follows:

CertGen.exe  - t cert  - p <password> -c <Country Code>
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